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Architectural Beauty plus
WITH POZZOLITH CONCRETE

St. Francis Hospital, Lynwood, California. Archt.— Geo. Adams, Glendale, California; Contr.— J. K. Thomas & Theo. Beyer, Los Angeles, California; Structural Engr.— Ernest C. Hillman, Jr., Los Angeles, California; Pozzolith transit-mix concrete supplied by Consolidated Rock Products Co., Los Angeles, California.

With Pozzolith, honeycombing and other segregation defects, as well as form marks, are minimized. This is because cement dispersion produces greater plasticity and cohesiveness, with easy placeability, even though water is reduced as much as 20%.

In addition to enhancing the surface, Pozzolith provides these important advantages:

1. LOWER COSTS — Placing and Finishing
2. HIGHER STRENGTH
3. WATERTIGHTNESS
4. GREAT DURABILITY

Because Pozzolith complies with the water-cement ratio law, it produces workability, watertightness and durability without sacrifice of strength.

Write for ACI and ASTM bulletins on concrete design, specification and production . . . also new Pozzolith booklet. No obligation whatsoever.
C.A.A. reports 16,370,000 hours of private and non-scheduled commercial flying in 1947, an increase of 67 percent over 1946. Several schemes for private flyers' facilities at airports have been proposed, none adopted. If rate of increase in traffic keeps up, as expected, some provisions will have to be made for sleeping, eating, rest rooms. Private flyer is now an orphan at most ports.

Adirondack Homes, producers of the Look house, have ambitious scheme for coordinating activities of most producers of "conventional" prefab houses. Harry Levey, Adirondack president, is working to link such fabricators in informal network, each producing for area he can serve most efficiently. Levey points out that shipping charges eat away savings of factory construction.

Builders of this type of prefab met in Chicago last month at Levey's request to discuss possibilities. Scheme is to have all sell "Adirondack" house in addition to own product. Low-priced Adirondack model sells for about $8,000 in New York area, is a good buy at that price.

Housing Bill passed by Congress in extra session provides some interim financing which will help both the prefabricator and the normal builder over the period when he has to put up his own money. Insured short-term promissory notes intended to do this will bear interest of four percent.

Other provisions of new housing bill include revival of Title VI rental housing mortgages (90 percent of replacement cost, figured on 1947 year-end costs) and amendment of Title II, authorizing 95 percent buyers' loans--85 percent builders' loans--on houses costing $6,500 or less. Some important areas of the country cannot hope to qualify under that ceiling. No long-range planning, slum clearance or public housing measures were included.

A.I.A. is now offering its members a group "professional liability" insurance policy. $25 annual premium covers $25,000 damages.

Accommodations for teachers are part of the present problem of overcrowding in the schools and colleges. Many universities are constructing faculty housing, while some towns that have trouble holding lower-school teaching staffs are building or converting apartments.

A progressive Protestant congregation in the Midwest is looking for an architect to design a contemporary church structure. Selection will be made soon.

Continuous casting of semi-finished steel, with molten metal passing directly to billet mold--dream of the industry for years--has been announced as an actuality by Republic Steel and Babcock and Wilcox Tube Co. Resulting low capital and operational costs, if proven out, should reduce cost of finished product appreciably.

A much sought commission in N. Y.--the home office building of Mutual Life with 390,000 usable sq. ft.--has been awarded to Shreve, Lamb and Harmon, architects.
Approximately 20,000 Sylvania Fluorescent Troffer Fixtures will light the big, new, 26-story John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. building in Boston.

Probably the largest fluorescent troffer lighting job in the world, this Sylvania installation consists mainly of 8-foot shielded troffers, although some 4-foot units are included. Sylvania fixtures were the choice of the John Hancock planning board after an extensive series of studies and tests conducted with actual installations of fixtures submitted by most of the leading manufacturers in the industry.

The fixture shown at the left is the Sylvania CTRS-340 troffer (three 40-watt lamps) with the lower shielding lowered for lamp installation. This same unit is available with either one or two lamps and glass shielding as well.
Sylvania recessed troffers are the answer to today’s demand for volumes of glare-free light from ceilings uncluttered by exterior types of lighting equipment. Write for full details of Sylvania’s exclusive one-year guarantee covering complete fixtures, including lamps, ballasts, starters, and lamp-holders.

Designed for low-cost installation and economy of maintenance, Sylvania Troffers deliver a maximum of light at a minimum of expense.

A toggle bolt arrangement permits the weight of the chassis to be carried by the hanger strap during installation, greatly reducing installation time and labor.

Sylvania Fluorescent Troffers are trouble-free fixtures — perfectly engineered, ruggedly built of heavy gauge steel, giving unobstructed vision in modern low ceilings... the easiest fixtures to install and maintain!

They can be mounted either singly or in continuous rows, and can be fitted to any type of ceiling, new or old, acoustical tile, lath or plaster. They’re shipped complete, ready for installation — with no extra parts to buy. Unshielded fixtures can be easily converted to louver or glass shielded, if desired, after installation. Write for descriptive troffer booklet. Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Fixture Division, Ipswich, Mass.

CRAM & FERGUSON — ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
TURNER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY — BUILDERS

HIXON ELECTRIC CO. — ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
GEORGE H. WAHN CO. — ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS

PHOTOLAMPS; RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES
RADIATION HEATING
Choose the boiler for your domestic, commercial or industrial radiation heating job from the thirty-six basic sizes in the Bryant line. Rated from 67,500 to 3,966,000 Btu per hour, Bryant Boilers are available in hot water, vapor and steam types...a size and type for any radiation heating application.

WINTER AIR CONDITIONING
These Bryant Winter Air Conditioning Units provide the design and operation features that you want for single or multiple installations. Made in conventional basement model with cast iron heat exchanger, and vertical types with either cast iron or Heatage steel heat exchangers. 17 different sizes; inputs 45,000 to 250,000 Btu per hour.

CONVERSION BURNERS
Old-fashioned furnaces become modern, fully-automatic gas heating plants with Bryant Conversion Burners. Bryant provides three types in two basic models: round burner and baffles for conventional round furnaces, rectangular burner for rectangular boilers and furnaces, and a single-port, spread-flame budget model for special applications. Ten sizes.

SPACE HEATERS
Heat a single room...cabin, office, study, laundry...or a complete home with these Bryant Space Heaters. They provide welcome warmth by both radiation and circulation, require less floor space than the ordinary radiator, eliminate the hazards of old-style, open-flame heaters. Seven different sizes, inputs 15,000 to 60,000 Btu per hour, manual or automatic control.

FLOOR FURNACES
Bryant Floor Furnaces are engineered for ease of installation and operation. They are designed to fit between standard floor joists, provide floor level access to ignition and temperature controls. They feature Bryant electric Dial-Lite ignition, are made in three sizes for automatic or manual control with inputs from 25,000 to 45,000 Btu per hour.

All Bryant products are approved by American Gas Association for use with natural, manufactured, liquefied petroleum or mixed gases.
IT'S BRYANT... ALL ALONG THE LINE!

UNIT HEATERS

Bryant Unit Heaters complement the smart interiors of modern stores and offices, adapt themselves readily to factories and warehouses and in other commercial or industrial establishments. Model 85, in five sizes from 65,000 to 255,000 Btu per hour, has tubular steel heating sections; Model US-322, six sizes with inputs from 60,000 to 210,000 Btu per hour, features the Hevigage steel heat exchanger.

WARM-AIR HEATING

These Bryant Gravity Warm-air Furnaces are built for budget homes. They include a standard basement model for replacement of old, worn-out furnaces in existing housing or for new, low-cost housing; plus the splendid new Bryant Suspended Gravity Furnace with smooth-running propeller-type fan for use as a central core in small homes. Model GS-57 is made in four sizes, inputs from 70,000 to 140,000 Btu; Model SGF-362 in 55,000 and 70,000 Btu inputs.

WATER HEATERS

Here's the automatic storage water heater line that is taking the country by storm... the Bryant Red Seal, a standard economy model; the Bryant Black Seal, a superior water heater with five exclusive features and the Blue Seal, with the Bryant Protect-O-Red—the water heater that is built to grow old, backed by a 10-year protection plan. Bryant Water Heaters offer special burners for each type of gas, are made in 20, 30, 40, 50-gallon sizes.

The most complete line of gas heating equipment in the nation... at your service!

Unit for unit, the complete Bryant line of automatic gas heating equipment covers every phase of radiation, convection and conduction heating. It is backed by powerful national advertising, by a great array of tested sales aids; supported by extensive sales and service training activity and a nationwide distribution and parts service organization set up for easy access by dealer and customer. And it's yours to tie onto... for bigger sales, more trouble-free installations and a host of satisfied customers. Let the Bryant distributor in your territory tell you how... now!

BRYANT HEATER COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio
One of the Dresser Industries
Only the Servel Gas Refrigerator has no moving parts in its freezing system to wear

Twenty-one years ago, the first Gas Refrigerator came off the Servel assembly line. Ten years later, there were 1,000,000 Servels in operation. Today, the Servel families are well on their way to the 3,000,000 mark. The trend to Gas Refrigeration is gaining momentum by the year. Right now, more people than ever before prefer the noiseless, trouble-free service that only Servel can give.

Alert apartment owners are well aware of this trend. That's why more and more of them are "going gas" when ordering refrigerators for new apartments... or buying replacements for older buildings. They know that Servel's silence and year-after-year dependability pay off in tenant satisfaction.

Low Operating Cost... Lowest Upkeep Expense

Apartment owners also know that Servel's famous "no noise, no wear" freezing system saves them money, too. There's no lost efficiency. Operating costs remain low... even after years of service. And since Servel has no motor, pump or compressor, upkeep expenses are practically nil.

The Servel Gas Refrigerator is made in three sizes—the spacious 8- and 6-cubic-foot models for large apartments... and the compact, but still roomy, 4-cubic-foot model for small apartments. For complete information, see your Sweet's Catalog... or write to Servel, Inc., Evansville 20, Indiana.
owners choose the refrigerator that—

silent... lasts longer!

"FOR OUR NEW 24-APARTMENT BUILDING

... we chose Servel. After observing refrigerator performance for the past ten years, we decided that trouble-free service was the feature we desired most."

of Larsen & Blix
Managers of 2626-32 West Gregory St.
Chicago, Illinois

Here's why
Servel stays silent
... lasts longer

The Gas Refrigerator operates on the simple, continuous absorption principle. The small gas flame circulates the refrigerant that supplies the constant cold needed to preserve food and make ice cubes. Not a single moving part (no motor, no pump, no compressor, etc.) is used in the entire freezing operation.
CONVENTION REPORT

Dear Editor: Just a line to let you know I have seen the last issue of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE and enjoyed very much reading your account of the convention. It was comprehensive, well expressed, and above all, conveys to the public the fact that the A.I.A. is progressing, and is in truth now a representative organization of the profession. We have been struggling for years to achieve this, and it looks as if our work is beginning to bear fruit.

EDMUND R. PURVES, Director
Public and Professional Relations
American Institute of Architects
Washington 6, D. C.

UNPAID WORK NOT DONE

Dear Editor: Although Mr. Tomson's report in August P/A on the American Store Equipment-Jack Dempsey case was generally good, he was in error when he stated "not only was the Contractor denied recovery for his fee for the preparation of plans, drawings, and specifications, but it was also not permitted to recover for any of the work done."

The fact is that no work was done by the American Store Equipment beyond the design and planning stage. The construction contract was awarded to lower-bid contractors on American's plans and specifications. The American Store Equipment Corporation sought reimbursement on its untenable design agreement.

Since I was the Architect retained to design and supervise the execution of all drawings, I had occasion to forewarn the vice-president of the American in 1957, that unless I was party to the contract, his design agreement might prove worthless. The $50,000-a-year brain chose to disagree for numerous (selfish) reasons.

This is an interesting sidelight on the case; when the legal talents were preparing their offensive they decided on the direct attack, i.e., "We had a capable licensed architect in charge with a distinguished background," and I was primed for the witness box. Whether it was because I pointed out that my name was not partner to the contract, or the legal minds had a change of heart, there was a last-minute "shift around left end" and a fabulous razzle-dazzle play about being interior decorators was worked up.

DANIEL LATIN
New York, N. Y.

DISTURBED BALANCE

Dear Editor: "The Supreme Court is a vast, frightening building."

"I can think of nothing more frightful than to have to work all day . . ."

"In Chicago I saw one of the most frightening things in the way of a building."

"One feels completely over-shadowed by this frightening building."

These quotations taken from the first two paragraphs of the condensation of a report by Clive Pascal, A.R.I.B.A., (August 1948 P/A) leads to the conviction that "not only was the Contractor denied recovery for his fee for the preparation of plans, drawings, and specifications, but it was also not permitted to recover for any of the work done."

The fact is that no work was done by the American Store Equipment beyond the design and planning stage. The preparation of plans, drawings, and specifications was done.

The American Institute of Architects from your words: "They come to life . . ." Is the objective of planning. Quoting with a distinguished background," and I was primed for the witness box. Whether it was because I pointed out that my name was not partner to the contract, or the legal minds had a change of heart, there was a last-minute "shift around left end" and a fabulous razzle-dazzle play about being interior decorators was worked up.

The American Store Equipment Corporation sought reimbursement for any of the work done.

The fact is that no work was done by the American Store Equipment beyond the design and planning stage. The construction contract was awarded to lower-bid contractors on American's plans and specifications. The American Store Equipment Corporation sought reimbursement on its untenable design agreement.

Since I was the Architect retained to design and supervise the execution of all drawings, I had occasion to forewarn the vice-president of the American in 1957, that unless I was party to the contract, his design agreement might prove worthless. The $50,000-a-year brain chose to disagree for numerous reasons.

This is an interesting sidelight on the case; when the legal talents were preparing their offensive they decided on the direct attack, i.e., "We had a capable licensed architect in charge with a distinguished background," and I was primed for the witness box. Whether it was because I pointed out that my name was not partner to the contract, or the legal minds had a change of heart, there was a last-minute "shift around left end" and a fabulous razzle-dazzle play about being interior decorators was worked up.

DANIEL LATIN
New York, N. Y.

PLANNING OBJECTIVE

Dear Editor: I was interested in your P.S. in the July issue, enjoying in particular your analysis of the gobbledygook. Believe me, when endeavoring to explain the principles of planning to citizens and officials of small towns in the valley, the big words will not do. Neither will the medium-sized words.

"Physical environment" means nothing to a farmer. To promote "social and economic planning" would cause a riot.

Rock bottom terminology requires an expression in terms of planning for better living. There are several ways to promote "social and economic planning". Another is to create industrial employment for nonfarm workers. A third is to create the organizations by which people can work together, and enjoy being together. And a fourth is to improve the places where people live—the residences, recreation areas, and the towns in general. To my mind no single one is more important than the other, although one might of necessity precede another.

However, as I understand your viewpoint, you would believe that the last is the objective of planning. Quoting from your words: "They come to life only when and if communities and buildings result from them." Why so?

As an architect I would rejoice if we could tear down some of these miserable county-seat towns and rebuild anew—planned by Churchill. But as a planner I realize that the results of planning come to life in many other ways as well: better farms, better highways, better living. Better communities and buildings are a part of better living. Do you maintain that we should limit ourselves to that part?

HERBERT W. STEVENS
Community Planner
Government Research Branch, TVA
Knoxville, Tenn.

P.S. As a personal letter, this has nothing to do with TVA policy.

HARMONIOUS, INFORMATIVE

Dear Editor: We are very pleased with the fine spread you gave my house in the July issue of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. It is particularly pleasing to see the photographic reproductions of generous size and of a harmonious arrangement. Also, the plans, details, and text are very informative.

ALBERT FREY
Clark & Frey
Palm Springs, Calif.
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However, as I understand your viewpoint, you would believe that the last is the objective of planning. Quoting from your words: "They come to life only when and if communities and buildings result from them." Why so?

As an architect I would rejoice if we could tear down some of these miserable county-seat towns and rebuild anew—planned by Churchill. But as a planner I realize that the results of planning come to life in many other ways as well: better farms, better highways, better living. Better communities and buildings are a part of better living. Do you maintain that we should limit ourselves to that part?

HERBERT W. STEVENS
Community Planner
Government Research Branch, TVA
Knoxville, Tenn.

P.S. As a personal letter, this has nothing to do with TVA policy.

HARMONIOUS, INFORMATIVE

Dear Editor: We are very pleased with the fine spread you gave my house in the July issue of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. It is particularly pleasing to see the photographic reproductions of generous size and of a harmonious arrangement. Also, the plans, details, and text are very informative.

ALBERT FREY
Clark & Frey
Palm Springs, Calif.

ARCHITECT'S FREEDOM

Dear Editor: Articles have been appearing recently in some architectural magazines and trade papers attacking the professional achievements of architects who work for government agencies, and denying the desirability of government participation in housing and planning. The argument of these articles is that the architect loses his professional independence and integrity as soon as he works for an agency representing the general population, e.g., for a housing authority, a city planning board, or one of the government agencies such as the T.V.A. or Farm Security. The conclusion to which they try to point is (Continued on page 10)
Rolling Steel Doors

Manually • Mechanically • Power Operated

The vertical action of Rolling Steel Doors conserve space . . . they offer many operating advantages in addition to providing greater protection and longer life through the permanence of steel. These advantages are inherent in all doors of this type. But, in Mahon Rolling Steel Doors you get a greater door value . . . this is immediately apparent when you compare the details of construction and the materials employed at critical points. Operators too, have exclusive features which have proved very desirable from an every-day operating standpoint. See Mahon's Insert in Sweet's Files for complete information, details, and specifications—you will find that Mahon Rolling Steel Doors have been designed and manufactured to give trouble-free service for a longer period of time.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 11, Michigan • Western Sales Division, Chicago 4, Illinois
Representatives in All Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters, and Mahon Steel Deck for Roofs, Sidewalls, Partitions, Acoustical Ceilings, Permanent Floor Forms.

ROLLING STEEL DOORS, SHUTTERS AND GRILLES TO MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT

MAHON
that the architect can retain his professional status only by working for private corporations and individuals. These articles require some study. How much independence does an architect actually have, for example?

The use of his building is determined by its social purpose; in other words the program is given by the activity for which he must design a shelter. He finds out, from the people who will use it, the component parts of the activity and their interrelationships and provides for these in his design. The program, then, has nothing to do with the architect's independence.

Structurally the architect is bound by the limitations of his materials, by the laws of nature, by the productive level of the nation, and by the skills available among the construction workers of the time.

The architect is also forced to use cost as a criterion in the choice of his design. And cost is fixed on the one hand by the client, on the other by the state of the national economy.

With regard to the appearance of the building, every architect knows that the clients, their friends, and all the people who will use the building are equipped by their upbringing and their society with certain ideas about appearance and esthetic feeling which cannot and should not be ignored. (That is not to say that these feelings should be followed, but rather that they should be guided.)

The skilful blending of these many real aspects of design and construction in order to create a beautiful building is the architect's province. Here is his creative role; here his ability may be demonstrated.

But in accepting the limitations of use, construction, costs, and emotion as given by private clients in an unplanned society, the architect is not "independent." His design is affected by the necessity of his client to make a profit, i.e., to stay in business: usefulness to society is secondary.

In contrast to the situation with private clients, the articles referred to above emphasize the terrible dangers of bureaucracy. There are some difficulties, it is true. But the excellent architectural achievements of, for example, the Public Works Agency housing, the Farm Security Administration projects, the T.V.A., many of the U.S.H.A. projects, many of the buildings designed by the Bureau of Yards and Docks of the Navy, the bases designed and built by the "Seabees" during the war, some of the defense housing projects—all refute the claims that government intervention means the end of good architecture.

On the contrary, government housing projects, even when designed with a lack of imagination, stand as areas of common sense, of planning for human use, in the midst of confusion and disorder.

The capable architect, whether within the government or without, can use the agencies' standards to design well and beautifully. It depends on him whether he follows the letter or the spirit of the recommendations of research. Such unconventional designs as the defense housing project at New Kensington, Pa., by Gropius and Breuer show that government standards do not prevent a fresh approach to architectural problems.

It is unfortunately true that the standards of U.S.H.A. projects were pushed to such a minimum that many of the projects bear a family resemblance of dullness and rigidity. However, this is a result not of government intervention, but of the powerful opposition to public
We have been using Ayr Trap on many thousand yards of concrete for approximately one year. Our experience with Ayr Trap has been entirely satisfactory. We have found:

1. Concrete with this mix does not suffer any reduction in strength in the richer mixes and in the leaner mixes show an increase in strength.

2. Same is not sensitive to variations in the type and amount of sand incorporated in the mixes, therefore, we are not called upon to change the amount we add everytime a new sand or a different mix is used.

3. No elaborate equipment is necessary for dispensing same. Ordinary pint measure is used. Variations on the recommended quantities does not seriously affect the results.

4. Adding this material to the mixes simplifies our plant operations in that we do not have to tie up any storage hoppers as would be required with the interground cement. Errors that would result with the variations of cement as required are reduced.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

Frank L. Kelly
Vice President
Views
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ten is the purpose of attacks of this sort? It can only be to raise doubts and confusion by misinterpreting the ideals of freedom and independence which are in the minds of architects. The interests which are most anxious for the publication of these articles hope to frighten architects away from a rational approach to the problems of city planning, housing, civic beauty, to the whole ques-

tion of the organization of human environment.

Logically it is clear that unless local or regional governments can control the uses to which all of the land in their areas is to be put, there will be no positive planning, only the negative planning of ordinances and zoning restrictions. The frustrating experiences of the city planners in the United States during the past forty years show that this is also true in practice. Decrying planning as government intervention which will destroy the integrity and independence of architects should not distract the serious architect of today from the real situation.

Architects who support government housing, city and regional planning are not moved only by altruistic reasons or by selfish personal reasons. They realize that the government must do the housing and the planning because private enterprise cannot. Businesses are run for profit; if they can't make a profit, they can't exist. And everyone knows that there are no profits to be made from building low-cost housing. It is this fact, not any immorality on the part of private enterprise, which is the reason for its failure in the building field.

There is no evidence today that private enterprise is going to achieve a solution to our planning and housing problems. Its effect on real, social planning has been clearly shown since the end of the war.

Architects have the chance to point out to the people around them the necessity for more, not less, government aid for housing and planning. These and land controls can be carried far without basically disturbing the private enterprise system. They do imply, however, considerable government aid like highways, hospitals, conservation, flood control, postal service and schools. Architects who speak out can help toward the creation of the well-planned cities and decent housing which are easily within the productive capacity of America.

H. Seymour Howard, Jr.
New York, N. Y.

SCORCHED OR BURNED COPIES

California subscribers who received copies of August 1948 P/A that had been scorched or burned by a fire while enroute to the Coast may request fresh copies from a limited supply on hand. Address: John Zellner, Circulation Manager, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
For reinforced concrete ground slabs
specify American Welded Wire Fabric

Special reinforcing problems are encountered in concrete factory floors, driveways and storage yards, in tanks, ditches and sumps, where slabs are poured directly on the ground. But they have been solved successfully by American Welded Wire Fabric.

Excessive warping and shrinking during curing, uneven subgrades, wide variations in temperature and moisture content, excessive contraction and expansion, all increase the tendency toward cracking in concrete ground slabs. But the many, closely spaced, small members of American Welded Wire Fabric have proved their ability to reduce the rate of cracking.

When cracks do occur, the tensile strength of cold drawn high yield-point steel holds aggregate faces closely interlocked, thus limiting the cracks to microscopic proportions and preventing progressive breakage of the slab.

U·S·S American Welded Wire Fabric comes in rolls and sheets, in standard styles and weights of fabric, designed to handle many and varied reinforcing jobs. Most likely one or more of them will meet your requirements. When specifying reinforcement, it will pay you to get in touch with our nearest sales office.

Every type of concrete construction needs
AMERICAN WELDED WIRE FABRIC
reinforcement
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Tremendous advances in school planning techniques made in the last few years are reported on film, lecture-slides, and a Graphic Outline prepared by an alert Texas research group, as a means of informing school authorities, parents, and interested citizens of the progressive standards for school buildings. This triple presentation, titled *Building for Learning*, seeks to summarize the pressing problems of school planning—and the answers.

"The architects and the engineers have at their disposal a wealth of technical information on all phases of school planning; yet we continue to build outmoded schools. Why?" asks Prof. William W. Caudill, architect and educator who prepared the keynote lecture of the presentations. "Possibly the architects and the engineers do not make use of the up-to-date information. More probably, the school boards as well as the people have not wanted innovations in school planning because they have not understood the real problems. We cannot solve a problem unless we know what it is."

The motion picture with sound track and background music was produced by the Department of Architecture, A.&M. College of Texas, with the Texas Engineering Experiment Station as sponsor. Dramatizing school problems and their remedies by showing children's activities, in old-type and modern school buildings, it is intended for meetings of school boards, P.T.A. groups, service and civic clubs.

Mary Ann, a typical elementary school pupil, is the featured player in the film and also the subject of the Graphic Outline, which is reproduced below since it synthesizes the triple presentation. Examples chosen to illustrate *Building For Learning* include schools by noted California firms as well as modern Texas schools—photographed by architectural students of the fifth year at A. & M. College during a field trip for that purpose.

The Graphic Outline of "Basic Considerations of Classroom Design" is as follows:

**LIGHT**

*Why have good lighting for Mary Ann?*

According to Dr. D. B. Harmon, an authority on child development, good classroom lighting is essential to both health and learning. He points out, in one case, that children did ten months' work in six after bad classroom light was corrected. Eye strain was reduced and even digestion greatly improved. If classroom lighting is so important to learning and health, then how can we give Mary Ann the best? Here's how.

**Give Mary Ann the right amount of light:** Regardless of where she sits in the classroom, she should have plenty of light. By proper placement of windows (on two sides, sometimes on three, or even overhead), of light reflecting louvers, of directional glass blocks, and in many other ways classrooms can be lighted evenly throughout. Douglas Haskell has written a stimulating article describing 16 ways of daylighting a classroom. These are a few of many. Dark spots in classrooms are inexcusable.

**Give her the right kind of light:** An authority on classroom lighting, Charles D. Gibson, says that quality of lighting in a classroom is more important than quantity. The main thing is to have light without glare. The direct rays of the sun and raw light bulbs cause glare. Blackboards on white walls, shiny surfaces, walls between windows, and the sky itself all cause glare. How can we improve the lighting? Keep the sun out of the classroom by using overhangs (Continued on page 16)
O
VER THE PAST 21 years, thousands of commercial and industrial installations have utilized millions of feet of Anaconda 85 Red Brass Pipe which, today, continues to give dependable, rust-free service.

This service record justifies the faith of The American Brass Company's engineers who recommended this pipe in 1927 (after ten years of exhaustive experiments) as the highest quality corrosion-resistant pipe obtainable at a reasonable price.

Today this same pipe, containing 85 percent of copper, sets new records for continuing high quality, uniformity of grain structure and proved dependability. It is furnished through wholesale distributors.
and louvers. Shield the light bulbs. Carefully select building materials and paints, and avoid strong contrasts in color and textures. Keep the sky from view.

**AIR**

*Mary Ann must be comfortable to learn well. During the hot school months*

Movement of air is essential to her comfort, and pure air is vital to her health. Because of high installation costs, a fully controlled system of mechanical cooling may not be feasible. Since natural ventilation is free, let's see what we can do with it.

Make use of the prevailing breeze:

Every locality has a prevailing breeze which is fairly constant in both direction and velocity. Wind data can be obtained from the local weather bureau. Through careful planning, each classroom can be placed to receive the cool breeze. Care should be taken so that one group of classrooms does not block the breeze from other groups. According to a treatise on schools by W. W. Caudill, for good ventilation the distance between groups of classrooms should be no less than five times the height of the classroom.

See that Mary Ann has a movement of air around her body: To get new air into the classroom there must be openings to get the old air out. In determining the exact location of these openings, remember that there should be a movement of air around the body for comfort and that there must be a movement of air at the ceiling to remove the hot air which rises. By knowing the velocity and direction of the prevailing breeze, the number of air changes in the classroom can be calculated by a simple formula. For comfort, more air changes are needed during hot months than during cold months.

**SOUND**

How does sound affect Mary Ann? Loud noises within the room impair her ability to think and work. These disturbing noises affect her nervous system; she becomes irritable and her mental process is slowed down. A tremendous advancement in sound conditioning has been made during recent years. The National Bureau of Standards, to name only one source, has developed an excellent pamphlet on sound conditioning, the data of which can be adapted to classrooms. The principal considerations are the following:

Keep unnecessary sound from entering classroom: To keep sound out we must know how it comes in. It comes in through ceilings, walls, and floors, and, of course, through open windows, doors, cracks, ventilating flues, and pipes. To help remedy this, we can do three things. *Isolate* the sound source; keep the noisy elements of the school, such as the music room, away from the quiet elements. *Reduce* the sound within the room by using acoustical materials. Or *hinder* the sound from reaching the classroom by soundproof walls and floors, sound baffles, and proper placement of trees and shrubs.

Give Mary Ann good hearing conditions within classroom: To learn, Mary Ann must hear well. Every word must be distinct, free from echoes caused by sound bouncing from the walls. She should have good hearing conditions so that all of her energy can be devoted to learning. Acoustical engineers tell us that to have good hearing we must reduce the echo and loudness. We don't want words to bounce into mumbles, nor do we want our teachers to have to talk over a constant din.
Nail holes are a frequent cause of leaks in masonry walls. If these holes happen to connect with voids in the head joints, water may enter, and then travel through connecting voids in the bed joint until it finds an outlet on the inside of the wall. When a nail or line pin is used, the hole should be plugged with mortar immediately after the nail is removed.

Twenty years of research by many unbiased engineers have proved that “empty” joints are the chief cause of leakage in brickwork. Brixment mortar is so unusually rich and plastic that any bricklayer can easily deliver full joints. With Brixment mortar there is far less temptation to do the “spot and dab” kind of brickwork which is most vulnerable to leakage.

In addition to extreme plasticity, Brixment has higher water-retaining capacity, better bonding quality and greater durability under repeated freezing and thawing. It is this combination of advantages that has made Brixment the largest-selling masonry cement on the market.


EASY...
EVEN FOR A CHILD!

To Provide the Newest, Most Modern Overhead Door Convenience

Specify

Richards-Wilcox

GARAGE DOOR HARDWARE

Ordinary obstacles, and seasonal "headaches" such as slush, snow, and freezing temperatures are nothing to worry about when garage doors have been converted to the overhead door convenience made possible by Richards-Wilcox Garage Door Hardware. And with the new R-W nine-ninety-nine line the conversion process is swift, easy, economical. Everything needed for installation and operation, all hardware including tracks, comes complete in one carton. Requires only ½" headroom.

For modernization, or in planning new structures, specify overhead garage doors with R-W 999 Hardware, and be sure of doors that will function smoothly, quietly, effortlessly—so easy even a child can operate them. For further information about R-W 999 Garage Door Hardware, call the nearest Richards-Wilcox office, or write for free folder.

FUNCTION

The classroom should be not considered a dead, structural shell. It is alive. It serves. Like the teacher, it stimulates learning. If we think of the classroom in these terms, as actually performing an active service, we can more intelligently design functional classrooms. What is the function? To serve education.

There is no mystery in how to make a classroom serve education. A competent architect will work with the educator to determine the educational aims. Then he will design the classroom so that it will help fulfill these aims.

Make the space conform to Mary Ann's learning activities: The film Building for Learning shows many of the seating patterns encountered in a day's learning... the usual seating arrangement for study or drill, a circular arrangement for story telling, small grouping for committee work, close seating for motion pictures and slide talks, and other seating patterns. The classroom should be molded around these patterns. Clothes conform to the body. The classroom shell must conform to the educational activities.

Plan for equipment and materials used in teaching: A four-wall shell to keep out the weather is not enough. To discount equipment and storage of teaching materials in the design of a classroom is like forgetting about the stove or refrigerator in the design of a kitchen. Allow for efficient operation, never forgetting the children and teacher who must use the storage. Study the storage problem and equipment in terms of the curriculum. Make use of the built-ins that do not project into the teaching space.

STRUCTURE

The new concept of education advocates that courses of study are never regarded as finished products, but are always revised to meet arising needs. Shifting population causes increase and decrease of school enrollment. These affect the structure which must conform to these changes. The architect must design for future expansion, or even for future contraction (many schools have been torn down because of enrollment drops). Changing curricula, and fluctuating enrollments call for school structures that can be altered efficiently and economically. How?

Use interior walls that can be moved: Classrooms can be enlarged or reduced by merely moving an interior wall. But if that wall helps to hold up the roof or floor above, this would be a very expensive operation. Architects and engineers now have sufficient knowledge whereby they can design buildings so that the interior walls are completely independent of the main structure, and can be moved easily and inexpensively.

Make use of standard construction units: By using standard construction units that can be repeated, the school can grow without "growing pains." It can be easily erected or dismantled. This enables the school building to keep pace with the most drastic changes in educational needs. But still more important, by using repetitive units we can cut construction cost. These may not look like the monumental and decorative schools to which we may be accustomed, but they will be schools we can afford. Still of greater importance, they will be schools that serve each Mary Ann.

MEETING

The National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Association will hold its 36th annual convention at Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio, December 9 and 10, 1948.
World's finest drawing pencil gives

**life** to "brain children"

of **JIM BARNES**, top industrial designer.

Transformed by Modern Design born in the brain of Jim Barnes and translated on paper by CASTELL Drawing Pencils.

"It's an understatement to say I missed CASTELL during the war," says Mr. Barnes, president of Barnes & Reinecke, Inc., Chicago Designers and Engineers. "For years I depended on CASTELL's grit-free smoothness and wonderful range of uniform degrees. I am happy to welcome back an old friend."

It's good news to Architects, Artists, Engineers, Designers, Draftsmen and Students that CASTELL is again available in all incomparable 18 tones of black, at the old pre-war price of 15c—less in quantity. It costs but a trifle more to use

THE DRAWING PENCIL OF THE MASTERS! 'Standard of the World'
Another leading builder proves that "value pays off" uses KIMSUL* in 600-home project

Here are a few of the 600 units recently completed by Timely Builders. All are insulated throughout (walls and ceilings) with many-layer KIMSUL* insulation.

Builders everywhere are finding it out. Value pays off—in fast sales, satisfied buyers. And when you’re building for satisfaction, comfortize your homes with many-layer KIMSUL insulation. KIMSUL provides lifetime fuel savings, lifetime home comfort.

Cut to fit standard stud and rafter widths, KIMSUL blankets install quickly, profitably. Avoid delays—eliminate the need of skilled labor or expensive machinery. Compressed to 1/5 actual length, KIMSUL is easy for workmen to handle. It’s light in weight, clean—no dust, no sharp particles.

KIMSUL has a high thermal efficiency. ("k" factor 0.27). Won’t sag or settle. And it’s the only brand with the PYROGARD® fire-resistant cover.

For peak performance at lower cost, specify KIMSUL by thickness. Commercial Thick (about ¼") and Standard Thick (about 1") for walls, attics, and floors. Double Thick (about 2") for attics.

Free: Write for the new KIMSUL Insulation Application Data File and Technical Booklet. Simply address Kimberly-Clark Corporation, KIMSUL Division, Neenah, Wisconsin.

Insulate when you build. Over-all insulation means ready salability.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Neenah, Wisconsin

Gentlemen:

By September of this year, we will have completed over 600 new homes in Bergen and Passaic Counties. Each of these new homes is completely insulated with "KIMSUL" as installed by the Home Insulation Company of Clifton, New Jersey.

We feel confident that the choice of this well known and efficient "KIMSUL" blanket to insulate the sidewalls and ceilings and therefore preclude the necessity of costly extras later to the purchaser, has been an important factor in the ready sale of these homes.

We have several large new tracts upon which we will erect many more of this type home. In keeping with our policy of attempting to give the purchaser the greatest value for his dollar, you may rest assured that "KIMSUL" will be a standard specification in all of our future plans.

Very truly yours,

Stephen Dudiak
Prop.
ARCHITECTS should be professionally interested in the Electric Quikheter ... because it answers an age-old heating problem ... that of providing complete heating comfort in any room in the home ... when and where it's needed ... economically, conveniently and efficiently.

The quick-acting Quikheter ideally supplements the regular heating system by providing an instant source of heat for chilly bathrooms, bedrooms, nurseries, guest rooms or rumpus rooms ... at a cost of only a few cents per hour when in operation.

These attractive wall heaters now enable homeowners to regulate the heat from room to room as conveniently as turning on the lights ... and quickly answer the problems of early morning heat, emergency heat at nights and the many other comfort requirements that vary from season to season ... and sometimes from day to day.

For complete heating comfort include both primary and supplementary heat in your home building plans.

IN THE BATHROOM, Quikheters are used morning after morning for quick warmth when showering, shaving or dressing ... and for quick drying of hair or clothes. For more information about the economy-famous Quikheter, write for our Bulletin No. 1101.
Announcing two new colors in G-E fluorescent lamps!

1. New G-E "Soft White"
   In any building, the most flattering light of all! Here's a new, soft light that is fresh and clear— that does wonders for homes, restaurants, stores, offices, and theaters. Tests with thousands of people prove it ideal for complexions. And it's just as complimentary to foods and surroundings. Developed after years of research with hundreds of color combinations, it's the newest thing in fluorescent.

2. New G-E "Warm Tint"
   Gives you the familiar color values of incandescent! Provides a warm, rich light that creates a friendly, intimate atmosphere and softens many colors and decorative schemes. General Electric warm tint combines the warmth of incandescent lighting with the modern appearance, softness, and high efficiency of fluorescent. Blends beautifully with incandescent lights used in floor lamps and other fixtures.

These two new lamps are important additions to General Electric's fluorescent lamp line, which now gives you a wide choice of "whites" (daylight, 4500 white, white, and the new soft white and warm tint) as well as the standard colors.

For all the benefits of General Electric lamp research, always recommend lamps with this mark of quality...
Good for the life of the building

No part of a home or building gets as much wear and tear as the floors. So it’s all-important that durability be an uppermost consideration in selecting flooring materials.

Bruce Block Floors are designed to last the life of the building. They retain their beauty and serviceability year after year, with minimum maintenance. Even after many years of wear, this modern hardwood floor can be restored to all its original beauty by refinishing.

Add such features as the distinctive block design, warmth and comfort underfoot, the ageless beauty of hardwood . . . and you have a floor that is desirable from every standpoint.

Due to heavy demand, it is not anticipated that additional orders can be taken on Bruce Blocks for at least the next 6 months. Specify on jobs being planned now for future construction. For further information, consult Sweet’s Architectural File. E. L. BRUCE CO., MEMPHIS, TENN., World’s Largest Maker of Hardwood Floors.

Bruce Block

Prefinished and Unfinished
NO MAINTENANCE COST!

The 103 Adlake Aluminum Windows (Series 600) in the newly-built Engineering Building* of the University of Rochester (New York) will save the university a considerable sum, over a period of years, eliminating maintenance costs. The windows will ultimately pay for themselves through this economy. Adlake windows require no painting, no maintenance other than routine washing! And they last as long as the building.

ONLY ADLAKE WINDOWS have the combination of woven-pile weather stripping and patented serrated guides that assures minimum air infiltration and absolute fingertip control.

Adlake Windows never warp, rot, rattle, stick or swell. They look lovely and operate smoothly for the life of the building.

INFORM YOUR CLIENTS about the wiping out of maintenance costs and the long, worry-free service they can expect from Adlake Aluminum Windows. For complete data, drop us a post card today at 1103 North Michigan Avenue, Elkhart, Indiana. No obligation, of course.

All Adlake double-hung windows carry this seal

*Architects: Kenler & Wasdorp; Contractor: A. W. Hopeman & Sons

Adlake Aluminum Windows
have these "plus" features:
- Minimum Air Infiltration • Finger-tip Control
- No Warp, Rot, Rattle, Stick • No Painting or Maintenance • Ease of Installation

THE
Adams & Westlake
COMPANY
Est. 1857 • ELKHART, INDIANA • New York • Chicago

Furnishers of Windows to the Transportation Industry for over 30 years

SEAL
MEMBER, ALUMINUM WINDOW MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
Little Susie's safe from scalding... because the water pipes are big enough

Thanks to a farsighted architect who specified "oversize" steel pipe

"SAFETY insurance" they call their "oversize" water piping... because it insures a full, free flow of water at all times to all outlets in the house.

Even if Willie turns on the hose, it doesn't disturb the running of baby's carefully tempered bath. There's no sudden starving of the second floor cold line when somebody wants water below.

The householder needs to know what every architect, contractor and plumber knows—that with city pressures fixed, the only way to increase the flow of water is by using bigger pipe—a larger diameter run from street main to meter, a larger meter, and larger lines from meter to fixtures.

In this age of automatic laundries, dishwashers, and garbage disposal units—not to mention the extra lavatories and showers going in—it's poor economy to try to pinch pennies on pipe. Adequately sized steel pipe will supply all the water the family needs—when they need it—where they need it.

FOR HAPPIER HOMES

INSTALL STEEL PIPING

ADEQUATE FOR TOMORROW'S NEEDS

YOUNGSTOWN

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES - YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO

Export Offices - 500 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Manufacturers of

CARBON - ALLOY AND YOLOY STEELS

PIPE AND TUBULAR PRODUCTS - CONDUIT - BARS - RODS - COLD DRAWN CARBON STEEL ROUNDS - SHEETS - PLATES - WIRE - ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE - COKE TIN PLATE - TIE PLATES AND SPIKES.
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Get Guaranteed Dimensional Stability

with The New Weldwood Flush Veneer Door

New Mineral Core and Precision Manufacture give Weldwood Flush Veneer Doors Extraordinary Dimensional Stability

These beautiful new wood-faced doors always measure up. They won't swell in summer . . . won't shrink in winter.

The new mineral core of the Weldwood Flush Veneer Door gives it such a degree of dimensional stability that we back it with the most sweeping guarantee ever given by any manufacturer.

Weldwood Doors are guaranteed against warpage or binding in opening due to any dimensional changes in the door.

Here indeed is a superior door. Just go over this checklist of advantages:

1. **PERMANENT BONDING** of veneers to core and banding with TEGO Film Waterproof Glue by hot plate process.

2. **VERMIN AND DECAY PROOF** mineral core resists fungus, decay and termites for the life of the structure.

3. **INSULATING PROPERTIES** are superior to double glazing, such as opening protected by storm door . . . when door is installed in an exterior opening with weather stripping.

4. **EXCELLENT VAPOR BARRIER.** TEGO Film Phenolic Glue bond provides a completely effective moisture barrier.

5. **INCOMBUSTIBLE MINERAL CORE.** Core has a fibrous binder with a nominal density of 20 lbs. per cubic foot. This material has a sturdiness which assures proper performance of door under the most severe conditions.

We'll be glad to rush you full specifications on this new door. Write or contact our nearest branch.

**UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION**

55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

LOOK FOR THE DRAWING PENCIL WITH THE GREEN CRACKLED FINISH!

TRY VENUS
Send for 2 free samples. Put Venus to the test on your own drawing board. Send us a post card or a note for the Venus Drawing Pencil Technical Test Kit. Specify degrees wanted. Address Dept. PA 448.

Accurate
...IN ALL 17 DEGREES

Strong
...THE LEAD IS PRESSURE-PROOFED*

Smooth
...THE LEAD IS COLLOIDAL* PROCESSED

VENUS
...THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING DRAWING PENCILS

*Exclusive Venus patent

AMERICAN LEAD PENCIL COMPANY, HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY... makers of famous Venus Pens
Douglas Fir Doors marked "B"
Meet these Industry-Approved Standards

GRADE B—Recommended Primarily for Paint Finish
To be Factory Resin-Sealed

STILES, RAILS, AND MULLIONS—This stock shall be of vertical grain faces with some coarse grain permitted. It shall be sound in all respects, and may contain sap, light stains, streaks, burls, and neatly repaired pitch seams. Glued-up members are permissible. A moisture-resistant glue shall be used. Mixing of woods is permissible provided both stiles are of a single specie.

PANELS—FLAT VENEERED—The standard thickness of 3-ply flat veneered panels shall be 3/4 inch after sanding. Each face shall be of one or more pieces of firm smoothly cut veneer. When of more than one piece, it shall be well joined and reasonably matched for grain and color at the joints. It shall be free from knots, splits, checks, pitch pockets, and other open defects. Streaks, discolorations, sapwood, shims, and neatly made patches shall be admitted.

PANELS—RAISED—The standard thickness of raised panels shall be not more than 9/16 inch before sanding and not less than 7/16 inch after sanding. They may be either slash or mixed grain, or mixed woods and shall conform to the grade of the stiles and rails. Glued-up, solid panels are permissible.

FIR DOOR INSTITUTE
Tacoma 2, Washington
TELEPHONE RACEWAYS MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE—IN SMALL HOMES, TOO

Up-to-the-minute small-home planning calls for telephone raceways. It's the sure way of avoiding exposed telephone wiring on walls and woodwork . . . and providing the owner with the utmost in telephone convenience.

The added cost of telephone raceways is a minor item. A few pieces of pipe or electrical tubing installed inside the walls during construction provide a clear path for telephone wires to outlet locations.

For small or large homes, your Bell Telephone Company will be glad to help you plan modern telephone arrangements. Just call your Telephone Business Office and ask for "Architects and Builders Service."

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Conservation of Space
Efficiency in Service
both depend on

The installation of STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and Solder Type Fittings under normal water conditions assures many, many years of trouble-free, efficient service at low cost. Copper and bronze do not rust. STREAMLINE Pipe is made from pure copper. STREAMLINE Fittings are manufactured in copper and bronze.

Conservation of space is a very important consideration, especially in large public buildings and hotels. The more space that can be utilized, the more income produced. Since STREAMLINE Fittings are not connected by flaring or threading, no room is required for wrench play to tighten the Fittings into place, nor need any allowance be made for protruding valve stems, which on threaded pipe, must be swung in an arc to secure. Valves and fittings are installed in a minimum of space, they are located exactly where required, and soldered.

Copper Pipe loses less heat by radiation than ferrous piping, particularly if the surface is kept polished, although copper itself is a very rapid conductor of heat. Therefore, it naturally follows that there is considerably less heat loss when the heated element, water or steam, is being conveyed from the point of generation to the points of distribution through copper pipe of uniform, unclagged, internal conducting area.

Plan on specifying and installing STREAMLINE Copper Pipe for new construction — or for replacement.
OTIS ADDS

a 'touch' of startling newness

TO SIGNAL CONTROL ELEVATORS

FOR THE PASSENGERS—it's a 'touch' of magic. It's the newest way to call an elevator. How? By simply touching, not pushing, a plastic arrow in the landing fixture. What happens? The electronic 'touch' button lights up. A soft-toned gong announces an approaching elevator as the overhead lantern lights up. The passenger steps toward the entrance, the doors open—and she's on her way. How's it done? With a magic brain—the electronic panel in the control room—as pictured below.

FOR THE BUILDING—Electronic Signal Control is a 'touch' of magic that reduces round-trip travel time . . . permits each elevator to make more trips, carry more passengers . . . eliminates all unnecessary car travel . . . speeds passenger handling.

Otis Electronic Signal Control is now available for your building. For further details call your local Otis Elevator Company office.

ELECTRONIC SIGNAL CONTROL ELEVATORS

AS ALWAYS, OTIS LEADS THE WAY... THIS TIME WITH THE MAGIC OF MODERN ELECTRONICS
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Unified sill-sash combination in Pittco De Luxe Store Front Metal

These new Pittco De Luxe members were created to satisfy demands for a stylized sill and sash assembly to fit in with certain modern store front designs.

The sill and sash are separate members to simplify installation and reduce the hazards of glass breakage . . . yet when they are used together as shown above they give the appearance of a single moulding combining the functions of sill and sash. The sill is designed to recess the Carrara Structural Glass bulkhead, providing toe room and protection. The invertible sill member offers variety in styling . . . the detail at the left shows it combined with the popular 12-A sash.

All members of the Pittco De Luxe line, including these new ones, are formed by the extruded process. Where quality is of major importance, Pittco De Luxe will please both architect and owner alike. The Pittco Premier Line is lighter in weight and more moderately priced than Pittco De Luxe. It will satisfy all requirements where style and economy must be considered equally.
SAVE THREE WAYS
on Exterior Wall Panels with Alcoa Economy Castings

LOW FIRST COST
You save right from the start with Alcoa Economy Castings for Spandrels and Wall Panels. By co-ordinating specifications and production facilities, Alcoa can now offer castings at economy prices.

FAST CONSTRUCTION
Large, light Alcoa sections go up fast—saving both handling and erection costs. And castings may be delivered to the job complete with anchor holes. This means simplified installation . . . saves construction time and money.

LESS MAINTENANCE
Lower maintenance costs result naturally from the use of Alcoa Aluminum. Aluminum resists corrosion . . . produces no colored compounds to rust-streak adjoining surfaces . . . and requires no painting.

Send for Free Booklet
Send for the free booklet, "Alcoa Economy Castings". You'll find it a valuable reference with information on typical details . . . methods of anchoring . . . expansion and contraction . . . heat transmission . . . shrinkage . . . as well as recommendations for the writing of specifications.

Call your nearby Alcoa sales office or write ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1868 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
Simplifies Erection of School with Arc Welding


BAR JOISTS of roof are welded to beams with 2" fillet welds on each side. First and second floor are reinforced concrete. Final building to be 400 ft. long with 200 ft. wings. Present part is 210 ft. x 63 ft. plus heating plant.

BEAM-TO-COLUMN connections bolted, plumbed, then arc welded. Total steel in present building 160 tons with columns of 5" to 8"; beams and girders up to 30". Welded with %2 and %16 "Fleetweld 5" electrode and portable Lincoln Welders.

WELDED IN 8 DAYS. Two welders completed the welding of the framework in 5 days after members were erected, and welded the joists to the beams in 3 days. The builder reports that arc welding greatly simplified the erection procedure and resulted in an extremely rigid structure.

The above is published by LINCOLN ELECTRIC in the interests of progress. Architects and engineers are invited to write on their letterhead to be placed on mailing list for Structural Welding Studies. The Lincoln Electric Company, Dept. 373, Cleveland 1, Ohio. Advertisement.
A new national survey reveals a major trend in flooring—the ever increasing and imaginative use of smooth surface asphalt tile floors, laid tile by tile, in all types of interiors, including every room of the home.

Many factors have stimulated this trend. One is the continued technical refinement of asphalt tile itself. For instance, Kentile has introduced a new post-war resilience that considerably increases the opportunities for installation on wood. Concurrently, an improved formulation has made it one of the most easily cleaned and maintained floors. Its precise die-cutting permits the ultimate in tight fitting, virtually seamless installation. Its better marbleizing and coloring set a new standard for floor beauty.

But most important, probably, is the discovery by architects of the unlimited opportunity for original design provided by Kentile. They have come to realize that this modular flooring with 23 colors, each available in 6 standard sizes, plus the functional feature strips in 5 colors, offers infinite scope to their creativeness.

This trend, we believe, affects the entire field of architectural designing and is worth more complete investigation. We therefore are sponsoring this competition to further attract the creative attention of architects, designers, draftsmen and students—to stimulate additional exploration of this new interior design potential.

54 PRIZES—OVER $10,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First prize</th>
<th>Kitchen-Dining</th>
<th>$1,500.</th>
<th>$1,500.</th>
<th>$1,500.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second prize</td>
<td>$750.</td>
<td>$750.</td>
<td>$750.</td>
<td>$750.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third prize</td>
<td>$500.</td>
<td>$500.</td>
<td>$500.</td>
<td>$500.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 Honorable Awards of $50 in each class:

- $3,500.  
- $3,500.  
- $3,500.

THE PROBLEM: Given the essential structural elements of a residential or commercial area, design a noteworthy interior that uses a Kentile floor as an element of the decorative scheme.

Competitors may choose to work on any one or all of three problems—a kitchen-dining area, a living area, or a candy shop—and need submit only a simple plan that includes the Kentile floor design and a perspective sketch demonstrating the entity of the floor design and the decor.

Both plan and sketch should be quick and simple, prizes being awarded primarily for the design thinking, with skill in presentation considered only insofar as it presents the design ideas clearly and concisely. Painstaking and time-consuming renderings are not sought.

This competition is limited to residents of the continental United States and Canada. Employees of David E. Kennedy, Inc., of The Architectural Forum or of advertising agencies serving the above, are not eligible. Contestants must register in order to receive the program and complete instructions. The competition closes at midnight, January 10, 1949.
In every concrete wall or floor and in every masonry wall in which Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement has been used, there is a water-repellent material imprisoned for a lifetime of service throughout every inch of the concrete or mortar.

Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement contains a water-repelling material that lines the capillaries, thus stopping capillary action that draws water into concrete or mortar. What's more, this water-repelling material can't chip, peel or crack. Water cannot enter, let alone pass through, any concrete, stucco or mortar in which this water-proofing material is imprisoned.

*Where Medusa Waterproofed Cements are not available, use Medusa Waterproofing Paste or Powder.

This Medusa Water Proofing can be imprisoned without any unusual construction procedure. Medusa Waterproofed Cements, White or Gray, are used exactly as regular cements. With proper construction and good workmanship, they make a wall or floor that's safe from water damage. Specify Medusa Waterproofed Cements®, White or Gray, for all concrete or mortar where water is, or may be, a problem. The additional cost is very small, only a fraction of correcting water troubles. For complete information, send the coupon below for literature on the use of Waterproofed Cements and Integral Waterproofing. This literature brings you up-to-date on assuring dry interiors for your clients.

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
1004-5 MIDLAND BUILDING • CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
"FIFTY-SIX YEARS OF CONCRETE PROGRESS"
Gentlemen: Please send me free literature on Medusa Waterproofed Cements and Integral Waterproofing.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ________________________________ State ________________________________

*Also made by Medusa Products Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Here is a splendid example of the type of doorway often seen on Pennsylvania Colonial homes. It is suitable for houses of any structural material. Design C-1733.

With its interesting lattice, this Curtis entrance is especially suited to the small home. Note the sheltering protective hood. Design C-1767.

Good taste—enduring beauty—need not bear a high price tag, when you choose Curtis Woodwork for the houses you plan and build. Curtis Woodwork provides distinction and livability even when the building budget is strictly limited—and Curtis standards of quality assure lasting value for the owner. Examples on this page—chosen from among the wide range of Curtis designs—will prove the case.

When in New York, visit the Curtis Woodwork Display at Architects' Samples Corporation, 101 Park Ave.

Built-in furniture of good design adds permanent charm and value to any house. This simple, yet charming, Curtis cabinet—design C-6526—is made for corner use also.

"Utility made beautiful" is a fitting description for this Curtis cabinet for books, china, or collections. Easily installed in old or new homes. Design C-6593.

Curiosity about this well-proportioned mantel—a new design by Curtis. Nearly all Curtis mantels are supplied with adjustable architrave—an aid in planning. Design C-6040.

A late eighteenth century mantel—adapted from one in the old Lee House at Marblehead, Mass. Note the unusual shape of the fascia board. Fits any traditional style architecture. Design C-6063.

Mail Coupon for Complete Information

GUlTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
PA-10W Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa

Gentlemen:
Please send me your book on Curtis Stock Architectural Woodwork.

Name
Address
City
State

I am □ Architect, □ Contractor, □ Prospective Home Builder, □ Student. Please check above.
Matching the simplified and improved design Kewanee Square Type "R" is now available in a new "Smartline" insulating jacket.

It's a saving feature. Heat is held in the boiler by a "Fiberglas" lining while the entire installation is beautified by the two-tone green steel casing.

The jacket is quickly assembled either on a new job or on a boiler already installed, without disconnecting the piping.

8 sizes for heating medium size buildings 740 to 3000 sq. ft. with any fuel. Each size embodies all the features which have made the large Kewanee Boilers so outstanding in efficiency, dependability and durability for 80 years.

Name the New Roddiscraft Door
1st Prize $1,000 — 2nd and 3rd Prizes $500 each

All you have to do is name the new Roddiscraft Door with the accordion type veneer core and follow the directions listed below.

About the Door

Here are some facts about the door to guide you in selecting a winning name.

The new Roddiscraft door has a core made up of selected strips of veneer. These strips are spot-glued at intervals and stretched within the rails to form an accordion core design. This is a radical departure from the conventional core. The accordion core creates the strength and rigidity of a solid core with 50% less wood content.

Veneer strips are spaced 2" apart at points of greatest core-strip bending. This provides maximum support to the face panels and protects against puncture from abuse.

Face panels and rails are hardwood throughout. The whole assembly is pressure bonded with the finest glues obtainable and seasoned in specially constructed kilns for permanent straightness.

THERE YOU HAVE ALL THE FACTS YOU NEED TO THINK UP A PRIZE-WINNING NAME. PUT ON YOUR THINKING CAPS AND FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE DIRECTIONS:

1. Select the name you believe most appropriate and fitting. Then, in 25 additional words or less, complete the following statement: "I believe the new Roddiscraft Door with the accordion type veneer core is a superior door because ......." Each name submitted must be accompanied by a statement.

2. Send all entries to the Roddis Lumber and Veneer Company, Marshfield, Wisconsin. All entries must be mailed before midnight, November 20, 1948. Send as many entries as you please.

3. Entries will be judged on the basis of originality and aptness of thought by a panel of expert judges. All entries become the property of the Roddis Lumber and Veneer Company. The judges' decision will be final. In the event of a tie, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

4. The first prize winner will receive $1000; the next two winners will receive $500 each. All winners will be notified by registered mail.

5. This contest is open only to dealers and their employees and the employees of architectural firms, and millwork houses.
CHASE COPPER TUBE
for soil, waste and vent lines is IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE!

Is YOUR building program bogging down, because pipe for drainage lines is hard to get? Then do as other builders all over the country are doing—switch to Chase Copper Tube. You can get it right away—in all the sizes used for soil, waste and vent lines.

You can install Chase Copper Tube quickly, too. Fewer joints are needed because it comes in 20-foot lengths. The joints you do need are made in a jiffy with solder-type fittings. Pre-assemble if you like—the assemblies are sturdy units that will stand plenty of rough handling.

And... Chase Copper Tube does a better drainage job. Its smooth inner surface offers no obstruction to the flow of wastes—the solder-type fittings eliminate pockets.

Want more details? Write for literature on Chase Copper Tube for drainage lines. Address Dept. PA 108.

Drainage installation of Chase Copper Tube in one of the 280 homes built by Levitt & Sons, Strathmore at Roslyn; Distributor: Gar Supply Corporation, Long Island City, N. Y.
How Fencraft
gave these Architects
finer windows at Lower Cost

Fencraft* Windows are designed to provide the quality you want in buildings of character ... and to help you solve today's problem of costs.

Standardization makes it possible to achieve this double goal. For standardization of types and sizes permits manufacturing efficiency. That means lower unit cost. It results in lower installation costs, too — for Fencraft Window dimensions are co-ordinated with those of collateral wall materials.

These are the finest windows we have ever built. We've applied our long experience in designing top-quality casement sections, and used the finest materials and workmanship, to produce, in Fencraft, windows in keeping with the finest buildings.

Here's beauty — plus durability. Utility, too — in easy screening, safer washing, firesafety, better daylighting and controlled ventilation. These are good reasons why architects are specifying Fencraft Casement, Projected and Combination Windows for all types of buildings. For full information on types and sizes, see Sweet's Architectural File for 1948 (Section 16a-14) or mail the coupon.

For All Types of Buildings
Made by America's Oldest and Largest Steel Window Manufacturer

FENCRAFT INTERMEDIATE STEEL WINDOWS

Fenestra

Detroit Steel Products Company,
Dept. PA-10,
2253 East Grand Blvd.,
Detroit 11, Michigan

Please send me data on types and sizes of the new Fencraft family of Fenestra Windows.

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
In the hands of the imaginative architect, photo-murals are indeed possessed of magic powers... in one instance, they bring to a basement display room the atmosphere of a tycoon's penthouse office (and that sells office furniture) ... in another, they transport the scenic beauty of a quiet pastoral into a residential dining room ... the examples are legion ... the applications limitless ... the cost most interesting ... the details ... all described in our brochure: "Make Blank Walls Live." A copy is yours for the asking.

KAUFMANN & FABRY
Originators and Developers of the Photomural
425 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO 5, ILL.
More and More Maple Flooring Now Available

Northern Hard Maple Flooring is once more available in all thicknesses, face widths and grades after several years of short supply.

To architects, engineers and builders who specify it regularly, Northern Hard Maple means smooth, easy-to-clean hard surfaces. It means modern, up-to-the-minute flooring that is easily and economically maintained—flooring with the durability to withstand the hard wear of heavy traffic, day in, day out, for years... warm resilient comfort underfoot and lasting beauty.

That's why this remarkable wood is the ideal flooring for schools, gymnasiums, factories, textile mills, bakeries—any building where specifications call for a finish floor that is durable, attractive, light-reflecting, resilient and always modern.

For over fifty years the MFMA trademark has been a guarantee as to grade, mill-work, kiln drying and matching. Write our research department for assistance when you have floor construction and finish problems. See Sweet's, Section 13/1/5 for Catalog data.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSN.
Room 389 - 46 Washington Blvd.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

FLOOR WITH NORTHERN HARD MAPLE
BEECH AND BIRCH
Unlimited patterns of light from one system of lighting—CEILINGS UNLIMITED*

Miller Ceiling Furring Hanger (patented) simplifies installation. Continuous wireway cuts wiring and fitting costs. Units Bonderized, rust-resistant. Accessible parts . . . easy service.

Good light . . . PLUS! Modernization of old interiors. Structural harmony in new construction. Simply by installing the units making up Miller Fluorescent Troffer Lighting Systems (versatility of application is boundless) in lines or blocks to form the ceiling pattern you desire. Good light . . . plus CEILINGS UNLIMITED.

Miller Lighting Service is all-inclusive. It covers the needs of planned Commercial and Industrial Lighting.
Miller 50 and 100 Foot Candelers (Continuous Wireway Fluorescent Lighting Systems) are standard for general factory lighting. Miller incandescent and mercury vapor reflector equipment has broad factory and commercial application.
Miller field engineers and distributors, conveniently located, are at your call.

* JWg Trademark U.S. Pat. Off.

THE MILLER COMPANY
ILLUMINATING DIVISION
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
ILLUMINATING DIVISION: Fluorescent, Incandescent, Mercury Lighting Equipment. READING PRODUCTS DIVISION: Benefts

Office—Architects: Van Doren, Nowland & Schlodermundt
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It's Fireproof!

That is one of the main reasons why PC Foamglas is the permanent insulation.

There is no food for the flames in PC Foamglas. Being true glass in cellular form, it will not burn. That is why PC Foamglas is a positive fire retardant, even when installed over inflammable materials.

On the toughest insulating jobs PC Foamglas is helping to maintain desired temperatures, to minimize condensation under roofs, in walls and floors of all sorts of buildings. It is a vapor stop, it withstands humidity, resists fumes and acid atmospheres. PC Foamglas is waterproof and verminproof.

When installed according to our specifications for recommended applications, PC Foamglas retains its original insulating efficiency permanently. Many typical uses are described and illustrated in our current booklets. Check the coupon and send it in today. We shall be glad to forward free copies of the booklets you select. Pittsburgh Corning Corporation also makes PC Glass Blocks.

When you insulate with FOAMGLAS ... you insulate for good
A HOSPITAL corridor can be a booming echo chamber! Ordinary footsteps sound like thunder-claps. It’s a trying condition disturbing to both patients and staff. But it can be easily remedied:

You can stifle corridor noise with Gold Bond Acoustimetal. It’s designed to insure maximum noise reduction—and to give high light reflection. And it’s Fireproof to fit new building code specifications.

Best of all, maintenance is cut to an all time low! Each tile is an access panel, for quick repairs to wiring, piping, and air ducts. The 12" x 24" perforated pans snap into patented T-bars, and these T-bars can be mounted any distance from the ceiling which may be required to provide space for pipes, cables, and ducts. They are as adaptable to remodeling as to new building.

What’s more, Acoustimetal can be washed repeatedly and even repainted without loss of sound absorption. Write now for the new Acoustimetal folder for complete details. Fully described in Sweet’s, too.

You’ll build or remodel better with Gold Bond

Gold Bond Acoustimetal—The Fireproof, washable acoustical tile for exacting sound control.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • BUFFALO 2, N.Y.
Over 150 Gold Bond Products including gypsum lath, plaster, lime, wallboards, gypsum sheathing, rock wool insulation, metal lath products and partition systems, wall paint and acoustical materials.
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RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

What about residential practice? Is it a profitable field? How do those who are most successful in it conduct their offices? To help answer these and other pertinent questions, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE asked several leading architects—among them, all of those whose work is represented in this issue; and Francis Joseph McCarthy of San Francisco, and E. H. and M. K. Hunter of Hanover, New Hampshire—about their experiences in the field. Both in the house presentations themselves and on subsequent text pages, we have collated and attempted to interpret their answers.

The field of house design holds extremely wide interest. Another recent survey by this magazine indicated that 73 percent of big firms specializing in important commercial work also accept residential commissions. Furthermore, residential design constitutes one of the liveliest fields of architectural experimentation, incorporation of new design techniques and details which later affect the entire field of architecture. Not the least significant thing about residential work is its obvious social importance in a democratic society.

A few of the highlights from our survey: Although the group queried is normally associated with residential work, it was interesting that two-thirds of them consider house design simply part of a general practice; and the remaining third, while calling houses the main part of their practices, tell us they accept other types of work. All but two find residential practice profitable; one frankly admits that he usually loses money on house design. If there is any one secret to a successful operation, it would appear to be in a small staff, with much of the work handled by the principal involved. All of the firms queried try to do a complete job of detailing on working drawings. Most offices still write a full, traditional specification, though there seems to be a tendency toward shortening the usual form, and a few are experimenting with streamlining. None is successful in getting—and few consider desirable—a retainer fee. As to construction costs, the average today appears to be about $12 per square foot, although reports of recent experience range from an impressive low of $8 to an even more impressive high of $46! Some of the ways in which various offices have been able to effect savings are discussed later on.

These are merely a few summary comments. Detailed discussion of these points as well as specifics on numerous other questions will be found on subsequent pages.
FRONT DOOR from entrance court—a sheltered outdoor sitting room for cold days.

HOUSE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
CARLTON ARTHUR STEINER, Architect

STREET FRONT. Some of the things the Davidsons particularly like: rooms all on one floor arranged to minimize foot travel; good separation between rooms ("noises from the living room or study are not heard in the bedrooms"); accessibility of front door from kitchen or bedrooms without need of passing through living room; big windows that "give lots of light and air and are easy to clean"; U-shaped kitchen scheme that "makes the room really work"; furnace room convenient for drying clothes; planned shelving in storage room; garage reached by covered walkway.
A remarkable degree of privacy provided on an average in-town site.

Despite the practical difficulties most architects find in residential work, there are compensations. Several of the men answering our questionnaire about this field of practice mentioned the satisfaction that comes from working with clients who are strongly interested in the design problem, and the immediate personal reaction which such clients provide. For instance, the Donald D. Davidsons, for whom Mr. Steiner designed this home, say: "We'd want the same house over again... We have often said that the money we spent on this house was put where it really pays dividends—into those things that make everyday living more pleasant, rather than on (seldom used) basement or attic space, meaningless ornament, etc."

PROBLEM: To design a small house with outdoor living terraces; sun in all rooms at some time of day (kitchen and bedrooms in morning; rest of house later in the day); Mrs. Davidson, a piano teacher; Mr., a radio enthusiast.

SOLUTION: Living room placed at rear, away from the street; bedrooms in wing toward front; garage in other front corner, providing secluded entrance patio.
In Oakland, the weather is very often sunny and mild, but it can be windy and chilly. To provide comfortable outdoor living, whatever the weather, there are separate terrace areas. The large living terrace on the south is for use on fine days; on cold days, the entrance court, protected on three sides by walls of the house or garage and on the fourth by a fence, becomes a secluded outdoor sitting room. "The paving," Mrs. Davidson comments, "is a good surface for tables and chairs and isn't harmed by children's play . . . also, there is little gardening necessary." Placement of the living room at the rear allows the owners to pursue their hobbies (music; radio) without bothering neighbors or interference from street noises.

Carlton Arthur Steiner studied architecture at the University of California, earning both A.B. and M.A. degrees. Subsequently he worked in numerous West Coast offices and with Vernon DeMars with the Farm Security Administration. His own office was established in 1943. Currently he is engaged on commercial work in the office of W. D. Peugh in San Francisco, and he also teaches design at U.C.'s Department of Architecture.

LIVING ROOM. The dining room is raised two steps above the living-room level. Terrace doors, left.
PAVED TERRACE for outdoor living in fine weather. Flush redwood boards are the exterior wall surface.

KITCHEN, from dining alcove through into laundry.

ENGINEERING OUTLINE

CONSTRUCTION: Concrete foundations. Framing: wood throughout. Walls: (exterior) 1" x 10" flush joint, rough shiplap redwood; (interior) precolored, sand finish stucco, unpainted except in bath, kitchen, and laundry, where enamel on putty plaster was used. Floors: oak plank (flush joint with V groove) generally; linoleum on plywood base in kitchen, laundry, and bath. Roof: tar and gravel over sheathing. Ceilings: 3' x 3' insulation board, ¼" thick, with wood battens. Fenestration: pine casements or fixed sash; double strength glass. Partitions: wood stud. Doors: 1¾" flush panel, hollow core.

EQUIPMENT: Heating: gas-fired furnace; warm-air system. Electrical: knob and tube wiring; flush ceiling light fixtures.
RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

Questions addressed to a number of architects, asking whether residential work is a paying proposition and if the fees obtained allow real thought to be given to each job, brought answers varying from a simple "yes" to a statement that "depending on the client, we just break even or lose money on residential work." The average answer seems to be that it is "not too profitable." Several indicated what must be a general method of operation—that other work in the office pays for the office overhead, which could not be carried by house design alone. As Clifford-Lindstrom Associates (see house, pages 77-80) put it: "We prefer to depend on commercial work to carry office expenses so that we can be fairly selective in the residential work that we take on."

One thing is clear, however. Many architects want to do residential design and are determined to find ways to make it pay. Henry Hill (see house, pages 63-68) comments that his practice is predominantly residential, because he finds this work "stimulating and exciting... I like the personal contact." However, he would not want to limit himself to this field exclusively. And William Wilson Wurster of the Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons firm (see house, pages 73-76) echoes this thought, going on to say: "I have a belief that specialization limits the excellence of the product." Whether by design or by accident, it appears that there are few, if any, exclusive "specialists" in this field.

What about remuneration? In view of a growing tendency to utilize a cost-plus method of fee arrangement in commercial work, it is perhaps significant that almost all of the men we questioned depend still on a percentage-of-construction-cost method of charging for their services. Most of them receive 10 percent as a minimum, with special jobs and alteration work demanding more. One, however, finds he can do some work at 8 percent. One sometimes arranges for "three times drafting costs" and finds this satisfactory. Another does "quite a bit" of work on a fee based on actual cost, plus partners' salaries for time spent on the job, plus one-third of these two items. Yet another, charging two times drafting costs (with engineering consultants at cost plus 20 percent) plus $6 an hour for his own time, reports that this usually results in a final charge to the client running "within 1 to 2 percent of what the percentage billing would be."

The question: "Do you try to get a retainer fee before starting sketches?" brought a 100 percent "no" answer. One architect asked us a question in return: "Can you tell us how to do it?"

It seems impossible to carry the constant expense and the overhead of a large office and still make residential practice profitable. When large offices do accept small house jobs, they often set up a separate organization just for this work. The usual practice seems to be largely a personal one, with the principal and one man carrying a job. Francis Joseph McCarthy describes his procedure thus: "I am at all client conferences, but I like to have one person in the office following the job through, and that person sits in on client conferences... After the preliminaries are approved... the same person carries through the working drawings and, if necessary, with the help of others in the office, he blocks out the specifications, and I polish them up."

Many efficient offices find it necessary to budget time very carefully, from preliminary conferences through job supervision. P/A editors were curious about how this applied to such personalized design as residential work. Henry Hill says he budgets his time "as much as possible"; another man writes that "we talk about it." Preliminary conferences are admittedly difficult to control and apparently account for much of the unprofitableness in this field.
A house expertly wedded to a hillside site and schemed to cope with a variable climate.

In efforts to lower building costs Mr. Goodman reports that in residential work, which he does as part of a general practice, he has had "some success by simplifying the structural shell, mechanical arrangement, and milled members." In this hillside house for the Eric Sevareids, for instance, "all sash, glass doors, interior millwork, and interior cabinetwork was done on the site with a portable saw . . . Our job cost per sash unit, etc., was lower than the mill prices bid."

PROBLEM: To dispose as much of the main living area as possible on one floor, on a steep hillside site.

SOLUTION: Main floor on a hillside platform with full-height basement area, court, deck, porch, terrace, and play court for outdoor living in almost all weather.
“My approach to the planning,” Mr. Goodman comments, “was simply one of disposing as many of the living spaces as was economically feasible along the side of the hill and oriented to the southeast, which fortunately was the view side as well as the most desirable exposure.” Lower floor masonry walls act as retaining walls for the entrance court; the frame was arranged into structural sections of simple spans, with all roofs designed to pitch toward a common watershed. (“One line along the forecourt side of the house drains all downspouts.”) In the roof construction, to gain a substantial air space over the main living areas (see section, opposite page), without losing the lightness of structural effect, very low pitched roof joists were used coupled with sharply sloping 2" x 4" ceiling joists. Dry construction was used throughout.
LIVING ROOM toward dining end, deck door (left), and screened porch (right-hand door).

LIVING ROOM view window wall. Note all wood surfaces.
The architect points out that the downstairs room is "not the kind of basement I have always frowned upon, namely, a hole dug in the ground which is always more troublesome than its space value, but a space cut out of the side of a hill, opening on to its own terrace and with its southeast wall opening to the magnificent view of the Cameron Valley... one of the most popular rooms in the house, even being used for formal dinner parties on occasion. A dumb-waiter was provided in the utility room from the kitchen above."
ENGINEERING OUTLINE

CONSTRUCTION: Concrete footings; cinder-block foundations; brick exposed walls. Framing: standard fir wood stud; fir floor and roof joists. Walls: (exterior) 1" x 4" redwood shiplap siding applied horizontally over asphalt-coated sheathing board; (interior) ½-in. plywood with gum or white oak surface veneer; redwood, cypress, and knotty pine boards. Floors: random white oak over waterproof plywood generally; linoleum in kitchen and baths; cement and 12" x 12" hollow terra cotta tile (smooth face up) in basement; roofing slate deck and flagstone entrance court and porch. Roof: built-up roofing over waterproof plywood sheathing. Ceilings: 9" x 9" insulating tile. Fenestration: white pine sash with crystal sheet and plate glass. Insulation: acoustical (see "Ceilings"); thermal: glass-wool blanket type in roof construction. Partitions: fir stud; plywood surfaces. Doors: flush panel, gum and pine.

EQUIPMENT: Heating: forced warm-air system with humidifier unit; automatic controls. Lighting: flexible armored conductor; dull chrome flush ceiling boxes (incandescent); fluorescent tubes in built-in troughs. Plumbing: copper water pipe; cast-iron soil pipe.

OWNERS' BEDROOM. Hinged casement units allow full opening of window area.

GOODMAN

Charles M. Goodman, New York City born, attended the University of Illinois ("where I did not study architecture") and the Armour Institute of Technology, where he walked off with numerous prizes and awards. Called to Washington in 1934 as designing architect in the Public Buildings Administration, he produced some excellent contemporary structures, among them the U. S. Post Office in Evanston, Ill. His own practice started in 1939, was interrupted by service as Head Architect for the Air Transport Command (1942). He has been back in practice since 1945, and "everything is peacefully hectic."
RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

When a number of architects were questioned about the methods they use to present suggested designs to their clients, only one reported that a model was usually made. The model presentation is admittedly the most satisfactory way to explain forms and uses of materials to laymen but, as one firm puts it, "the model is not economically feasible for small jobs." Most firms, including the model-makers, make some sort of presentation drawings, and these range from "small scale freely drawn plans and elevations followed by renderings with supplementary pen-and-ink sketches of most details" (Clifford-Lindstrom Associates) to "black-and-white perspectives showing various views" (Charles M. Goodman; see house, pages 57-61) to black-line crayon-colored prints, usually of plot plan, floor plans, perspective, and/or elevations (several firms reported this method).

Presentation model made by architects E. H. & M. K. Hunter.

A full specification is still the majority rule in the offices we questioned—though less than a two-thirds majority. Many architects report that they use an "abbreviated, but not entirely streamlined" form, a "simplified" version, or, as Henry Hill describes his procedure: "I like to hold specifications to a minimum and show everything possible on the drawings." Mr. McCarthy, among others, has the typed specs bound in with the drawings, which has the added advantage that "when on the job you find them with the drawings rather than thrown away in a nail keg."

Francis Joseph McCarthy attaches specifications to prints of drawings.

Without exception, all the reporting architects tell us that they do complete detailing in their drawings—though, obvious exceptions are instances where stock items are specified, or, as one office comments: "We often do just a general view of kitchen cabinets, so that each mill may suggest its own details on the shop drawings."

It was a little surprising to discover that half of those queried said they did not use standard A.I.A. contract forms; one reported he used them "occasionally" although he did not find them "entirely satisfactory"; and the remainder said they usually did use the standard forms—although with minor variation better to suit local conditions.

Complete supervision is still the accepted method of seeing a job developed to realization; no exceptions here. Mr. McCarthy takes the trouble to report that "a long time ago we did a house without supervision, and we will never do it again... Supervision isn't because contractors are going to cheat... However, their interest is only their own (plumber concerned with plumbing, heating man with heating, etc.). None of them sees the over-all picture, and if someone isn't there to catch things when they are happening, they will do it the easiest way."
Rare integration of all elements—site adaptation, architectural design, structural concept, landscaping, and furnishing.

The excellent construction and finish of this hilltop house is a reflection of the way Henry Hill attends to the details as well as the larger aspects of design. "I feel most strongly that complete supervision is essential," he says. "It is during construction that a client's money is being spent, and it is my responsibility to see that it is spent properly." The presentation of this house, coupled with the owners' delight in their home, is a happy illustration of professional responsibility successfully discharged.

PROBLEM: To provide, on a hilltop with a panoramic view to the southwest, accommodation, privacy, and much outdoor living space for Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dettner and their three sons.

SOLUTION: A scheme wrapped around a central outdoor living room, complete with swimming pool; walls of windows to make the views an integral part of the living surround; terraces in and out of the sun; bedrooms separated for privacy.
Prevailing breezes from the northwest explain the sheltered location of the swimming pool within arms of the house. A requirement was that there should be provision for children's activities away from the house; hence the play-work-room (alongside the carport) with a radio laboratory. A multipurpose room occurs in the north corner of the southeast wing of the house—a room opening out to the living court that may be used as a study, a bedroom, a guest or maid's room. "It was my intent," Mr. Hill reports, "to separate the various activities as much as possible and at the same time maintain the feeling of intimate contact with all areas of the site." An interesting element in the site division is the row of three steps that occurs northwest of the pool. Inside the house, these three steps lead up to the bedroom wing, separating private from family activity areas. They occur again on the view front, separating the big terrace from the sheltered bedroom terrace. While changing floor levels thus define use areas within the house, the ceiling level remains constant.
SITE: A southwest slope overlooking the Ross Valley and Mt. Tamalpais; another valley view to the southeast.

4. SOUTHWEST TERRACE.
Raised, bedroom terrace in background. Wood, stone, and glass properly used and skillfully organized into convincing architecture.
LIVING ROOM, courtyard side; bedroom wing at left.

Since we printed the biographical note on Henry Hill (August 1947 P/A; page 171), he has established his independent practice in San Francisco.

HOUSE, ROSS, CALIFORNIA

Design continuity is more than a theory in the Dettner house. The continuous ceiling planes; the extension of indoor living areas to include both near and distant views of nature; the stone paving that enters the house as continuing hearth and floor lines, carries up in the fireplace breast, and continues on out to the terrace on the other side, are all consciously schemed to produce the harmonious result evident in the photographs. And it is as pleasant as it is rare to present a house where structure, landscaping, furnishing, and total concept have been so thoroughly integrated. The architect was also the landscape architect.
LIVING ROOM, with view across the valley to Mt. Tamalpais.

DINING-SUN ROOM, with room-height sliding panels.

Sliding Door Details.
ENGINEERING OUTLINE

CONSTRUCTION: Concrete foundations. Framing: select fir (portions of walls are Carmel stone masonry). Wood roof framing and floor joists. Walls: stone, or frame surfaced (exterior) with 1" x 8" re-sawn, open-joint redwood applied vertically over sheathing, and (interior) with redwood or pine. Floors: stone; oak; tile; lino-lem. Roof: 4" x 24" hand-split cedar shakes. Ceilings: re-sawn pine; gypsum-core composition board. Fenestration: wood casement sash; plate glass. Insulation: 4" wool-batt type in ceiling. Partitions: wood studs, surfaced with redwood, pine or gypsum filled composition board; tile in master bath. Doors: flush, wood.

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

Almost all of the architects questioned by PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE report that they do not have any problem convincing their clients to accept design which is not in a traditional "style." Most of them simply say that clients come to them originally on the basis of work of theirs they had already seen: "They come to us already 'sold,'" says Mr. Goodman. One firm reports that it used to do considerable missionary work —"talks to women's clubs, exhibits, etc.," but this seems to be increasingly unnecessary.

As to competitive bidding versus the cost-plus type of construction contract, consensus is that "both have their advantages." Mr. McCarthy, for instance, says "I would not do a small job without a lump-sum contract when the client is borrowing money and his means are definitely limited. However, on jobs where clients' means are not limited and we can pick the contractor—one we are sure does not pad or relax on the job—I would prefer a cost-plus contract." Unqualified opinions that a fixed bid is the only way to handle construction were evenly balanced by opinions that cost-plus with a guaranteed maximum is entirely satisfactory—"any savings below the maximum being shared equally by the contractor and owner," as Henry Hill arranges it on the infrequent occasions when he uses this method; his preference is definitely for the fixed-bid approach. Another firm that prefers the fixed-bid system qualifies this to say "obtained either through competition or from one firm." None of the firms queried do any contracting themselves, though one comments that "a great deal of expediting" is required on its part.

Stock plans and their sale are equally frowned upon. One firm admits that stock plans of theirs are being marketed through a home magazine; another says they do stock-plan work "only slightly," but all agree that it is a poor way to obtain good architecture.

Current residential costs were quoted all the way from $8 a square foot (Henry Hill says he has several houses let on contract at this price) up to a luxury job that figured at $46 a square. The average would seem to be close to $12. Methods different ones have found for cutting costs are of more than passing interest. Mr. Goodman finds that "simplification of the structural shell, mechanical arrangement, and of milled members" helps keep costs down. On the other hand, Clifford-Lindstrom Associates remark that "costs drop when flush surfaces are eliminated, when plaster and standard pitched roofs are used . . . They go up where dry-wall construction, set glass, and shed or flat roofs are involved." This same thought appears to be echoed somewhat in Mr. McCarthy's testimony: " . . . We have to do things that are understood by the contractors and with materials and methods that are more or less standard. The minute that we go into special construction or new construction methods, our costs climb, and at today's prices, very few residential clients can afford the luxury of much experiment."

Some obvious conclusions can be drawn from this survey of offices doing good residential work:

★ The field is not one of large or easy profits, and losses can readily be incurred.
★ Most firms are not overly efficient in financial arrangements, time budgeting, or time-savers such as abbreviated specifications.
★ Many and long preliminary conferences with the client eat into possible profits, yet the cost-plus fee arrangement is not common.
★ Easy-to-understand presentation drawings are necessary; models are useful, but too costly in this field.
★ Among firms doing outstanding work, contracting, stock plans, and omission of supervision are frowned upon.
★ Unfamiliar construction and detailing run up costs quickly; yet rationalized structural and mechanical systems result in savings, with the right contractor.
SOUTH WALL of windows transmitting sun and heat to the interior radiator wall. Overhang screens summer sun.

BROWN

Arthur T. Brown trained at Tarkio College and Ohio State University (B.S.Arch.). Six years in the office of David Adler (Chicago); one year with the architectural department of the Century of Progress Exposition; and three years in the office of Richard A. Morse in Tucson preceded a three-year partnership with Mr. Morse, and the later establishment (1942) of own office. Chief work: houses, housing projects, schools, shops, churches.

HOUSE, TUCSON, ARIZONA

ARTHUR T. BROWN, Architect

An ingenious adaptation of the solar principle to the brilliant, dry climate of Arizona.

STREET FRONT. Flagstone vencer; white built-up roofing.
PROBLEM: A simple, unpretentious home for a young couple with one child; a flat urban site, with the street on the north; the wish to gain the advantages of solar warmth, at the same time coping with the glare of intense sunlight.

SOLUTION: Alignment of all living rooms along the north wall (high windows for privacy) but opening them out, by means of louvered doors, to a full-windowed porch and passage along the south, garden front; the latter acting as a solar heat-storage room, the heat to be used (by opening doors) in the living rooms as needed. The interior east-west wall of concrete block is painted a dark, almost black, green and acts as a radiator. To prevent heat loss, the floor (which also becomes a radiant heater) is completely insulated from the foundation by ½ inch of asphalt-permeated rigid insulation.

ENGINEERING OUTLINE

CONSTRUCTION: Concrete foundations; slab floor. Framing: 2" x 4" wood stud; wood roof beams and rafters. Walls: (exterior) stone veneer or stucco and (interior) plaster, painted; interior solar wall of cement block. Floors: cement. Roof: white-surface built-up roofing over insulation layer, over 2" fir sheathing. Ceilings: exposed wood roof construction. Fenestration: louver-glass units on north wall; specially fabricated metal sash (in solar wall) with 3/16" crystal glass. Insulation: 1" rigid board in roof construction. Partitions: stud, plastered, in general; interior solar wall, cement block, plastered and painted dark green-black. Doors: (exterior) wood jalousies; (interior) louver doors of white pine or flush panel maple.

EQUIPMENT: Heating: two gas-fired, forced-air furnaces; evaporative type coolers use same ducts; automatic controls. Lighting: fluorescent, used with metal fins. Special equipment: sprinklers; garden floodlights.
HOUSE, TUCSON, ARIZONA

LIVING ROOM: fireplace end (top); dining end of porch (bottom). On a clear day, there is no need for furnace heat after 9 A.M., and the house is still comfortable at 11 P.M. without artificial heating. Excess warmth is drained out of northern windows and ventilator units at top of glass wall.
A modern house echoes a familiar tradition without compromising progressive design standards.

Although houses by Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons are known throughout the world, most readers are aware that the firm does not make residential practice an exclusive specialty. It is interesting to learn from Mr. Wurster one of the reasons why this is so: “We have a belief that specialization limits the excellence of the product.” Whether or not this has universal application, the house shown here is surely evidence that this firm, whose fame grew from its early residential work, has never lost its skill in this category.

PROBLEM: A “spacious” small house on an oak-wooded site sloping down to a creek and a view of hills to the south. Shelter from west wind, a factor; outdoor living to be a feature.

SOLUTION: Large rooms, related to provide privacy for all areas; opening of most rooms to south or east.
LANDSCAPING, by Thomas D. Church, is being worked out gradually by the owners themselves.

In the design of this country home for Grace and Kenneth Mortsolf, the architects used standard wood framing—"much as has been done for the past 100 years in these parts. The lines of the house are even similar to things built in the mining towns back in the '50s." The chief point applauded by both Mr. and Mrs. Mortsolf is the sense of spaciousness in so small a house. "This is one of the most enjoyable (and most commented on) features of our house," Mrs. Mortsolf says. Mr. Mortsolf adds: "The house was planned with the idea that no outside help would be employed. The kitchen is a pleasant, friendly room, overlooking and accessible to the garden. It has ample room for an uncrowded dining area at one end . . . We wanted and got easy accessibility to the out-of-doors . . . The house fulfills our ideas of what a country home should be . . . When we went to Mr. Wurster, we had the usual grab-bag of ideas, but in the course of the design, he patiently educated us, and the 'cute' ideas disappeared one by one, for which we are very thankful."

LIVING ROOM. The big window at the end overlooks the garden and the creek beyond. Pine boards are the surface for both walls (natural) and ceiling (painted). The Mortsolfs comment: "Our furniture was not considered in the design of the house, for we had planned to buy new furniture."
THE FRONT DOOR opens on an unpretentious porch in the southwest wing.

OWNERS’ BEDROOM, in the end of the wing shown in the photo above.

ENGINEERING OUTLINE

CONSTRUCTION: Framing: 2" x 4" wood studs, 2" x 6" joists and trussed rafters. Walls: (exterior) 1" x 10" T&G rough redwood set vertically and painted; (interior) 1" x 12" T&G pine, either natural finish or painted. Floors: plain select oak over wood subflooring generally; linoleum in kitchen and baths. Roof: redwood shakes laid over 1" x 6" fir sheathing. Ceilings: T&G pine, painted.

Fenestration: clear sugar pine sash; B quality single strength glass or crystal sheet redwood louveres and shutters. Insulation: wool batts between studs.

EQUIPMENT: Heating: gas-fired warm-air system.
Compact, apartment-size home for a bachelor.

Clifford-Lindstrom Associates insists on partner collaboration on its residential design. Possibly the all-time record for adherence to a method of operating was established in the development of this small house for Ralph Clifford, one of the partners. For even the war failed to upset procedures. Preliminary sketches were developed collaboratively via V-mail letters (like the one reproduced on page 79) between Germany (Clifford) and Italy (Lindstrom), so that on their return to civilian life, working drawings could proceed at once.

PROBLEM: Easily maintained unit providing privacy both indoors and out on an irregular, urban lot.

SOLUTION: Wall toward street (entrance; garage) treated as screen for living quarters, opening out to fenced garden at the rear.
Ralph Clifford, born in Springfield, Mass., received his training at the Calif. School of Fine Arts (San Francisco) and the Calif. School of Arts and Crafts (Los Angeles). Commercial and theatrical design work was interrupted by three years in the Corps of Engineers ("from Omaha Beach to Pilsen"). Since the war, Mr. Clifford has worked chiefly on commercial and residential design in partnership with William Lindstrom. Mr. Lindstrom, a native of Tacoma, Wash., attended the U. of Wash., and before the war (in which he served three years with the Signal Corps in Africa and Italy) he was engaged in furniture and residential design.
Location on the odd-shaped flat lot, the designers tell us, was determined by a 25-foot setback requirement, leaving the north side as the only sizable space for development. A public school to the north and prevailing storms from the east resulted in minimum openings in these two elevations. A 6-foot overhang above the windows on the south and shade trees on the west serve as sun-control devices. Covered foot passage is provided from the workroom-studio and carport to the entrance door in the fence and so to the front-door porch. This scheme not only provides shelter, but avoids the need of using interior space for hallways.
LIVING ROOM. Dry wall finish is used except in the shower and (plaster required) in carport.

ENGINEERING OUTLINE

HOUSE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA


EQUIPMENT: Heating: gas-fired units. Lighting: both incandescent and fluorescent units.

VIEW through windows beside the front door.

FURNITURE is built-in except chairs and a few tables.
To promote store modernization of an intelligent type, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. is currently sending on tour a caravan of store-front models. The models, themselves excellent pieces of craftsmanship, show only the fronts and what is visible through them, but the designs on which they are based are derived from conditions which exist universally. In addition, none of the fronts is considered as a front alone; all are developed to express a specific plan. In the following presentation the plans are shown in part, for the principal examples. Lack of space prevents inclusion of all plans.

The company is not offering the designs as cure-alls, but intends them to stimulate ideas. Wherever the kind of trade makes it advisable, open store fronts are advocated by the presentation; reasons include not only the display of the entire interior of the store to attract customers, but also the fact that the interior, if it is on display, has to be reasonably well organized, and this usually improves the mechanics of selling and enables the merchant to increase his profits. In preparing the designs, the architect and the company have tried wherever possible to coordinate lighting and color with the physical scheme, bearing in mind the nature of the merchandise sold. For this purpose they have obtained the advice of outside consultants when necessary.

The caravan is being shown to groups of architects, store-owners, builders, and those who finance construction. In presenting it, the company stresses the importance of individual architectural attention and the great desirability of retaining a competent architect before proceeding.
OPEN FRONT

Here the idea has been to bring into the window display the liveliness of color and form of the flowers shown inside, and to show the flowers along with natural materials. Hence, behind the completely open front, the stone pylon with structural glass shelves, and the planting beds running from the show window into the store. The recessed, flagged entry offers a transition from the street’s artificiality to the naturalistic interior and affords the entering buyer some protection from foot traffic on the sidewalk. Inside, the refrigerator is made the dominating feature of the active selling space, which is to be more brilliantly lighted than the carpeted lounge space. The store is planned for a louvered ceiling; louvered’s egg-crate lighting shield provides a reasonable approximation of natural lighting, and spotlights can be incorporated into it to highlight special displays.
In the men’s wear store there is a need to display several kinds of items. At the same time, there may be a desire to let the passer-by see the store’s interior and its activity. This scheme provides a framed display space in the window left of the entrance, and an unobstructed vision of the interior through the display of the merchandise and the window right of the entrance. The interior of the store is designed so that showcase lights illuminate lower as well as upper parts of suits hanging in it. Shirts, collars, and store-front materials are in black, satin glass, glass, and aluminum, bronze, and metal.
PARTLY CLOSED FRONT

In this case, a partly closed front is desirable both because small items constitute the principal displays and because the particular arrangement of the plan makes some closure desirable. The glass portion of the store front, and the doors, at an angle provides room for the doors to swing out without projecting into sidewalk traffic. Over the display window and door, the lower canopy houses lighting fixtures designed to increase the illumination at the entrance. This permits a better view of the window displays and a more effective display of the stock of the street, after sunset—important for the satisfaction of customers who must use the drugstore in the evening, when a great percentage of this type of store's business is transacted.

Materials and Methods
CLOSED FRONT

The custom jewelry store has somewhat a different problem than other retail establishments. A certain amount of privacy or exclusiveness is associated with jewelry-buying; and the merchandise, small in size, demands excellent lighting and display for close inspection. Hence the display portion of the store front needs to be concentrated, at eye level, with provision for intense lighting to make the merchandise sparkle. In this example the entire front, except at the doors, is “closed.” The backs of the show-windows are translucent but not transparent, to provide light for the private-sales alcove and jeweler’s workbench which flank the entrance. Inside, the store is arranged in a series of booths so that customers may be individually served. This area is screened from the tempered glass doors by a plant trellis, so that, while activity behind the screen will be apparent, the privacy of the customer is protected. Corrugated glass in the screen is a source of diffused light for the interior.
OPEN FRONT PLUS FOOD DISPLAY

Both the bakery and the grocery have to display food attractively and both have to accommodate a great many customers at peak periods—food shopping is usually the housewife’s morning chore. In both these store fronts the food and the activity inside the store are displayed to the passer-by on the sidewalk. In both, featured displays are concentrated in small showcases beside the entrances. In both, the facade is placed at an angle to accommodate customer traffic; this also may serve to minimize reflections of undesirable street scenes. And in both stores the front is the simplest possible transparent screen, designed to afford full protection from weather and dirt, yet to allow the customer to see from outside that the store is clean and attractive. In the bakery, the window display case is designed so that baked goods may be sold directly from it. This practice is not so common in groceries; consequently the back of the grocery display window is almost completely closed.
The typical women's specialty shop presents a particularly difficult problem in window display. The window must be planned to provide a great variety of items, ranging in size from costume jewelry to suits and dresses. Therefore, the windows must be planned to provide several different levels so that the merchandise may be easily visible. The space should be designed to achieve the numerous effects which will be desired. Room for window shopping is also required.

This front is designed for a restaurant which affords at least two types of service: table and counter. Counter-service areas are more interested in quick service than in privacy. Table-service areas would be better served by horizontal and vertical division bars. The entire interior is actually open to sidewalk view.
FRONTS FOR DISPLAYING SMALL OBJECTS

In the hardware store, left, there is a double problem. Both bulky items (power tools, etc.) and small items (nails, screwdrivers, etc.) have to be displayed; so two types of windows are included. The shoe store has to display in its window merchandise which is relatively small, but we are accustomed to seeing it from above, so the window is low.

FRONTS FOR PLACES OF AMUSEMENT

We did not formerly regard a theater as a place suitable for an "open" store front, but it is obvious that the movement of people entering for a performance is an inducement to the public to attend. Hence this theater front, all doors, is also all glass. On the other hand, the bar front, severe and almost entirely "closed", limits vision into the establishment.
Part I of this article, published last month, covered the metal's characteristics, methods of fabricating, and the economics of aluminum construction. In Part I should have been included reference to break-forming, a fabrication method often preferred to cold-rolling when quantities to be formed are small; and, in relation to economic aspects, to the high scrap value of the metal. Also, in Fig. D, "Modulus of Elasticity," page 83, September '48 P/A, deflection of the steel beam should have been shown as 7.3 in comparison with an aluminum beam of equal weight, rather than 22.

VI. ALUMINUM STRUCTURES
The structural designer working with aluminum can learn a lot from the use of the material in aircraft. There is a great similarity between the airframe, its functions and even the order of magnitude of loads, and the structural frame of a building. Members developed and employed because they use materials economically in the airframe are worth examining for their applicability to other structures. Not that airframe members should be directly copied; this would be impractical, since the extreme weight saving required in aircraft is achieved at the cost of difficult fabrication and complex assembly. There are, however, a few structural elements, quite basic in concept, typical of airframe design; these basic concepts (not the actual members) are particularly suitable to aluminum and can be used in other structures. Monocoques or semi-monocoques, stiffened thin plates, tension field girders, to mention a few of the more important, are design concepts foreign to the building designer, but well suited to aluminum construction. The much-talked-of stressed-skin and sandwich panels are also typical examples in which aluminum can be used to great advantage.

All these concepts have one or both of the following principal characteristics:
1. Full exploitation of non-corrosive characteristics through the use of thin sheet metal members.
2. Special design features which compensate for the lower modulus of elasticity, and/or stability, of aluminum.

The following discussion does not pretend to cover all possible types of applications. Rather, examples are selected at random from a comparatively few existing structures and structural elements which in part or in whole satisfy the above conditions.

(a) Cold-rolled light-gage sections. The design of such sections (angles, channels, hat sections, Zees, etc.) with thin walls (in aluminum up to 0.100") is primarily a problem in elastic stability. Such members usually fail before they are stressed to the ultimate strength of the material, due to buckling in whole or in part, if subjected to compression. This applies typically to compression flanges of light-gage joists (in both steel and aluminum). Flanges of such members act as short columns; they start waving or buckling in certain spots before the joist collapses. This is called "local instability." The cross-sectional shape of such members has to be designed in such a way as to retard this buckling, by "stabilizing" the edges (where the buckling begins) by stiffening them through the addition of flanges. This leads to the use of "flanged" sections.

Such members acquire somewhat unfamiliar shapes; their connections and other details require special attention. The ideal light-gage joist or beam design would be such that local buckling would not start before general stress failure of the whole member. This can be achieved only rarely, but the tendency introduces into structural members proportions which differ from traditional shapes of rolled steel members. In order to increase the load-bearing capacity, the compression flange of such members is short, in contradistinction to the economical "wide-flange" members typical of rolled steel, because the critical buckling stress is a function of the so-called "flat-width ratio," i.e., the ratio between the thickness of the flange and its width. The typical light-gage aluminum member is therefore rather deep (to reduce stresses in the flange) and has short, flanged (i.e., stiffened) compression flanges—a form entirely different from that of rolled steel members.

The consequences of these factors are somewhat startling when visualized and are contradictory to the engineer's "horse sense" or the architect's "intuition": a channel having a one-inch flange has one ton of load capacity; increasing the width of the flange to two inches, the load-bearing capacity remains the same. If the compression flange of the first channel is stiffened (i.e., the edge of the flange is turned down), its load-bearing capacity increases threefold to three tons. (N.B. Numerical values are merely reasonable approximations of an extreme case: flat-width ratio of 11 for the one-inch unstiffened channel, 3½ in. alloy.)

The use of aluminum tubing should also be noted. Tubular members are very efficient for both over-all and local stability. For this reason their use not only as columns, but also in transverse bending, is well justified in aluminum. Tubular aluminum frames are generally accepted in furniture design; tubular shapes should find application in framing larger aluminum structures.

(b) Corrugated sheets are basically similar to other light-gage sections. They are used as transverse load-carrying members (beams) or as compression members (columns). The latter application has special importance in light of the...
ALUMINUM AS A STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS AND MEMBERS DEVELOPED

A, Standard circular arc corrugation. This type cannot develop its full strength because the straight section buckles before the curved portions. B, Omega or flat-topped corrugation is more efficient, develops its full strength. C, use of corrugated sheets as compression members of large, built-up girders; cross-section of an airplane wing, a cantilevered girder with corrugated flanges.

COLD-ROLLED LIGHT-GAGE SECTIONS

A, The typical light-gage joist differs greatly from standard rolled steel shapes. B, Typical light-gage shapes. C, Load-bearing capacity of a light-gage joist is not necessarily increased by increasing the width of the flange. But stiffening the flanges does augment its capacity.

Discussion of local instabilities. Thin curved plates (shells) have greater resistance against local buckling than flat plates. Since the corrugated sheet can easily be rolled in various shapes with curved surfaces, it is a specially useful structural element in aluminum. One very logical but not widely used application, except in airframes, is the use of corrugated sheets as compression flanges of large built-up girders. Such arrangements are often found in aircraft wings, which act as cantilever beams. The usefulness of such an assembly is quite evident from the previous discussions. The traditional shape of the corrugated sheet, made up of circular or parabolic arc segments, can be improved by avoiding the flat transition between adjoining segments, since the sheet usually fails at this portion. A more efficient shape, radically different in appearance from the conventional, is the “omega” corrugation developed by the aircraft industry. It should find its way into building construction and replace the familiar circular corrugation.

(c) Reducing deformations of aluminum beams. As has been shown, certain types of light members fail before their full strength can be developed. Another limitation which often prevents development of full working stresses is deformation of structural members. The magnitude of permissible deflection of beams is given as an arbitrary ratio between mid-span deflection and span; it is established by practical considerations connected with the specific use of buildings and materials. To obtain the desirable deflection in a girder, two design quantities can be varied: depth, and maximum fiber stress. Deflection increases with increasing stress and decreases with increasing depth. For this reason, most codes and standards establish a maximum permissible (or recommended) depth-span ratio, which, together with maximum working stress, indirectly determines deflection-span ratio. For steel joists, for instance, a maximum depth-span ratio of 1/24 is recommended for simple spans. This, with a maximum working stress of 18,000 psi, is equivalent to a deflection of 1/333 of the span.

A 12-ft joist accordingly would have to be 6 in. deep. The same proportion, however, would not apply to the aluminum joist. Such a joist, fabricated of 17ST alloy, would be as “strong” as the steel joist, and could perform with the same working stress, but the deflection would amount to three times as much, or 1/111 of the span. This is far over safe limits. Numerically the steel joist of the example will have a midspan deflection of 0.44 in., the aluminum joist 1.32 in. In order to obtain the same deflection at full working stress, the aluminum member would have to be three times as deep, 18 in. for a 12-ft span. This immediately suggests reducing working stress to one third, to 6,000 psi, in which case the aluminum joist will deflect the same as the steel joist, with the same span-depth ratio. The logical conclusion is use of low strength (and cheaper) alloys, such as 3S%H.

(d) Rigid frames and continuity. The solution suggested above has a drawback; it reduces total load-bearing capacity by two thirds. This is not necessarily of importance in every case. In light structures rigidity has far greater importance than strength. In such designs, as was pointed out earlier, full working stress cannot ordinarily be utilized in steel. However, rigidity can be increased if necessary by using frames and continuous members, instead of simple beams. The importance of this fact can easily be illustrated; compare a simple beam to a beam fixed on both ends (rigid frames or continuous structures often approach this condition of fixity). It is well known that fixed beams perform more efficiently than simply supported ones; they can safely sup-
SPECIFICALLY FOR ALUMINUM

RIGID CONNECTIONS AND CONTINUOUS MEMBERS

These are important in aluminum structures because they reduce deflections. A, Comparison, girder freely supported and with fixed end. B, Conventional triangular roof truss; compression developing in the top chords causes bending, which augments deflection due to live load, which in turn increases the leverage upon which compression acts, which permits bending due to compression to increase, and so on. C, Special roof truss with offset connections induces bending due to compression to counteract deflection due to live load and permits aluminum to develop full strength. Drawing C is not to scale; in actuality, secondary deflection is less than live load deflection.

port 50% higher continuously distributed loads. More important in this case is the fact that under the same loading, the fixed beam will deflect only 1/6 as much as the simple beam. Load-bearing capacity is not necessarily a function of deflection. The concept can be further clarified if the beam is fixed at one end only, and freely supported on the other. In this case there is no gain in load-bearing capacity, but deflection will still be only about 2/5 that of the simply supported beam. Immediately the importance of rigid framing and continuity to aluminum construction becomes obvious; the methods effectively compensate for the metal's low modulus of elasticity. Rigid frames or continuous members, though they may entail somewhat increased fabricating cost, are not only justified, but highly recommended.

This principle is fully exploited in the roof truss illustrated. The compression (top) chords of a conventional triangular truss deflect more than would a simply supported member, due to axial compression in the chord, which increases deflection once a small initial deflection is developed. As loads are increased, the resulting deflection increases, which in turn increases the lever on which compression parallel to the chord acts, which further contributes to deflection, and so on. This whole process is reversed in the illustrated design, where the eccentric connection of the chord causes an opposite (upward) deflection and therefore compensates downward deflection due to loads. As the load increases, the increasing deflection is counteracted by increased upward bending due to the axial forces. This illustrates one of the special design methods which can be developed to compensate for aluminum's lower elastic modulus.

(e) The tension-field beam, not widely known outside the aircraft field, is an excellent example of aluminum design because it demonstrates several principles. The TF beam is basically similar to familiar built-up structural steel girders with web stiffeners. The main difference is that the TF web is of very thin sheet metal, which is permitted to buckle or wrinkle under shear stresses caused by the load. The wrinkled web acts like tension diagonals in ordinary open-web trusses, thus creating a "tension field" within the web. This beam has two properties pertinent to our discussion: first, it demonstrates that a structural member does not necessarily fail under loads which cause large, visible deformations in some of its elements (such as wrinkling of the tension-field web), which is, of course, of special importance in aluminum. Second, recognizing this fact, such elements can be considerably lighter than the more elementary design procedures permit. In the TF beam, in some instances the web can be made of thin aluminum sheet, without danger of loss of strength due to corrosion—an impossibility in ordinary carbon steel. In light-gage steel,
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ALUMINUM ROOF STRUCTURE (Patents Pending) employing the principles sketched on preceding page. Span: 24 ft. Connections at ridge and eaves are eccentric. Designed by Paul Weidlinger and Hugh B. Johnson Associates.

ALL-ALUMINUM BRIDGE SPAN, first in history, installed Sept. 26, 1946 on a railroad bridge at Massena, N. Y. Weight: 53,000 lb, compared to 128,000 lb for similar steel span. Span: 100 ft. Designers: Aluminum Co. of America; Hardesty and Hanover, consultants.

Materials and Methods

Structural elements are not recommended to be less than about 0.06” thick. In aluminum, less than half this dimension is often used. The TF beam could well be adapted to building construction.

(f) Stressed-skin and sandwich panels are a better known counterpart of the tension-field beam, inasmuch as here the flanges, rather than the web, are made of thin sheets. Functionally, such members are of great importance, since the “skin,” or outside covering, of the panel contributes to load-carrying capacity, while in “traditional” panels (floor or wall members) the outside covering has no structural function. In plywood the stressed-skin panel has become familiar. Studs or joists, the only load-bearing elements of conventional panels, take over the functions of the web, while the covering skin functions as the flange. Since the skin extends over the entire surface of the panel, the cross-sectional area of the flange is sufficiently large to permit use of a very thin skin. This thin flange is stabilized (buckling is prevented) by the web members (joists or stud) and the web therefore functions also as a stiffener. These conditions imply again the suitability of aluminum; if the skin is sufficiently stiffened, its thickness, structurally determined by stress considerations, can be reduced to a minimum limited only by corrosion. Here again aluminum can be used more economically than steel.

This preoccupation with the stability of the skin has brought about a logical, brilliant development. In aircraft design a thin plate is stiffened by applying members (light-gage channels, zees, etc.) riveted to the thin plate. When loads to be resisted increase beyond certain limits, spacing of stiffeners can become so close as to make them impractical. The next logical step is riveting or spotwelding a continuous corrugated sheet to the plate.

Such stiffened panels perform efficiently under axial loading (wall panels) since both the stiffeners and the stiffened plate participate in resisting the load. Under transverse loading (roof and wall panels) the lack of a second flange, or skin, results, obviously, in a less efficient structure. However, this second flange cannot be attached, because it will not permit access to the underside of the skin for riveting or spotwelding. Furthermore, closely spaced aluminum stiffeners necessary to stabilize the skin would not work to full capacity as web members. These considerations have led to development of the sandwich panel, in which metal stiffeners or web members are replaced by a continuous non-metallic core bonded to the skins. This solves both fabrication and structural problems. Structurally a low-density core material bonded to the skins is close to the ideal answer; it gives continuous support (and therefore stability) to the skins; it has sufficient strength to resist shear between the flanges.

The whole assembly is extremely light. At present a number of low-density cores are available, ranging from balsa wood to resin-impregnated paper honeycomb, from lightweight concrete to various low-pressure plastics. Some of these panels are still in the experimental stage, the choice of cement for bonding the core to the skin being of great importance to the durability of the whole panel.

The few examples cited are not intended as rigorous description, but rather as informal discussion of the underlying structural principles. Yet they conclusively demonstrate advantages which can be derived from their application. Such structural elements are not only efficient from the purely technical or engineering point of view; invariably they are also economically competitive. The material- or labor-saving aspects of such designs can be demonstrated in general terms, but cannot be expressed quantitatively except for specific cases.

Before we can fully realize and apply the potentialities of aluminum, we must do a considerable amount of groundwork. The design methods are available. We have had a great deal of experience in design and fabrication of airframes. Still missing is widespread application of these methods and experiences in the building industry. Initially this may be the responsibility of the aluminum industry. But a large share of responsibility rests with all the building industry and all persons connected with it.

One of the first tasks should be amendment of building codes and municipal ordinances to include specific provisions for aluminum. This can only be accomplished if interested trade organizations and architects take it on themselves to prepare standards for the structural use of aluminum. Today, of course, there is general confusion on this subject, at worst it is not considered. The practicing engineer is reluctant to use a material lacking generally accepted design standards. Once such standards are established and recommended by responsible sources, acceptance by communities and municipalities should be possible.

As our discussion indicates, structural design in aluminum requires some methods and procedures which are not generally used at the present time. Publications devoted especially to building structures, to acquaint the practicing engineer with these new techniques, are badly needed, and should be supplied by the aluminum industry, which alone can undertake the essential research, experiments, and cooperation of various groups of experts. Colleges and universities, together with government agencies, could make a great contribution in undertaking part of the research; and might also include in engineering and architectural curricula the study of aluminum structures in order to acquaint future engineers and architects with this increasingly popular building material.

All of this will probably be accomplished sooner or later. Interest and demand on the part of architects and structural engineers might speed up action. In the meantime, in spite of some difficulties—and even resistance—aluminum structures are being built and additional experience is being gained.
THIS MONTH'S PRODUCTS

AIR AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Duo-Burner Unit: new oil- or coal-burning heating system; two separate combustion chambers: electric control damper shuts off one unit when converting to other fuel, thus preventing remaining fumes from igniting. Diesel Oil Burner Corp., 105-20 New York Blvd., Jamaica 5, N. Y.

"Hull-Fit" Pneumatic Valve: compactly designed for inside-the-wall radiators in apartment buildings, schools, hospitals, factories. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2747 Fourth Ave., S., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

Packaged Air Conditioner: cools, dehumidifies, filters, and ventilates. Available in three, five, or ten capacities; needs little floor space, easily installed. Multiple installations for larger areas for greater cooling requirements also available. U. S. Air Conditioning Corp., 2747 Fourth Ave., S., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

CONSTRUCTION

Partition System: fire resistant, two-inch solid plaster partition members, especially designed for use in different combinations to meet varying building requirements. Light weight provides additional usable floor space. Inland Steel Products Co., P. O. Box 391, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

"Feather-Weight" Building Aggregate: raw perlite, a glasseous, volcanic rock, processed to give insulating and lightening qualities to cement and plaster. Also used as filler in paint and plastics, and to support catalysts and chemicals. Perlite Co. of Carnegie, Carnegie, Pa.

DOORS AND WINDOWS'


Dowelock: dual purpose lock for wood or metal doors. Self-aligning, independent of door for proper functioning; simplified lock mechanism, necessitating small cross bore. Emer­gency key furnished with bathroom sets for unlocking door from outside. Choice of bronze, brass, or aluminum finish. Sargent & Co., New Haven, Conn.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING

New Executive Luminaires: line of fluorescent and slimline lighting fixtures; water-thin in depth, glazed or glass bottoms; available in two and four lamp units, for standard 40w fluorescent and 51w slimline sizes. Complete wiring. All-bright Electric Products Co., 3917 N. Kedzie, Chicago 18, Ill.


Sprinkler Switch: new electrical device turns lawn sprinklers on and off at regular, timed intervals. For use on all types of overhead or concealed irrigation systems. Provides for multiple circuits operating in sequence for an adjustable period; special master switch discontinues operation during rainy weather. York Clock Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

FINISHERS AND PROTECTORS

Ceramite: new product formulated to seal joints of metal, plastic, and ceramic wall tile. Claimed not to crack or draw away from tiles through edges through shrinkage. Pure white, will set hard in few hours. Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Stain Wax: interior woodwork stain, said to penetrate deeply and quickly in one application. Comes in several shades including white. Samuel Cabot, Inc., 16 Oliver Bldg., Boston 9, Mass.


PLASTICS

Floor Tile: made of Vynilite, said to be unaffected by water, oils, greases, or fruit acids. Produced in various patterns. Synthetic Products, Inc., 15091 La Salle Blvd., Detroit 21, Mich.

Lumite: new woven plastic material, produced as screening for windows, doors, and porches, and also as upholstery material. Will not rust or stain, can be washed with soap and water. Lumite Div., Chicopee Mfg. Corp., 47 Worth St., New York 13, N. Y.

INSULATION (THERMAL, ACOUSTIC)

Fiberglass insulation Materials: lightweight, in board form, coated on both surfaces, for hot or cold ducts. Thermal conductivity about 0.26 at 75F mean temperature. Also Fiberglass flexible duct insulation, uncoated, light­ weight, for application on concealed ducts where finish is not required. Thermal con­ ductivity 0.23 to 0.25 at 75F mean temperature. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Nicholas Bidg., Toledo 1, Ohio.

SANITARY EQUIPMENT, WATER SUPPLY, DRAINAGE

Waste King Pulverizer: electrical waste dis­ poser. Pulverizes all food waste placed into sink drain opening when drain-control top is turned to "On." May be used with septic tanks or cesspools. Given Mfg. Co., 3855 Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

Boiler Feed Pumps: series of multi-stage cen­ trifugal pumps for high water pressure in­ stallations. Require minimum floor space only one moving part and no close clear­ ances. Standard units from ½ to 20 hp. Also custom-built pumps for specific requirements. Jacuzzi Bros., Inc., Richmond, Calif.

Steam and Water Mixer Type SWI: provides low cost hot water supply at locations remote from general supply. Can be also used as booster heater to give higher temperature water. Maximum steam pressure 100 psi, maximum water temperature 160F. Sarco Co., 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Sunroc Water Cooler: not only cools water but also refrigerates storage compart­ ment of two cu. ft, and freezes three ice cube trays. Uses either pressure or bottled water. Sunroc Refrigeration Co., Glen Riddle, Pa.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

General Purpose Speakers: improved line, consisting of four models: 604B Duplex, 603B Multicell Diacone, and 400B Diacone. Altec Lansing Corp., 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

EZ-C Scale: illuminated six-ft snap back ruler. Aluminum construction; rule has etched figures on carbon steel. Easily replaced bat­ ters and magnifying spotlight type lamp. Weighs 5 oz. Cowhig Industries, 899 Boylston York 19, N. Y.

Altec Lansing Corp., 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Kustomized Kitchen Counter Top: stream­ lined for Kitchen-Kraft steel sinks and floor cabinets. Conceals back splash, beveled stain­ less steel trim. Floor cabinets are butt­ ed against each other and bolted. Tops joined together with watertight seal, making them grease­ and dirt-proof. Midwest Mfg. Co., Galesburg, Ill.

Foilcoid Pipe Units: insulated with asbestos or cork, coated with asphalt, and ten­ sioned wrapped with asphalt-encrusted asbestos felt. For overhead distribution of viscous fluids, steam, etc. Also pipe-within-pipe units, with outer pipe insulation, for maintenance of any desired temperature. Ric-well Co., Union Commerce Bidg., Cleveland, Ohio.

"Door-Vise": newly improved tool designed to hold doors while plating. Pointed eat­ screws on feet of vise-shaped body will "dig in" and hold on any surface. Rubber padded feet prevent marring of floors. Stow Metal Product Co., c/o Rouse Co., 123 N. Water St., Kent, Ohio.
**Manufacturers' Literature**

**AIR AND TEMPERATURE**

1-197. Zone-pac (F-3245), leaflet on packaged zone control systems that regulate heat supply to one or more radiators as motor-operated zone valve responds to demands of thermostat. Barber-Colman Co.

Four loose sheets on fans, blowers, and exhausters. Advantages, dimensions, specifications. Chelsea Fan & Blower Co., Inc.

1-195. Chelsea Industrial Fan (Bul. 855)

1-199. Chelsea Window Fans (Bul. 852)

1-200. Chelsea General Purpose Attic Fan (Bul. 850)

1-201. Octopus Blowers and Exhausters (Bul. 861)

1-202. Pezzillo (Form BS), 6-p. folder on a hot water circulator, permanently lubricated, with sealed motor bearings requiring no attention. Advantages, installation photographs. Pezzillo Pump Co., Inc.

1-203. Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioner (APS-718), 4-p. illus. folder on an air-conditioning system which provides both summer cooling and winter heating. Operation, capacity, fan, and motor data. Front, side, plan views. Servel, Inc.

1-204. Standardized Copper Connectors, AIA 30-C-4 (Cat. C8), 20-p. illus. catalog on connectors with heating elements constructed entirely of copper. Connection features, installation details, steam and hot water capacities, list prices. Tuttle & Bailey, Inc.

**CONSTRUCTION**


3-21. Chromedge Metal Trims, AIA 23-i, 66-p. illus. catalog on groups of metal trims (650 shapes and sizes) and their uses. Also tools and accessories. Detailed drawings, visual and numerical indexes, general information. B & T Metals Co.

3-22. Morgan Woodwork (Cat. 102), 153-p. illus. catalog describing complete line of woodwork for all uses, including cabinets, mantels, stairwork, window units, doors, shutters, etc. General information, details, sizes and dimensions, prices; index. Hussey-Williams Co., Inc.

**DOORS AND WINDOWS**

4-142. Daylight in Public Buildings, 12-p. illus. booklet on use of glass block as fenestration material for public structures. Typical installations, general information. American Structural Products Co. (Subsid. of Owens-Illinois Glass Co.).

4-143. Windowalls, 24-p. illus. booklet on 29 combinations of stock sizes and designs of complete wood window units. General information, photos, specifications. Andersen Corp.

4-144 Better Windows at Lower Cost (RE-10), 8-p. illus. catalog on residential steel casement windows for industry-engineered frame and masonry houses. Dimensions coordinated with building materials to save costs. Installation details, plans and perspectives, advantages. Detroit Steel Products Co.

4-145. Fenestra Inside Metal Storm Window (RE-11 20M-8-47), 4-p. folder on an inside metal storm window for residence casements; eliminates condensation, providing clear window vision. Advantages, condensation chart. Detroit Steel Products Co.

**ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING**

5-138. Powerstat Theater Dimmers (Bul. 347), 4-p. folder on various types of non-interlocking individual dimmers for use wherever only few circuits require dimming. Description, ratings, photos. Superior Electric Co.

5-139. Cannon Plugs (Cat. C-47), 32-p. illus. catalog on multi-contact connectors for radio, communications, etc.; also signal equipment, conduit fittings, special lights, fire alarm boxes and relays, grills, broilers, sprinklers, wagons. Data, prices, index. Cannon Electric Development Co.

5-140. Federalog (No. 107), 104-p. illus. catalog for quick reference to listing of electrical products, including switches, meter socket troughs, multibreakers, lighting panelboards, industrial controls, etc. Application data, two indexes. Federal Electric Products Co.

5-141. Alabax, AIA 31f 23 (Cat. A13), 14-p. catalog on line of porcelain lighting fixtures. Descriptions, typical installations, price list, index. Pass & Seymour, Inc.

5-142. Lighting by Ruby (June 1948), 40-p. illus. catalog on new fluorescent fixtures for all commercial and residential needs. Descriptions, dimensions, wattages. Ruby Lighting Corp.

5-143. Fluorescent Lighting Equipment, AIA 31-F2, 52-p. illus. catalog presenting complete line of luminaires, troffers, strips, accessories, etc., together with incandescent equipment which may be used in conjunction with fluorescent lighting for planned lighting installations. Descriptions, specifications, engineering data, recommended levels; cross-index. Pittsburgh Reflector Co.

**FINISHERS AND PROTECTORS**


6-133. For Extraordinary Wear, brochure on carbonfund floor coatings which prevent slipping, resist concrete chemicals. Color chart, advantages, testimonials. Endur Paint Co.

**INSULATION (THERMAL. ACOUSTIC)**


9-102. Fibrecote (AC-54A-7-48), 8-p. brochure on an acoustical material de-
PLENTY OF

SOIL PIPE

AVAILABLE

REVERE COPPER WATER TUBE

IS IDEAL FOR SOIL, WASTE AND VENT LINES

• You can get all the soil pipe you need right now! Your Revere Distributor can make prompt delivery of Revere Copper Water Tube in the sizes required for soil, waste and vent lines in home or commercial construction.

Experience has proved that Revere Copper Water Tube is the ideal material for drainage and vent systems because:

1. It is highly resistant to corrosion, which assures a longer life for the system.
2. Its permanently smooth interior surfaces provide free, unobstructed flow.
3. Joints made with solder fittings are economical in time and materials.

In drainage systems—just as in heating, water supply and air conditioning—trouble always costs more than Revere Copper Water Tube. Each length of this tube is stamped at regular intervals with the Revere name and the type. These marks are more than identification—they are your assurance of full wall thickness and the close O. D. dimensional tolerances so essential for tight soldered joints.

You can specify or install, in addition to Revere Copper Water Tube, such other long-lived materials as Red-Brass Pipe; Sheet Copper and Herculoy for tanks, ducts, pans and trays; Dryseal Copper and Aluminum Refrigeration Tube (dehydrated and sealed); Copper oil burner, heat control and capillary tubes. The Revere Technical Advisory Service is always ready to serve you. Call your Revere Distributor.

COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

signed to quiet unnecessary noise. Suggestions on design possibilities, application practices, erection details, list of sizes, weights, and sound absorption data. Johns-Manville.

PREFABRICATION
16-118. Prefabricated All Steel Garage, 4-p. illus. folder on fireproof garage constructed of box type corrugated steel sheets; aluminum overhead door. Also prefabricated utility buildings for storage and warehousing. U. S. Steel Fabricators, Inc.

SANITARY EQUIPMENT. WATER SUPPLY. DRAINAGE

19-253. Key-Tite (K-100), folder on pipe-joint compound for sealing joints on water, gas, and low pressure steam lines. Description, advantages, uses, prices. Key Co.

19-254. Norge Double-Capacity Automatic Washer (Form AW-448-8), 4-p. folder on an automatic washer with capacity of over 18 lbs; reduces laundry time, saves hot water. Norge Div., Borg-Warner Corp.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT
19-256. Stainless Steel Sinks (5255), 12-p. illus. catalog on all welded, seamless, heavy-gage steel kitchen sinks with rounded corners and coves. Specifications, dimensions, features. Also list of industrial food service equipment. S. Blickman, Inc.

19-257. Fodor Tube Fittings, (Cat. 400), 12-p. illus. catalog on tube fittings, flare and no-flare types, featuring alloy spring steel sleeve which holds excessive pressures beyond capacity at which tube would ordinarily rupture. Detailed engineering specifications, ordering and assembly instructions. Fodor Corp.

19-258. Frozen Food Storage Made Easy! (A-14), 6-p. illus. folder on refrigerated lockers; no insulated room or building necessary. Features, capacities. Iceberg Refrigerated Locker Systems, Inc.

19-259. Fountain and Luncheon Equipment (AD 4240), 26-p. booklet containing full descriptions, illustrations, and specifications of standard soda fountain and luncheonette equipment. Liquid Carbonic Corp.

19-260. Module Magic, 18-p. booklet on modern sectional furniture that can be put together in many combinations. Descriptions, photos, drawings; includes planning sheets on which to trace drawings of any desired combination of furniture pieces. Mengel Co.

19-261. Latex Foam, 12-p. booklet on rubber cushioning material made from pure latex. Description, advantages, uses; index. Rubber Development Bureau.

19-262. Counter & Sink Tops, 12-p. catalog on standard and custom-built sink and counter tops in either linoleum or plastic. Descriptions, specifications, drawings, installation data. Technical Appliance Corp.

SURFACING MATERIALS
19-263. Amisco Rubber Tile and Sheet Rubber Flooring, 4-p. folder describing various styles of rubber tile and flooring. Patterns, colors, installations, sizes and gages. American Tile & Rubber Co.


19-265. Corinco High Density Cork Tile. Two 4-p. folders on color darkening of air entrained concrete highways for heat absorption, temperature equalization, and better visibility. Advantages, data on mixes, testing procedure, typical installations, specifications. A. C. Horn Co., Inc.

19-266. Horn A E Dispersed Black for Use in Darkening Air Entrained Concrete (4780865)


19-268. Amerwood, 4-p. folder on new, pre-finished, processed wood paneling, applicable to any flat surface in new or old construction. Description, photographic examples, widths and lengths, technical data. Lehmwood Corp.

TRAFFIC EQUIPMENT
20-236. Wooster Safety Treads (Cat. 48), 12-p. illus. catalog on safety treads for stairs and ramps in institutional and industrial buildings. Also elevator sills, rolled and extruded metal thresholds, cast aluminum and cast iron window sills, curb bars and trench covers. Typical installations, specifications, sections, complete descriptions. Wooster Products, Inc.
NEW CORNICE OF 1/8 SHEET ALUMINUM ERECTED OVER OLD WORK

PRESSED STEEL STIFFENERS, 60 CENTERS, LOCATED OVER OLD SCREW HOLES

FACE OF EXISTING MASONRY

1/4" x 1/2" STRAP ANCHORS, 24" O.C., FASTENED WITH 1/2" BOLTS.

WIRE LATH & PLASTER

UNITED AIRLINES TICKET OFFICES
Los Angeles, California

PARKINSON, POWELSON, BRINEY, BERNARD & WOODFORD, Architects
General Electric Achieves Architectural Beauty and Lifetime Protection with Truscon Steel Products

General Electric's laminated plastics plant at Coshocton, Ohio, encompasses three buildings and 238,320 square feet of manufacturing floor space. This new plant was designed to be the largest and most modern of its type in the country. It is one of the many new structures utilizing the modern design and long-time economy of Truscon Steel Windows to secure the highest possible returns from window installations.

Truscon Architectural Projected Steel Windows were selected to obtain the simple functional lines which characterize the handsome two-story office building. These Truscon Steel Windows are especially recommended for efficient utilization of sunlight, ample ventilation with freedom from drafts, and reduction of air filtration to a minimum.

Write for free descriptive catalog.

Coshocton Works, General Electric Company, Coshocton, Ohio. Designed and built by The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Note the clean, straight architectural lines achieved with the help of Truscon Architectural Projected Steel Windows.

Truscon Architectural Projected Steel Windows are used throughout the office of the new General Electric building.

Truscon Pivoted Steel Windows Used Throughout the New G-E Manufacturing Facilities

The one story main factory section and two smaller buildings are equipped with Truscon Pivoted Steel Windows. Maximum lighting and easily controlled ventilators in these Truscon Windows help to increase production efficiency, and contribute to the pleasant working conditions that General Electric employees enjoy in this plant. Truscon Pivoted Steel Windows are adaptable to all types of industrial and commercial buildings, including warehouse, factory and storage buildings, garages, filling stations, etc. The slender but strong and rigid steel muntin bars admit the maximum of light to the interior. The windows are permanent and fireproof. They will not stick, shrink, warp, or fail to operate easily, regardless of climatic conditions.

Write for free 1948 catalog: TRUSCON STEEL WINDOWS AND INDUSTRIAL DOORS, or consult your Truscon Sales-Engineer.

Truscon Ferrobord Steeldeck Roof protects the entire Coshocton Works.

Truscon Ferrobord Steeldeck Roof protects the entire Coshocton Works.

Truscon Pivoted Steel Windows are used in the powerhouse.

Lifetime Protection with Truscon Ferrobord Steeldeck Roof

Truscon Ferrobord Steeldeck Roof was selected because of its strength and protective coverage at reasonable cost.

Ferrobord Steeldeck Roofs can be insulated and waterproofed to meet the most exacting requirements of roof design, occupancy conditions, heating, ventilating, humidity and geographical location. They are particularly adaptable to industrial buildings, gymnasiums, auditoriums, public halls and theaters. Truscon Ferrobord Steeldeck has the advantages of light weight and comparatively easy installation, yet it is strong, permanent and fire resistant. With normal painting maintenance it has practically an unlimited lifetime. Steel construction retards the spread of fire, resulting in low insurance rates. Ferrobord Steeldeck is a perfect insulator against lightning. For complete details and specifications, write for free catalog on Truscon Steeldeck Roofs or consult your Truscon Sales-Engineer.

New Literature

Comprehensive bulletin on new Truscon Formed Steel Surrounds, showing full size details, specifications and installation instructions. Write for your free copy now.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
COINTE RESIDENCE
Hollywood, California
In most top-flight hotels, hospitals, office buildings, department stores and other major installations, it's a Carrier centrifugal refrigerating machine.

It's there because this Carrier machine delivers 100 to 1200 tons of refrigeration day after day—and does it at lowest possible cost.

The Carrier centrifugal takes far less space than most refrigerating equipment of equal capacity...costs less to install and maintain. And it is the only centrifugal with the dollar-saving Carrier all-metal shaft seal. This seal prevents metal-to-metal contact of moving parts in operation, reducing wear and saving costly refrigerant. And the centrifugal offers the added advantages of such exclusive Carrier features as Lo-Fin tubing to increase efficiency and cut weight, and an economizer to pare operating cost.

With a Carrier centrifugal, you get the benefit of Carrier's matchless experience in air conditioning. Carrier engineers have worked with architects and consulting engineers on air conditioning and refrigeration installations for over 45 years. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.
Selected Details

FOLEY'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Houston, Texas

RAYMOND LOEWY ASSOCIATES
Retail Planners and Designers
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THE CARE AND ERECTION OF

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING
Ceco offers an exclusive service to the building industry—complete detailed data on the care and erection of steel casements. Gone are the days of guesswork, for Ceco provides a manual with all the know-how needed. A few examples are shown here—preparation of opening—how window is inserted—clearance needed at the sill—storage practices. Easy-to-follow instructions will help you cut costs, eliminate damage to windows, avoid loss of time. For complete information, write for Ceco's free Manual today. If you live in one of the western states, ask for special Pacific Coast Edition.

**CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION**

General Offices: 5609 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities

Other typical products—Steel Basement Windows, Combination Storm and Screen Units, Metal Lath

---

**HOW TO STORE**

Steel residence casements should never be laid flat on top of the other. Always place them vertically, using two parallel planks as a base and lean one unit against the other (Fig. 1). Do not pile any other materials on top of the casements (Fig. 2) and do not permit other building tradesmen to use them as ladders or as supports for scaffolding. Store the hardware and other fittings in a dry place. When shipped, all ventilators are held shut. Keep the ventilators securely in place until erection.

---

**HOW TO ERECT**

Rough openings should be plumbed and squared during construction and must be ½" wider and ½" higher than the overall dimensions of the casement frames. This permits installation without distortion.

After the casement is erected, when installing inside trim, allow ½" clearance around the casement on the interior so screens and storm windows may be installed.

The ¾" clearance is needed at the sill to provide room for the underscreen operator. To get this clearance, in applying the inside trim, bring the finished stool up flush against the bottom edge of the stool gauge on the casement. Then, when the underscreen operator is installed, it will give the appearance of resting on the stool.

---

**FREE for you!**

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
5609 W. 26th St., CHICAGO 50, ILL.

Please send FREE Manual No. 1014 on how to install and store metal casements.

Name

Address

City

State

Partial List of Ceco Products

- Metal Residence Casements
- Industrial Windows and Doors
- Metal Frame Screens
- Aluminum Frame Storm Windows
- Aluminum Combination Storm Window and Screen Units
- Metal Lath and Accessories
- Steel Forms
- Reinforcing Bars
- Steel Joists and Roof Deck
- Highway Products
- Corrugated Roofing and Accessories
- Ventilators

---
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American's reputation for making the very finest Playground and Swimming Pool Equipment dates back more than a third of a century, to the company's inception in 1911. American men determined then to build only the best equipment money could buy, combined improved designing with superior materials and skilled craftsmanship to provide scores of new, ideal play-exercise opportunities for the nation's children and youth with absolute safety — safety that will last!

Not even during the recent difficult war years has American ever compromised in materials, design or construction; for, we regard the welfare and safety of your youngsters as our responsibility as well as yours. Instead, we've gone along in the good old American way building the best Approved Playground and Swimming Pool Equipment made; and today more customers than ever before continue to place their confidence in American at Anderson. American leads the field.

Learn why American Approved Playground and Swimming Pool Equipment enjoys world-wide acceptance. Send for Literature, today.
COLOR DYNAMICS

Pittsburgh's new painting system utilizes the energy in color to make offices more attractive and efficient.

Today COLOR is the big news in building management!

People who work in public or semi-public buildings appreciate those things which help to keep them going with greater mental efficiency, with less strain and with greater comfort and restfulness.

Pittsburgh COLOR DYNAMICS enables those responsible for building management and maintenance to specify with scientific certainty color arrangements that retard fatigue, stimulate energy, improve morale, increase safety and promote well-being.

There is no longer any reason for the depressing monotones that are found so often in offices and office buildings, hotels, hospitals and restaurants.

This new method of painting is based upon the influence of the energy in color upon people. Laboratory tests have proved that color can be used to help them relax, feel more cheerful, inspire trust and confidence, create better feeling among employees.

With COLOR DYNAMICS you can make offices or living quarters seem more spacious and attractive. Rooms can be made to appear longer or wider, ceiling higher or lower, halls brighter and more cheerful.

For a complete explanation of what COLOR DYNAMICS is and how it works, get our free, profusely illustrated booklet. Send the attached coupon.

Paint RIGHT with COLOR DYNAMICS
Paint BEST with Pittsburgh Paints!

The benefits of COLOR DYNAMICS are made extra-long-lasting when you use Pittsburgh high-quality paints. There's a PITTSBURGH PAINT for every need!

WALNUT - in three types: PBX, extra-durable; SEMI-GLOSS, for higher sheen; FLAT, for velvet-like finish.

WATERSPAR ENAMEL - for furniture, woodwork and metal trim.

FLOORHIDE - for floor surfaces; can be scrubbed repeatedly with soap solutions.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Paint Div.
Please send me FREE copy of your booklet on COLOR DYNAMICS.

Name
Street
City
State

FREE BOOKLET!
H & H DUPLEX RECEPTRACES

Complete Line for General Installations

No. 9260 — the new Back-Wired Duplex Convenience Outlet — can be side-wired too but the back-wiring feature makes easier, more secure installation. Built-in stripping guide assures correct stripping, eliminates exposed wire. Individual terminal clamps hold wires with a no-slip grip. Strong plastic base (No. 9260, brown; No. 9260-I, white Ivorylite), with double T-slots. Double side-contacts with large recessed binding screws ample for No. 10 wire; washer-type plaster ears. Altogether a new "high" in receptacles.

No. 1913-I — Duplex Convenience Outlet of white Ivorylite, with 4 binding screws for side-wiring only. T-slots and wide plaster ears. Long-proved a most dependable receptacle for high-grade residential wiring. (For brown plastic base, specify No. 1913.)

No. 400-1 — New intermediate-grade Convenience Outlet, sturdily built, entirely encased in molded white Ivorylite. Double side-contacts with 4 contact screws ample for No. 10 wire. Parallel slots with guiding grooves for easy plug insertion; wide plaster ears. Meets REA and Federal specifications. (For brown plastic base, specify No. 400.)

No. 401 — Same receptacle body as No. 400 but furnished with metal outlet box cover for 3½" or 4" boxes for basement work, private garages etc.

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS

HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION

THE ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN., U.S.A.
The Stanley No. 2730 Floating "Swing-Up" Door Sets are principally designed to give greater ease and efficiency of operation to commercial and industrial openings. They're so well balanced a child can operate them. When the door is open, it is up and out of the way, completely inside the building. A slight push or pull on the door causes the large coiled springs to "float" the door open without effort.

The top of the door is supported by a heavy truck bracket and rolls on two heavy ball bearing wheels on each side. The door swings out at the bottom and in at the top compactly under the header. Heavy steel weatherstrips completely seal door on both sides.

Steel braces join two or more doors together at top and bottom, making a rigid one-piece door, secure against warping.

Stanley "Swing-Up" doors require a minimum of headroom, sideroom and depth. The No. 2730 Set comes in various sizes, depending on the weight and size of the doors for which it will be used. Especially recommended for two-car garages. For full details on Stanley Floating Door Equipment, write to The Stanley Works, Garage Hardware Department, New Britain, Conn.

*Copyrighted
from One Source... everything

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HOSPITALS
SCHOOLS

In Commercial Buildings

POWER DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT

Outdoor Unit Substations
Network Unit Substations
Control Centers
Bus Duct
Ignitron Unit Substations
Dry Type Transformers
A-B-I Breakers
Panelboards
Load Centers
Meters and Instruments
Safety Switches
Mechanical Drive
Turbines
Power Transformers
Capacitors

CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING EQUIPMENT

Welding Equipment
Flood Lighting
Freight Elevators
Motors and Control
Water Coolers
Passenger Elevators

FOR Everything Electrical LOOK TO...
needed to produce • distribute
control and utilize...

Electric Energy

Westinghouse can Supply

HEATING AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT

Air Conditioning Equipment
Forced Fans
Fly Ash Control
Compressors
Fume Exhaust Systems
Speed Heaters
Air Blenders
Roof Vane Ventilators
Unit Heaters
Precipitron*
Unitaires
Industrial Heating
Induced Fans
Ventilating Fans
Stokers

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Office Lighting Equipment
Vapor-tight and Dust-tight Luminaires
High Bay Luminaires
Industrial Lighting Equipment
Silvered Bowl Diffusers
Lamps

*Reg. U.S. Trademark

Electrical equipment requirements for different types of projects vary widely, of course. But whether it's a commercial building, industrial plant, residential or municipal projects... you can place undivided responsibility for everything electrical with Westinghouse and its distributor organization.

The advantages of this unit responsibility are obvious:

1. Specialized Engineering... to assist in selecting and applying equipment for maximum efficiency.
2. Simplified Ordering... by providing a focal point of contact for all buying and specification data.
3. Speedier Installation... by centralizing responsibility for delivery and installation.
4. Better, More Reliable Service... through the coordinated design and construction of Westinghouse equipment, plus broad experience in applying it for all types of industries. Westinghouse also offers unmatched electrical maintenance service, through its nationwide chain of Renewal Parts Warehouses and Manufacturing and Repair Shops.

No other electrical organization in the world can match the breadth of these facilities and products for the construction industry. Your near-by Westinghouse office or Westinghouse Distributor is headquarters for this service. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868A, Pittsburgh 30, Penna.

Here's quick help in applying electrical equipment to best advantage

This Westinghouse data book, prepared especially for architects and engineers, contains detailed information on Westinghouse products for the construction industry.

Fitted to your needs and methods, this Book was compiled in accordance with the preferences of both Architects and Engineers.

Industry-wide distribution of the 1947-48 edition has already been made. If you do not have your copy, please ask us to send you B-2161-D.
What special characteristics does this floor have?

* How is it different from regular asphalt tile?
Special ingredients in Armstrong's Greaseproof Asphalt Tile give it the ability to withstand the harmful action of greases, fats, and oils which cause regular asphalt tile to become gummy and soft. How soon this condition becomes evident depends upon the amount of grease or oil to which the floor is subjected. Greaseproof asphalt tile, however, is not affected this way, yet it has the resistance to alkaline moisture and the other general characteristics of regular asphalt tile.

* Where should it be used?
Greaseproof asphalt tile is recommended for areas where oils and greases are splashed on the floor or tracked in on the soles of shoes. Most frequent installations are found in kitchens, behind serving counters in restaurants and cafeterias, in filling station rest rooms, and in automobile showrooms. It can be installed satisfactorily on any type of firm subfloor construction, including basement and on-grade concrete subfloors in direct contact with the ground.
Even though accidentally spilled grease or oil is wiped up quickly, it may leave a surface film or seep into the joints between asphalt tile. Grease causes regular asphalt tile to soften and disintegrate, but it does not affect Armstrong's Greaseproof Asphalt Tile.

**What are its limitations?**

Greaseproof asphalt tile, like regular asphalt tile, is harder and noisier underfoot than other types of resilient flooring materials. Because it is a thermoplastic material it is more subject to indentation than other resilient floors. Also, there are certain mineral oils, such as cutting oils used in metal working, which will cause even greaseproof asphalt tile to deteriorate in time. For this reason greaseproof asphalt tile should not be used around machines or in areas where cutting oil will splash on the floor, unless provision is made for replacing the tiles as they deteriorate.

**How does the cost compare?**

The special ingredients that go into the manufacture of Armstrong's Greaseproof Asphalt Tile are more expensive than those from which regular asphalt tile is made. Because of this, greaseproof asphalt tile costs approximately thirty to fifty percent more. To keep flooring costs at a minimum, greaseproof asphalt tile is usually installed only in those areas where grease resistance is essential, and regular asphalt tile is used where grease and oil conditions do not exist.

**How about colors and sizes?**

The colors, sizes, and gauges of Armstrong's Greaseproof Asphalt Tile are the same as Armstrong's Standard Asphalt Tile—9" x 9" in size and 1/16" and 3/16" in thickness. This duplication makes it possible to carry a floor design without change from an area of standard asphalt tile through an adjoining section where conditions require greaseproof asphalt tile. If you desire additional information about Armstrong's Greaseproof Asphalt Tile and samples of the current colors, or if you have any questions regarding other types of Armstrong's Resilient Floors, write to any district office or direct to Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, 8910 Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
There are no FIFS, ANDS, OR BUTS about keeping warm this winter when you specify Automatic Anthracite Equipment...

AUTOMATIC ANTHRACITE STOKERS

When installed in an existing boiler or furnace and in new houses, reliable automatic hard coal stokers quickly deliver plenty of steady, comfortable heat... save up to 50% on fuel bills... eliminate fuel worries.

Home owners won't have to keep thermostats turned down to the uncomfortable 60's and 70's to conserve fuel. They can have all the heat they want, when they want it!
Here's the best answer to shortages of other fuels and soaring costs!

Regardless of the heating requirements of your houses, there's an anthracite heating unit to fill your needs.

A whole winter's supply of hard coal can be stored easily. This eliminates all worry about fuel for the entire cold season.

Home owners want clean, comfortable, economical, worry-free heat—and plenty of it! They have just that when you specify automatic anthracite heating equipment.

Look over the two main types of automatic heating equipment shown here then get more detailed information from us.

ANTHRACITE INSTITUTE
101 Park Avenue • New York 17, N.Y.

THE REVOLUTIONARY ANTHRATUBE
The Anthratube saves up to 38% on fuel bills. Its proven efficiency is over 80%. This compact design with "Whirling Heat" and other revolutionary features, produces quicker response and superior performance compared with heating units using other types of fuel.

This unit burns an economical size of plentiful anthracite. It's completely automatic from bin feed to ash removal. It delivers up to 130,000 B.T.U's.

Approved Manufacturers of the Anthratube

AMERICAN BOILER WORKS
AXEMAN-ANDERSON COMPANY
BETHLEHEM FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
It is the shape of a Q-Unit. A Q-Unit uses metal, the material most characteristic of our times, to express today's ideas to greatest advantage. It is for you what the flying buttress and stone were to Gothic designers.

A Q-Unit engineered with insulation becomes Q-Panel, a building material for curtain walls. It uses steel framework to its full and logical advantages.

A Q-Unit engineered for electrical availability becomes a Q-Floor. It answers the demand in modern buildings for quick-change of electrical layouts.

Q-PANEL A Robertson Q-Panel, simply defined, is two sheets of metal with insulation between. It is better defined as a wall unit available in two-foot modules, 3 1/4 inches thick, and having a better U-factor than a 12" masonry wall. A wall of Q-Panel may have surface flat or fluted or alternate both. This opens new possibilities in exterior design. Further flexibility comes from a choice of metals and colors. Q- Panels may be metal-coated steel, aluminum, stainless or Galbestos.

Q- Panels are easy to design with, easy to work with. They reduce the unpredictable elements in field erection. A crew of only 12 men has erected an area of wall totaling an acre, in just one week. Their favorable weight-to-strength ratio and their maintenance-free beauty, are right for the economies and tastes of today.

The Doubleday Doran Publishing Co.'s building at Garden City, New York, was designed by H.T. Lindeburg, New York City, architect. The Q-Panels use fluted aluminum for exterior surfaces. Contractor was George A. Fuller Company, also of New York City.
Q-Floor is Q-Unit engineered as steel subfloor in answer to this belief: A genuinely modern building today must have electricity available at any point over the entire floor on a few minutes' notice. The steel cells of Q-Floor are crossed over by headers for carrying wires for every electrical service.

An electrician can tap any six-inch area and install an outlet in a matter of minutes. This eliminates need for planning outlets and partitions before tenants move in. It eliminates the mess and delay in digging trenches for subsequent changes. You may see Q-Floor Fittings at any General Electric construction materials distributor's.

Q-Floors, like Q-Panel, respond to the need of our times for speedy erection. They eliminate as much unpredictable field labor as possible. Q-Floors come pre-cut. Two men can lay 32 sq. ft. in 30 seconds. This reduces over-all construction time 20 to 30%. Furthermore, Q-Floors require no preset inserts. They weigh, including a suspended ceiling, less than forty pounds per square foot and enjoy a four-hour fire rating.

For details, call a Robertson representative. For literature, write...
"Building Block Design"

MAKES INSTALLATION QUICKER...EASIER

with a

Central Plant Air Conditioner

THERE ARE 28 DIFFERENT WAYS you can arrange General Electric Central Plant Air Conditioners to make the most efficient use of your space.

Coil connections and motor can be placed at either side... filters at front or rear... air discharge horizontal or vertical. You can pick the exact arrangement you want from easy-to-use selection sheets. Simply designate the arrangement you want and the unit will be shipped to you pre-matched in either vertical or horizontal models.

All sections of the larger G-E Central Plant Air Conditioner can pass easily through a standard 30” door... the two smallest models completely assembled. Ideal as heating equipment, this line covers a heating range from 28,100 to 1,310,000 Btu/HR. A complete line of heating coils is available. Cooling capacities range from .8 to 58 tons.

Fill in the coupon for a free book on these new Central Plant Air Conditioners... or contact your G-E air conditioning representative.

General Electric Co.
Air Conditioning Dept., Section A85010
Bloomfield, N.J.

Gentlemen: Please send me your free book on the new General Electric Central Plant Air Conditioners.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City___________________________ State__________
Pittsburgh Steeltex for Veneer provides sheathing and building paper all in one. But better than that it gives you strong walls of reinforced brick or stone construction with economy. Steeltex will make you proud of the permanent house you have built—make the owner sing your praises as an architect or builder.

Construction with Steeltex provides many advantages—a monolithic concrete slab completely around the structure—positive protection from moisture penetration—greater fire protection through elimination of dead air space and resulting flue action—all mortar joints completely filled—reduces upkeep. In addition it is easy to apply, requires no special tools or methods and takes the place of sheathing and building papers. Many architects and contractors have found it makes for better construction—they specify it on all their jobs.

Pittsburgh Steeltex for Veneer is a combination of cold drawn, galvanized steel wire, welded into two-inch square mesh, laced to a double-ply waterproof backing that is sealed with mastic. The absorbent face of the backing provides a suction bond with the mortar. The mesh provides reinforcing for the mortar which is slushed in behind the veneer. When dry, the wall is a strong unit of brick or stone and reinforced concrete slab, attached firmly to the frame as an integral part of the structure.

The better construction and savings with Pittsburgh Steeltex for Veneer will appeal to owners—you will like the ease with which it is applied. Specify it for all your jobs. For your copy of our catalog D. S. 132, write today to Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, 3234 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

Pittsburgh Steel Products Company
Subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Company
Grade "A" daylighting: Continuous Insulux Glass Block panels bring excellent daylighting to interior of this modern creamery. Insulux reduces infiltration of dust and dirt, helps maintain high sanitation standards. Window inserts furnish necessary ventilation.

For details consult GLASS section of Sweet’s Architectural Catalog or write Dept. E-30, American Structural Products Company, P. O. Box 1055, Toledo 1, Ohio.

American Structural Products Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company. It has taken over the manufacture and sale of Insulux Glass Block and other Owens-Illinois structural products.
To meet operating demands for an adequate supply of process steam the engineers of Canada Packers, Ltd., Toronto, installed this new over-the-top steam line. Made up of 550 lineal feet of 8 inch pipe, it is designed to carry 80,000 pounds of steam per hour at 150 psi, 366°F.

The line connects to a supply system running underground and rises vertically to form a huge expansion loop supported on the roof. Desired flexibility is obtained by shaping the structure to conform with roof contour and changes of roof elevation. The vertical pipe tangents absorb horizontal movement of the line due to expansion, while horizontal tangents perform a similar function with respect to vertical movement.

As specified, Ric-wil pre-fabricated, pre-insulated Copperclad Piping was furnished in 21 foot tange
gents and elbow units, minimizing field erection costs. Ric-wil sub-assemblies were scientifically designed to allow for pipe expansion and contraction, thus adding to the flexural properties of the system.

The Ric-wil Copperclad Piping employed in this installation combines pipe, insulation, high temperature asphalt and spiral wrappings of asbestos felt and copper sheeting into thermally efficient units which are corrosion resistant and fully protected against the elements. This Ric-wil construction is positive assurance of outstanding durability and long life with minimum upkeep and maintenance cost.

For complete information on this installation and Ric-wil Foilclad Piping write: The Ric-wil Co., Cleveland, O., Dept. 19810.

Ric-wil Foilclad Construction
1. Pipe as specified
2. Insulation
3. Double Coating of High Temperature Asphalt
4. Asbestos Felt, Tension Wrapped
5. Copper or Aluminum Foil; Tension Wrapped

RIC-WIL
INSULATED PIPING SYSTEMS
THE RIC-WIL COMPANY • CLEVELAND, OHIO
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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FROM THE TECHNICAL PRESS

FROM OTHER PUBLICATIONS


A critical article, pointing the dangers of the narrow engineering approach which uses only equations and gadgets (light meters, brightness meters, etc.). In this sense the human eye is looked upon as a photo-sensitive mechanism, and little else.

The author, sensibly, takes in more territory and considers how we actually respond to our visual environment. His wide experience in industrial use of color should get him serious attention by the illuminating engineers, many of whose pet theories he attacks.


Formed in 1947 “to review the relationship of light and vision, to study a rational basis for the quality and quantity of illumination and develop a list of researches desirable for further knowledge and cooperative effort,” the joint committee has found that the differences between the practicing engineers and the laboratory scientists are not great. When seeing conditions for a seeing task are specified the levels of illumination considered desirable by the two groups are not far apart and can be compromised satisfactorily.

The committee has issued one tentative standard in classroom lighting, but the “experimental evidence at present available is insufficient to justify its recommendation as a scientific basis of an ideal level of illumination for many given tasks.”

The research projects which are being outlined by the committee (on lighting, on visual phenomena, and on their interrelations) will supply the basis for establishing standards scientifically rather than on engineering judgment alone.

MANUALS, PAMPHLETS


A master outline covering all sorts of subjects tells where the various types of research are being done. Reports from the various schools or private institutions outline the facilities, objectives, and projects under way.

This exchange of program information, brought about by the AIA Dept. of Education and Research, should be most helpful in making the scattered research efforts of different institutions more effective.


HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 1021 Weisway Bldg., Elkhart, Ind. (Continued on page 122)
Simplicity of Installation

FEDERAL
THE COLORFUL DECORATIVE LIGHTING TREATMENT

Specify Federal Cell-Ceil and you simplify installation problems. The light-weight sturdy hanging mechanism developed for Cell-Ceil not only speeds up application but provides such easy access for relamping and cleaning that continued satisfaction to the client is assured.

Federal Cell-Ceil makes overall ceiling louvering practical in remodeling as well as new construction.

Wherever you specify Federal Cell-Ceil you assure those who work and live under this louvered ceiling a soft diffused light. With all direct glare reduced and bad effect of sharp shadows eliminated, uniform lighting is provided that allows better, easier-on-the-eye seeing.

Cell-Ceil comes in harmonious decorator colors. It is made of Acme Galva-Bond Steel** that offers protection against loss of color or corrosion. For the latest information, let us send you our Technical Bulletin on installation techniques.

*Trade Mark "Cell-Ceil" applied for.
**T.R. Acme Steel Co.
Reviews
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American Institute of Architects. May and June 1948.
Continuing the series on building types. Contains a well outlined bibliography with an extensive listing of recent examples published in periodicals.

Let's Build a House. Engineering Experiment Station, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La. Low Cost Housing Research Bulletin No. 4. 12 pp., 8½" x 11". Illus.

An excellently written, clearly illustrated elementary introduction to the problems of house buildings: site selection, financing, orientation, landscaping, mechanical plant, etc. The middle spread has plans elevations and perspectives of four excellent low-cost four-room houses. Planning of efficient storage units is fully discussed and illustrated.

Lighting Design. Parry Moon and D. Eberle Spencer. Addison-Wesley Press, Inc., Kendall Sq., Cambridge 42, Mass. 1945. 182 pp., 6" x 9", illus., bibliography, index. $5.00

A thorough text, presenting fundamental principles quantitatively, together with design methods for high-quality lighting. A difficult text, with no pre-digested rule-of-thumb solutions, written in cryptic terms, not too clearly explained. Publication of the authors' forthcoming "unofficial guide to photometric nomenclature" should make the present book easier to read.

The purpose of the book is to formulate with some precision the general principles that govern ideal lighting, principles (based on the physics of radiant energy) only now taking definite form. The development of those principles is traced through the extensive literature by pointed references to a generous bibliography, organized by chapters. To quote from the preface: "The book attempts to point the way to the lighting of the future by developing methods that will give truly satisfactory lighting for seeing. Proper lighting is of such vast importance to the human race that there is no excuse for continuing the haphazard design methods of the past."

The material has been taught for some years at M. I. T. and at Tufts College. Its more general use will benefit the entire illuminating engineering fraternity by broadening the scientific base of their regular practice.


This is a sober and comprehensive report on the structural design of houses, analyzing or reanalyzing all factors of loading and strength of materials. As the authors say, "In the past, engineering principles have been applied to the manufacture of new materials, but not to the house as a complete unit." The study, the authors claim with justification, "makes it practicable to develop house constructions that have sufficient strength with the least amount of material at the lowest cost of fabrication."

There remains the need for designers to translate the factual data available in this booklet into actual design, to discover what real savings may accrue.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
Deft. F, 55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Flexwood and Flexglass are manufactured and marketed jointly by United States Plywood Corporation and The Mengel Company.

FLEXWOOD HELPS MAKE A PERFECT SETTING

When one of your commercial clients wants the transient public to carry away a good impression (and what one doesn't?) specify Flexwood.

This modern material helps strike just the right decorative note... in large areas or small... in sleek modern interiors or rich traditional decor... in new construction or remodeled rooms.

What gives Flexwood this versatility? Well, first, it's real wood. And wood fits anywhere. Second, the wood is cut into thin veneers and firmly mounted on flexible fabric backing. This makes Flexwood quick and easy to apply. It means you don't have costly structural changes, because Flexwood can be applied over firm surfaces, new or old, curved or flat. It means beautiful finished jobs with a minimum of delay... in a world where time means money.

So remember Flexwood... for new construction or remodeling. You'll find it easier to design strikingly beautiful interiors that mean satisfied clients.

If you don't already have full information on Flexwood, write us today. We'll be glad to send complete specifications and samples.
Fleur-O-Lier fixtures are made by 26* leading manufacturers. They are built to detailed and rigid specifications. They are examined by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., and Certified as to compliance with specifications. Adequate samples constantly are reexamined to be certain that high quality is maintained.

That's why we say, "The Fleur-O-Lier label on a lighting fixture is your protection . . . your assurance of customer satisfaction."

* Participation in Fleur-O-Lier is open to any manufacturer wishing to qualify. Consequently, the number of Fleur-O-Lier manufacturers is increasing constantly.

FLEUR-O-LIER
Manufacturers
2116 Keith Building • Cleveland 15, Ohio

Fleur-O-Lier is not the name of an individual manufacturer, but of a group of fixtures made by leading manufacturers. Participation in the Fleur-O-Lier program is open to any manufacturer who complies with Fleur-O-Lier requirements.
(Continued from page 122)

Task, No. 7/8, 1948. Published by Task, P. O. Box 117, Cambridge 38, Mass., 96 pp., illus. $1.00

This, the first postwar issue of the stimulating and provocative magazine which was originally conceived by a student-teacher group in Cambridge, is edited by an impressive board including Catherine Bauer, J. L. Sert, Christopher Tunnard and others. The publication continues to do ably what it should do—present serious discussion material on planning and architecture which a commercial magazine cannot very well cover, and which no association journal at the present time sees fit to present.

The first part of the present issue is devoted to a series of articles on reconstruction abroad. They are brief and to the point, and authors such as Gropius on German, Dudok on The Hague, Bauer on France, Blumenfeld on U.S.S.R. and others equally competent point out clearly by specific studies that the crisis in planning and especially housing is world-wide in its implications. The second part of the issue is, in the opinion of this reviewer, much weaker. Despite an excellent article on "The Housing Impasse," by Richard F. Watt, the general impression is one of vague pleadings for more "art" and less "engineering." When the designers of buildings have taken full advantage of the technical developments which are available, this curiously anachronistic plea may have more validity. There is at the end a useful bibliography of bibliographies on planning.

T.H.C.

BOOKS

ELIEL SAARINEN
Albert Christ-Janer. University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago 37, Ill., 1948, illus. $15.00

Albert Christ-Janer is a neighbor of Eliel Saarinen's at Cranbrook Academy of Art, Michigan, and as museum director there, has been fortunate enough to live among and work in some of Saarinen's best buildings located on the campus. The possibility for a biographer to observe his subject's daily life, work, and teaching is indeed a rare opportunity.

The book opens with a sensitive foreword by Alvar Aalto. The biography is divided in two parts; the first devoted to work in Europe and the latter part to work in America. Before meeting Saarinen, the architect, the reader is carried well into Finland's early struggle for independence. Eliel Saarinen's father, a Finnish pastor in Lutheran Church, is presented as a great free thinker and moving spirit in the troubled days of Finland. In the atmosphere of a nation trying to develop its own culture and express its freedom of thought, together with the pioneering spirit of his immediate family, Eliel Saarinen was reared. This should be highly significant in the life of any young creative artist living in the thick of it. Saarinen showed this same spirit in his architecture in breaking with dogma and eclecticism. But, alas, all this begins and ends with the mere telling of it. The biographer's role to analyze is not assumed.

Numerable city planning projects of Saarinen are mentioned. But what of his political and social theories that go hand in hand with city planning? This is the crux of it, not the idle pattern of a plan. But it is not discussed. Since these projects are mentioned, it should
... Novel idea, perhaps, but the floor is no place for a clock ... or a door closer!

Why? Because floor dirt, scrub water and tracked-in weather would soon ruin the clock. They always foul up door closers placed in the floor, too, boosting the owner's maintenance costs and calling for replacements too soon for sensible economy.

We're NOT prejudiced; we've made many thousands of the world's finest floor type closers, and still make them for people who want to conceal the closers, but for structural reasons cannot put them overhead.

Door closers belong overhead, not underfoot!

LCN overhead concealed door closers are hidden in the head frame or top of door, out of sight and safe from fouling. They do a superior job of door control at generally lower installed cost and lower maintenance cost. LCN catalog 11-b, with 33 pages of pictures and data showing how to select the best closer for each door, gladly sent on request. Address LCN Closers, Inc., 466 W. Superior St., Chicago 10, Ill.
There's a True Thrift Lesson in—

The Case of theCanceled Check

Office Manager: Guess I've thrown away a canceled check
I need badly to prove payment of a bill!

Draftsman: We have similar trouble. Instead of using permanent
Arkwright Tracing Cloth for every drawing, we use temporary tracing paper. Then — when we happen to need it again, it has been discarded or has become brittle, opaque and useless in the file!

If a drawing is worth keeping — it is worth making on dependable Arkwright Tracing Cloth. The trifling extra cost insures years of permanence — no chance of becoming dogeared and torn by use nor opaque and illegible by age, as perishable tracing paper is apt to do. Arkwright is woven, bonded and processed for enduring transparency. It is real economy — good business — to use Arkwright, always!

Send for generous working samples of Arkwright and judge its superiority over any substitute. Arkwright is sold by leading drawing material dealers everywhere. Arkwright Finishing Co., Providence, R. I.

The Big Six Reasons Why Arkwright Tracing Cloths Excel

1. Erasures re-ink without feathering.
2. Prints are always sharp and clean.
3. Tracings never discolor or go brittle.
4. No surface oils, soaps or waxes to dry out.
5. No pinholes or thick threads.
6. Mechanical processing creates permanent transparency.

ARKWRIGHT
TRACING CLOTHS
AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Reviews

(Continued from page 124)

not be necessary to search for some other document to complete the story. One is impressed by the fact that while Eliel Saarinen was still a student at the Polytechniska Institutet in Helsingfors he opened an office with two partners. This is casually mentioned. What a chance to weigh that great opportunity then, with our present degree and license-ridden educational system in these days of “progress.” Saarinen is also an educator! What are his views? Indeed he has them. In the conflicting systems of architectural education offered to the young student today, there is need for comment and clarification by one of the very few educators who has continued “to do” as well as to teach.

The reader's imagination is intrigued with Hvittrask, the studio-home of the Saarinens' and the Helsingfors firm he helped form. It was these early years of his architectural career that are spoken of in the foreword as the “laboratory period.” But what of the “laboratory period” of contemporary architects elsewhere by comparison?

The great milestones of Eliel Saarinen's career are clearly mentioned as such. As milestones Christ-Janer should have sunk his teeth in them. Have you ever seen the lions at Central Park Zoo fed the great hunks of raw meat and listened to them roar? Well . . .!

The direct quotations in the book from Saarinen himself act as a needed transmutation. In one he says, “. . . the museum and library at Cranbrook has a special place in my estimation . . .” For a man who has spent his life in “search for form” this is particularly revealing.

The numerous American buildings are the best presented. Sufficient plates cover the major works. Yet to read in the foreword, “. . . he refused to yield to sentimental romanticism when the general trend was romantic,” and further on, “. . . suspicious alike of romanticism and stern classicism . . .” raises a question as certain plates are studied.

There is rich thought in Eliel Saarinen's further contribution to this book. Many architects will nod in understanding. He remarks, “One had to go back to the period when employment of material was honest . . .” and “. . . absolute freedom . . . is too idealistic, the imagination does not work soundly when it is free from difficulty . . .” and again “. . . creative art cannot be taught by others. Each must be his own teacher.”

There is such a purity of expression in the book that it becomes sterile. The plates are numerous and comprehensive. The composition and quality of the Cranbrook plates are especially good.

(Continued on page 128)
What's behind the rush to Cemesto?

Three important facts are spurring the great demand for Cemesto for industrial building—

**IT'S MODERN:** Cemesto is a multi-function material... a fire-and-moisture resistant asbestos cement wall unit with a cane fibre core... combining high thermal insulation with great structural strength in an integrated material that permits erection of industrial buildings with light-weight economical "curtain" walls, partitions, and roof decks.

**IT'S PERMANENT:** For 17 years industrial buildings have demonstrated that Cemesto’s durable exterior and interior finish requires no painting, and little maintenance. Cemesto’s core is Ferox*-treated against dry rot, fungus growth, and termites.

**IT'S AVAILABLE:** Cemesto is available now... for prompt delivery.

You are invited to write today for details on Cemesto applications in which you are interested. In the meantime, you’ll find complete specifications on Cemesto in Sweet’s File, Section 10a/7.

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION, CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

CEMESTO

FOR ROOF DECKS..."CURTAIN" WALLS...PARTITIONS...OTHER INDUSTRIAL USES
We Invite You to Accept this CHALLENGE!

We want 10,000 Skeptics to smear, splatter, write or even walk on Stainproof Varlar and try to mutilate the first-day beauty of this durable, washable wall covering.

We SAY you can splatter, smear, write or even walk on Stainproof Varlar—then wash this revolutionary wall covering sparkling-fresh with ordinary soap and water.

Just try to mutilate Varlar's fresh, stainproof beauty. Laboratory tests and actual use prove that oil, ink, grease, jam, crayon, lipstick—STAINS OF ALL KINDS—wash off Varlar quickly, easily with ordinary soap and water.

Even 25,000 washings can't damage Varlar's life-long stainproof beauty. That's because Varlar is made by an entirely new process. Has no surface coating to crack and peel. No brittle, plastic "skin" to chip or discolor. Varlar's rich, new coloring and stain resistance go clear through, last for life.

Varlar offers architects a versatile new decorating medium of durable beauty and protection...suitable for use in any room or hallway, public or private, domestic or commercial. All 33 stunning styles...florals, plaids, weaves, pictorials, stripes and tones...go up easily as wallpaper.

But don't take our word for it! We dare you to test amazing Stainproof Varlar for yourself. Splatter, smear, write or even walk on it. Then quickly, easily wash it clean with ordinary soap and water. Mail the attached coupon for your test size sample of Stainproof Varlar right away.

NEW BEFORE SUCH ENDURING BEAUTY

VARLAR Stainproof Wall Covering

VARLAR, Inc., Dept. C-108
Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois

I'll take your dare! Send me free sample of Stainproof Varlar and I'll test it for myself.

Name
Address
City State

EARLY CONNECTICUT MEETINGHOUSES


The author who so capably acquainted us with the domestic architecture of early Connecticut now presents to us another contribution of extraordinary scope and thoroughness. It deals with Connecticut meetinghouses from earliest Colonial times to the beginning of the Greek Revival in 1830. The often absorbing text brings to the reader a quickened appreciation and respect for a precious American heritage. A fascinating introduction is filled with human, historical, sociological, and technical interest. Separate chapter-accounts of 87 meetinghouses, and descriptions of others destroyed or replaced, are accompanied by numerous photographs, a map, plans, and sections of roof trusses. The bibliography is impressive.

To Mr. Kelly the meetinghouse was a symbol of the New England way of life.
Construction of this new office building for Certain-Teed Products Corporation at Ardmore, Pa., called for a 3 inch monolithic concrete floor on Steeltex wire lath supported by bar joists.

A WALKER System of Underfloor Duct was specified by the architect because of its ready adaptability to this modern method of construction—and to insure flexibility of the electrical system during the life of the building.

Write to us for our Catalogue No. 146 or consult Sweet's Architectural File for further details.

WALKER BROTHERS
Conshohocken 44, Pa.
Motor-operated

KINNEAR DOORS
respond with magic ease
to push-button control.

It’s sheer magic the way you can shave manpower losses and plug profit drains at doorways with Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors. A split-second and mere finger-tip pressure are all the time and effort needed to start or stop these doors equipped with rugged Kinnear Motor Operators. Any number of push-button stations can be placed at strategic points—at door jamb for on-the-spot operation and elsewhere for step-saving remote control. And any number of doors can be operated from a single station.

The prompt, glide-smooth door action is possible because the Kinnear interlocking-slat steel curtain lifts vertically and coils compactly above the lintel. Openings remain completely clear. All surrounding floor and wall space is usable. This tough, flexible, all-metal door protector withstands years of weather attacks; resists fire and theft.

Provide a better check-rein on profit leaks in plant operation by specifying Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors. Built any size, for installation in old or new buildings. Write for more facts today.

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING CO.
Factory: 1900-20 Fields Ave., Columbus 16, Ohio; 1742 Yosemite Ave., San Francisco 24, Calif. Offices and Agents in Principal Cities
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and thought—the nucleus of the local community—the seat of government—

the birthplace of the town meeting—

... a tangible expression of the vigorous and determined public spirit..."

Our forefathers, intense individualists, were profound believers in an organized society. Their determination in the face of harrowing odds made epochal their achievement. State-established ecclesiastical societies defined boundaries and gave groups certain powers. Congregationalism dominated until the political revolution, culminating in 1818, swept away such religious privilege. The Episcopal church, introduced in 1702, for long encountered fierce opposition. Other Protestant faiths were variously represented. The Roman Catholic religion was not introduced until about 1830.

Early members taxed themselves to pay for building. Later, money was raised through subscriptions. Members were sometimes allotted the production of timbers, trusses, even of pews. Later “proprietors,” in groups, assumed costs, being recompensed later by selling seats. An occasional lottery was permitted. Site selection sometimes developed quarrels—and even splits in congregations.

At first attendance was enforced; a drum called members to worship; sentinels watched for Indian attacks, while designated members sat armed. Seat positions were allotted by rank—or “dignified.” A tithe man carried a stick—to punish some boy, or awaken a sleeper. Men combatted cold by drawing sacks over the feet, and women by carrying hot stones in muffes. Central heating was for long opposed. “Sabbath-day” houses near by provided heat during the “nooning.” Singing by note was substituted for singing by rule—“organized discord.” Flute and bass viol gave way to the melodeon, and that later to the organ.

Four building stages are traced. Structures of the first two have disappeared. With the third came finished moldings with a Georgian robustness, and an orientation parallel to the street front with the pulpit centering the short axis. The fourth stage is the ultimate expression. The long axis is reversed. Now comes a more sophisticated architecture, an Adam influence, an increased love of beauty. The influence of Wren is seen in towers starting from the ground, and of Gibbs in later towers set back on the roofs. Two architects emerge—David Hoadley and Ithiel Town.

During the Victorian and Greek revivals a “holy zeal” tore out much superior work, to be replaced by inferior—a fate too familiar to the various periods of architectural history! Despite church rebellions, feuds and tempers, the extraordinary fact that impresses

(Continued on page 132)
solve those
difficult
heating problems
with the new TRANE
Force-Flo Heater

Here is the perfect unit for those hard-to-handle spots. Ideal where large volumes of heat are needed but where beauty is a must and space is at a premium. The new Trane Force-Flo Heater has the Btu output of a unit heater with an exterior that matches the sleek lines of Trane Convector-radiators.

The sleek, compact cabinet of the Trane Force-Flo Heater occupies little floor space. It can easily be recessed for a still greater saving in space. Efficient centrifugal fans inside the cabinet are Trane-designed to be whisper quiet. The famed Trane Coil is furnished in types for either hot water or steam.

Styled and engineered to blend perfectly when used in systems with Trane Unit Ventilators and Trane Convector-radiators.

Use the new Trane Force-Flo Heater to counteract heat loss from extremely large window areas, to supply heated air in volume for entrances, to heat larger areas where ordinary radiation might not be practical. You'll find this trim new unit useful in offices, stores, hotels, theaters, public buildings, and any place where both beauty and high heating capacity in a limited space are called for. Ask any of the 200 Trane Sales Engineers for further information.

SPECIFY ENTIRE TRANE SYSTEMS FOR GREATER SATISFACTION

Nationally advertised Trane Convector-radiators provide ideal heating. One universal model fits every requirement. Available from local jobbers' stocks.

Build your Trane Systems from the most complete line of heating and air conditioning products in the industry. You can design undivided responsibility Trane Systems that give custom results.

TRANE
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS OF
HEATING and AIR CONDITIONING
THE TRANE COMPANY, LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
ALSO, TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO
Good news for any building—
"ALL PUMPS BY YEOMANS"

As good for the building as it is easy for you: get all its pump equipment from one dependable source—YEOMANS.

Pumps for water supply, condensate return, circulation, drainage and sewage ejection—Yeomans builds them all, and to this single goal: the best pumps that experience, sound engineering and quality manufacture can produce.

For 50 years, all across the world, Yeomans Pumps have been tending to business—quietly, rhythmically, efficiently. A list of Yeomans installations is a "Who's Who" of buildings.

Yeomans bulletins bring data you need—technical tables, selection charts, installation drawings; published also in Sweet’s Architectural and Engineering Files.

YEOMANS BROTHERS COMPANY
1443 North Dayton Street, Chicago 22, Illinois

Please send bulletins as checked:
☐ Water Supply Systems
☐ Condensate Pumps
☐ Drainage Pumps
☐ Circulation Pumps
☐ Compressors
☐ Sewage Ejectors

Name:
Firm:
Address:
State:

1898 YEOMANS 50 YEARS OF PUMP EXPERIENCE 1948
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was the self-sacrificing spirit which produced so amazing an accomplishment. Character produced these meetinghouses, and meetinghouses helped to mold character.

In summation, may we salute the memory of Mr. Kelly, who died September 1947, as this fine work went to press.

Greville Rickard

ANCIENT ADOBES
Santa Barbara Adobes. Clarence Callimac. Printed by Merchants Printing and Lithographing Co., Bakersfield, Calif., 1948. 250 pp., illus. $4.90

Pen sketches of some 45 historic adobe buildings in Santa Barbara, California, and chatty accounts of the history of each comprise this book by a Bakersfield architect appreciative of the Colonial culture that was shattered by arrival of the Yankee gold-seekers in 1849. A memento for California Centennial observances, this also is a pleasing record of the ultimate dilution of Hispano-Moresque architectural influence—in a remote frontier settlement that readily adapted the Indian custom of building shelters with the earth of the site.

C.M.

HOME FURNISHING

This compendium of suggestions, ideas, opinions, examples, research information, and “horror” of house design and furnishing is, at first glance, strongly reminiscent of an old-fashioned Home Medical Adviser, but the persistent amateur decorator can find this a helpful reference book and architects can rejoice in the sober respect shown by a writer in this field toward contemporary houses and interiors. This revised edition contains some up-to-date rooms, as well as the historic examples.

C.M.

CAMP SITES, BUILDINGS
Camp Site Development. Julian Harris Salomon. Girl Scouts of the U. S. A., 155 E. 44th St., New York 17, N. Y. 1948. 105 pp., illus. $1.60

Prepared as a guide for those who have responsibility for planning and developing camps for Girl Scout troops, this book has practical information for anyone who wishes to create vacation facilities.
quiet as
soaring wings

A specific problem of silent door closing is best solved by those who long ago mastered the principle.

Specify Rixson
FLOOR CHECKS—OVERHEAD
DOOR CLOSERS—DOOR HOLDERS
SPECIAL HINGES—CASEMENT
AND TRANSOM HARDWARE

Special problems will receive prompt attention from the Rixson engineering and designing departments.

The Oscar C. Rixson Company
4450 Carroll Avenue • Chicago 24, Illinois
Telephone MANsfield 6-5050 • Established 1900
Only AIR EXPRESS gives you all these advantages

A combination you don't get with other air-shipping methods

1. Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. Your shipments are picked up promptly when you call; fast delivery to consignee's door.

2. You get a receipt for every shipment, and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Complete security.

3. Assured protection, too—valuation coverage up to $50 without extra charge; 10 cents for each additional $100 of fraction thereof.

These advantages, plus 21 others, make Air Express the best and fastest way to ship. Your shipments go on every flight of the Scheduled Airlines—repair parts, equipment, finished items keep moving to where they're needed. Reach any U.S. point in hours. Phone local Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, for fast shipping action. Specify "Air Express" on orders for quickest delivery.

FACTS on low Air Express rates
22 lbs. machine parts go 700 miles for $4.73.
10 lbs. printed matter goes 1000 miles for $3.31.
30-lb. carton of new fashions goes 500 miles for $4.61.

Same day delivery in all these cases if you ship early.

Specify AIR EXPRESS
gets there first

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE U.S.
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ties. The author recommends planning for not more than a five-year program—an organizational caution, but also a safeguard generally against the dilapidation and obsolescence all too common in mountain and shore camp spots. C.M.

GREAT PIONEERS
Architects of the Modern Movement. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 of a series* of critical essays with condensed biographies of leaders of the contemporary development in architectural design, written by Italian professionals. William Morris by Giancarlo De Carlo. Giuseppe Terragni by Mario Labb. Frank Lloyd Wright by Bruno Zevi. Il Balcone, Via Sandri 2, Milano, Italy. Each 44" x 64" . No. 1—90 pp., illus., 100 lire (75c); No. 2—129 pp., illus., 500 lire (90c); No. 3—135 pp., illus., 500 lire (90c).

A short history of Europe of the 18th century, of the Age of Rationalism, and of the early 19th century is offered by De Carlo in his William Morris, in addition to biographical notes, a bibliography, and a criticism of Morris' work. Thus is given a picture of the attitude of artists of that time and in particular the attitude of the architects, living in a world of their own completely outside the social and technical changes of the period.

Morris, born in 1843 of rich parents, had a varied career as architect, painter, writer, and political reformer. He was one of the first to go against the traditionalists.

"To create an art which is alive," he wrote, "one has first of all to interest the people in art. Art must become a part of their lives as much as water and light. I can't conceive of art as a privilege of a few, as I can't conceive of education for a few or liberty for a few."

So instead of creating furniture for the nobility he started a school for artisans. He designed and constructed every kind of object for the house, doing much manual labor himself among his workmen. Morris studied and experimented on everything, explored all civilizations without prejudice, to get ideas to propose to his contemporary artists. His teachings were followed and propagated by many young architects of the time. These architects dedicated themselves

* In preparation: "August Perret" by Ernesto N. Rogers; "Eugene Viollet" by Calvin Torrey; "D'Ingres" by Giulia Veronesi; "Henry Van De Velde" by Ernesto N. Rogers; "Mies van der Rohe" by Max Bill.
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FOR A CLEAN, QUIET STORE
TURN TO OIL HEAT . . .

and for efficiency and
economy, specify Petro!

Cleanliness is of primary importance to store owners. A clean store building means fewer losses chargeable to dirt-caused mark-downs . . . reduced cleaning and maintenance bills . . . less non-productive labor charged against overhead. That's why so many retailers — and store designers — are turning to oil heat as they plan new buildings or modernize old structures.

From neighborhood shops to metropolitan department stores, owners are reporting clean, economical, efficient heat delivered by PETRO oil-fired equipment. Specialists in store design echo their findings. Results like those commented on by Mr. Lapidus, at the right, have been duplicated by others — in stores heated by steam, vapor, hot water, and warm air alike.

Regardless of burner size, whenever top efficiency and low-cost operation are first considerations, PETRO Oil Burning Systems welcome your thorough investigation.

INDUSTRIAL MODELS: No. 5 or No. 6 fuel oil; manual, semi- or automatic operations; 8 sizes up to 450 bhp. Thermal Viscosity preheating.

DOMESTIC MODELS: No. 3 or lighter oils; "conversion" and combination-unit types, 7 sizes. Patented "Tubular Atomization."

FULL DATA on Petro Industrial Burners are in catalog files of Sweet's and Domestic Engineering. Details on Petro Domestic Burners available in separate catalog. Copy of either sent gladly on request.

PETRO
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
cuts steam costs

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER CO. • Makers of Good Oil Burning Equipment Since 1903 • Stamford, Conn.

Morris Lapidus of New York has designed well-known chain and department store buildings as far west as California and Texas. He is a specialist in the functional planning of store interiors, as well as in the design of exteriors and complete buildings. Experience like his make these observations particularly valuable to architects and engineers who are currently designing tomorrow's stores. Mr. Lapidus writes:

"In planning stores, one of the chief objects we have in mind is to keep the interior free from dust. The use of oil burning systems helps to eliminate the dirt resulting from other fuels, and produces clean, quiet surroundings. The retailer doesn't like to be a janitor, and the automatic operation of oil systems cuts down on his labor and labor costs.

"In our experience, PETRO Burners mean owner profit and customer comfort. They operate without excessive repairs, and low operating and fuel costs mean a substantial saving in the store budgeting."
Provide for
EXECUTONE
INTERCOM
— in the Planning Stage

YOUR CLIENTS NEED an efficient electronic communication system . . . to coordinate operations, locate personnel, free telephone lines. Why not anticipate this need in your plan, by providing for the equipment so much in demand in modern business—Executone Intercommunication!

Executone's instant voice-contact integrates widely-scattered functions of the building you're planning. By pre-planning an Executone System, conduits, raceways and feeders are installed during construction—thus avoiding later defacing of interiors or the addition of unsightly wiring. And your client can finance the cost through his original mortgage.

Executone-trained specialists recommend, supervise installation, and service a system individually engineered to your client's needs. A detailed proposal outlining operation, specifications, and an estimate of the overall cost will be submitted without obligation. Mail the coupon today!

EXECUTONE, INC.
415 Lexington Ave., New York 17, Dept. J-9

Send for Details NOW!

EXECUTONE Catalogue for Architects and Engineers
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most to the applied arts, which had up to then been considered an unworthy occupation for an artist. In the work and doctrine of Morris is the fundamental premise for all the modern movement.

One of his pupils, W. R. Lethaby, in a lecture on arts and crafts, was the first to express the elements of the new and quite revolutionary ideas. He said, "We must begin humbly by cleaning our roads and whitewashing our houses. We must be careful that in making a railing we make a beautiful railing, in making a lamp post, a beautiful one."

By connecting the architecture of a city with the things in common use, the movement of arts and crafts opened the way to future urban activities. By enlarging the problem from a house to a city, the dream of a promised land described by Morris in his News from Nowhere seemed to become a reality which gave the people a new hope. The theories of Ebenezer Howard in Garden Cities of Tomorrow and their realization at Letchworth and Golders Green, showed how well founded these hopes were.

It is easy to see that the contribution of Morris to the development of the modern movement is of the greatest importance. But there is one part of his teachings which is, even today, the most alive and up to date—the part that deals with architects. With his work he showed that whoever wants to build for the people must be close to them, participating with them in their sorrows and problems, and fighting with them to get satisfactory results for their moral and material needs. To achieve his ends he took an active part in various political parties and intervened in many of their fights.

The teachings of Morris constitute the foundation of the modern ethical movement and give modern architecture its place in the fight for human liberties.

Giuseppe Terragni was born in Como in 1904 and died there, after returning from fighting on the Russian front, in 1943. Mario Labo, in writing about Terragni, gives major emphasis to his two principal works, "Casa del Fascio" and "Asilo Infantile," and to his many projects designed for competitions.

In 1926 Terragni was one of the "group of seven" who wrote articles on architecture. The group had learned about the artistic movement in Europe only from books and reviews, but had studied them with great intelligence. It was unfortunate that they were in complete ignorance of the puritanical negations of Loos and, worse still, of the articulate plans of Wright.

(Continued on page 138)
LARGE GLAZED AREAS NEED STRONGER SASH

Wear and tear and corrosion, multiplied by smoke and fumes, find in ordinary light factory sash many vulnerable points that invite rapid breakdown. Plant maintenance engineers can prove from their records that Hope's longer-lived Lok'd Bar Factory Sash pays for itself in repair cost savings.

Lok'd Bar design has four points of special importance. (1) Heavier vertical sash bars rolled in a Bulb T section have greater strength for their weight of metal. (2) The exclusive Lok'd Bar joint, with the flat T horizontal muntins threaded thru the bulb T in a firm mechanical union, gives double the strength of ordinary sash. (3) Ventilators, solid welded at the corners, are made in one piece without the attached weathering strips that invite rust or break loose from shock and vibration. Their integral flanges meet tightly on ample bearing surfaces and give permanent weather-tightness. (4) In both pivoted and projected ventilators there is improved construction: solid bronze cup pivots, or heavy steel arms on brass guides.

Air infiltration through Hope's Lok'd Bar Factory Sash is less than one cubic foot of air per minute at 25 miles per hour wind velocity. With their use you gain all the benefits of window walls in industrial buildings...and enjoy them at lower cost in the long run. Write for Hope's Lok'd Bar catalog—details illustrated by full scale diagrams.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.

THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
New Lights by Cannon Electric

MODEL HOME Installs PATHFINDER LIGHTS
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Terragni was often criticized for being too international-minded (in the days when this was considered a crime in Italy). He also was accused of plagiarism from Rietveld, Rayhond, and Mossojet. This, in reality, was all to his advantage because it showed that while architecture all over the world had at last found a common analogy it left room for individual expression. But his critics would not recognize this, either because they were insensible to it or were in bad faith.

From the characteristics shown by Terragni, without looking for any nationalistic purpose, in fact by refusing to do so, one can't but recognize him as an Italian architect. Terragni has his place among those who contributed to the renovation of a civilization by means of a new language, simple, realistic, and free of emphasis, but rich in ideas . . . inexhaustible in dialectics of construction.

Bruno Zevi, who is responsible for the modern movement in Italy, is also responsible for the diffusion of the ideas and works of Frank Lloyd Wright in that country, where not many have understood the American master. He has been badly copied and there has been much foolish criticism of him.

Therefore, in this essay, Bruno Zevi gives an outline of Wright's work and stresses the importance of his organic architecture. Zevi writes, "Beyond the artistic judgment on his edifices, we all have to be in accord that the exceptional merit of Wright is that he sees the problem of space as the fundamental one for his work."

To bring to the medium-sized house, the workman's and the farmer's, the feeling of space, of dignity, and of freedom from copybook architecture is the intention of all the modern movement, functional and organic. Wright is historically at the point of departure and at the point of arrival of this social research. The Prairie Houses and the Usonians are the proof. Considered from the outside, as a phenomenon, it looks as if only an hallucinated maniac could, in one lifetime, create the Prairie Houses, Falling Water, and the Guggenheim Museum. Instead they are the coherent results of a method to apply spatial creations for different purposes, with differing (technical) construction, and for differing needs. When we understand completely the architectural interpretation of space, we will discover that there is more coherence in Wright's architecture, apparently so arbitrary and so different in form, than exists in some functional architects who betray the true problem of architecture for a coherence which is purely formal and exterior.

(Continued on page 140)
The vertical surfaces of this desk and cabinets are Formica Realwood*... the beauty of natural wood grain with the utility of genuine Beauty-Bonded Formica. The horizontal tops are solid color Cigarette-Proof Formica.

The Story of Joe, the Lazy Janitor who made good

Joe's the clean-up man in these Formica-surfaced offices. The Boss thinks he's a hard worker. Mornings, the offices shine like new. Yet, all Joe does is give the Formica a casual wipe. The Architect who designed these colorful beauties planned for lazy janitors.

At the first conference here, the big guns were a little over-awed by the beauty of their Formica surroundings. Ever since, it's proved to be a real work room. Formica Realwood* on the table, the window ledges, and walls.

A beauty, isn't it? Don't let the uncluttered desk fool you... that's just for the picture. A lot of work goes on in this office and the Formica* desk and window tables take a beating. The tops are Cigarette-Proof Formica.

Check the Formica Catalog in "Sweets". Write for a supply of "You and Beauty Bonded Formica"*, a new folder you'll want for your clients. Formica 4633 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio.

Copyright 1948 Formica, Cinci., O.
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The vitality of Wright's structure, the strength of his oldfashioned, the incredible technical courage, the continuing fecundity of his genius, can be explained in the light of this organic way of feeling that a building is something not only real but as something alive, growing, and human.

Zevi goes on to say “Only now Wright can be appreciated not as an esoteric genius but as the initiator of a movement which has been taken up by English, Swedish, and Italian architects.

It is logical that in Europe and particularly in Italy, where the critical spirit is more mature, organic architecture is going towards a deeper cultural research of great value. Modern architecture must answer not only social problems but also those of human personality. After the ravages of war and misery there is a greater need for all that is spiritual and religious, for which materialistic functionalism appears inhuman and insufficient. The complexity of human needs—material, spiritual, and psychological—gives organic architecture and its culture a problem of integration. This is why Wright's organic architecture, its moral appeal, and its spatial conquests appear today on the horizon of contemporary research not only as the sign of greatness of an architect, but almost like a signal showing the road to be taken with confidence—and of a work to be developed with passion and faith.

Franca Maurogordato

Hospital Planning

Transcript of the Institute on Hospital Planning Conducted by the Council on Hospital Planning and Plant Operation of the American Hospital Association.

The American Hospital Association, 18 E. Division St., Chicago 10, Ill. 244 pp., Illus. $1.00

Transcript of a series of lectures held at the Institute in Chicago in the winter of 1947, with digests of some of the discussions. The subject matter ranges from selection of the architect, and the part played by the consultant, to construction costs, advances in hospital equipment, and some discussion of specific planning problems. Illustrations are line drawings, intended for the most part for the layman rather than the architect. There is little new material for the experienced hospital designer, but the book should be valuable to newcomers to the field.

T.H.C.

The versatility of Gate City Awning Windows is demonstrated by the above photograph of a stair well in a prominent school in Maryland.

The stairway is adequately lighted by the tall seven-sash unit, and thoroughly ventilated by the separated pairs of movable sash operated by the single handle at the lower right. Sturdily constructed and fool-proof, the worm and gear mechanism resists pranksters, while the divided lights reduce expense when windows are broken.

Be prepared to meet your clients' demand for improved fenestration—in the home, office, institution, apartment, hotel or manufacturing plant—by learning more about these pre-fabricated, economical windows of demonstrated versatility.

See Sweet's or write Gate City Sash & Door Co., Dept. P, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Functions of Vitrolite in a Visual Front

Smart architectural design joins hands with a colorful, practical surface material when you include Vitrolite* in your Visual Front plans. Vitrolite's uses are as broad as your imagination. Illustrated below are particularly valuable functions of Vitrolite in the popular Visual Front design.

1. Here are the basic lines of a Visual Front, designed so that passersby see the entire store interior through a clear glass front. But glass can do more—it can direct attention to the front and the interior by effective use of Vitrolite facing on solid areas.

2. Alamo tan Vitrolite adds sparkling color to attract attention to the store. It starts at the sidewalk, extends through the clear glass front to unite exterior and interior and lead the eyes of shoppers into the store. Vitrolite makes the store more inviting.

Here's color, beauty and practicality in a material that doesn't lose its look of newness, doesn't need refinishing. Vitrolite is made in cadet blue, peach, jade, red, light gray, Alamo tan, mahogany, white and black. Colors blend well with each other and harmonize with shades currently popular in interior decoration. Your L-O-F distributor will be glad to furnish factual data. Write for our book which illustrates Vitrolite applications in their true colors. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 57108 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD
a Great Name in GLASS
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NEW WAY ERASER
For crowded-in
mistakes
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for erasure on all pencil
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NEW PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS
BRYAN W. NOLEN, ROBB W. MOORE
(NOLEN & MOORE, ARCHITECTS), 301
Oklahoma Natural Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.

FLORENCE WARD STILES, new member
of staff of AMBROSE S. HIGGINS & ASSOCIATES, 200 Main St., Bar Harbor, Me.

EDNA R. WINTER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, association with AMOS R. SWEET,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYSOR, National Bank Bldg., Charlottesville, Va.

RALPH S. FOSS, Educational Surveyor,
new member of the firm of CHURCHILL-FULMER ASSOCIATES, Architects and
City Planners, 19 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.

FRANCIS DOUG McCHugh, THEODORE T.
McCrosky (McCHugh & McCrosky), 23 E. 36th St., New York 10, N. Y.

CHARLES MACKLIN, ARCHITECT AND
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, 206 S. Fourth
St., Springfield, Ill.

ORIN M. BULLOCK, JR., ARCHITECT,
Room 12 Old Kirn Bldg., Portsmouth, Va.

FREDERICK A. LONG, 500 Columbia Bldg.,
Spokane, Wash.

JAMES G. GAUNTT, ARCHITECT, 410-411
Dome Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn.

JOSEPH H. HEUER, STRUCTURAL ENGINEER,
5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, Ill.

FRANK EHRENTHAL, ARCHITECT AND
INTERIOR DESIGNER, De Young Bldg.,
San Francisco 4, Calif.

CHANGE OF FIRM NAME
STORK & LYLES, ARCHITECTS, BISSETT,
CARLISLE & WOLFF, ASSOCIATES, changing
firm name to WILLIAM G. LYLES,
BISSETT, CARLISLE & WOLFF, ARCHITECTS,
1902 Main St., Columbus, S. C.

NEW ADDRESSES
BUCKLER, FENHAGEN, MEYER & AYERS,
ARCHITECTS, Federal Land Bank Bldg.,
St. Paul and 24th St., Baltimore 18, Md.

VINCENT SCHULMAN, LEO SOLOWAY
(SCHULMAN & SOLOWAY, Architects and Engineers), 100-15 Queens Blvd., Forest
Hills, N. Y.
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Designed in PLASTER for complete flexibility

Architect Harris Armstrong, Kirkwood, Mo., chose plaster applied by the Campbell Plastering Company for the new office building of the American Stove Company, St. Louis. Plaster is economical and adaptable ... it is completely responsive to the architect's imagination.

United States Gypsum
For Building • For Industry
Gypsum • Lime • Steel • Insulation • Roofing • Paint
NEW WALLS FOR OLD—
In Three Simple Steps

In three simple time-saving steps, NU-WALL, the new-principle plaster discovery, makes possible replostering of old or damaged walls and ceilings at far less cost—eliminates the confusion and inconvenience of knocking down old plaster and ripping out wood trim. See how NU-WALL can save you time and money—on your next remodeling job, try NU-WALL!

1
Here's how NU-WALL modernizes rough and textured walls! A 1/4" coat is applied right over the painted surface without wrecking or removing woodwork. This thin coat provides a permanent bond!

2
NU-WALL after application over dingy Spanish plaster. No muss, no chipped or powdered plaster to filter through the house. Stairway is back in service while NU-WALL is drying.

3
Finish coat has been applied thinly over the NU-WALL bonding plaster, providing a smooth and beautiful surface for this modern use of wallpaper.

For New Construction Too
In new construction too, NU-WALL covers easier and quicker—takes all regular finishes—even serves as a textured finish in itself. Get the facts about new, versatile NU-WALL. Write today for complete information!

NU-WALL MFG. CO.
923 NORTH 19th STREET
MILWAUKEE 3 WISCONSIN

(Continued from page 142)

DONALD M. SCHOEPEKE, ARCHITECT, Stephenson Bldg., 1916½ Hall Ave., Marinette, Wis.
ISADORE ROSENFIELD, 23 W. 47th St., New York 19, N. Y.
SAMUEL ARTHUR LICHTMANN, 1 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 2, Ill.
MICHAEL J. DEANGELIS, ARCHITECT, Cutler Bldg., 42 East Ave., Rochester 4, N. Y.
MOSES MENDELSON, ARCHITECT, 2005 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.
ALLEN WHITE HALL, ARCHITECT, 1201 H St., Belmar, N. J.
DONALD L. BOSTWICK, ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER, 54 S Main St., Niles, Ohio.
DAVID SEARCY BARROW, Architect, 333 Park Ave., Glencoe, Ill.
CARROLL MARTELL, Architect, Fernwell Building, Spokane 8, Wash.
RAYMOND KERMIT THOMPSON, A.I.A., 402 Equitable Building, Portland 5, Ore.
ROBERT HELLER, INC., Industrial Designers, 161 E. 61st St., New York N. Y.

APPPOINTMENTS
The College of Architecture and Design, University of Michigan, has announced the appointment of C. THEODORE LARSON as professor of architecture, and of WILLARD A. OBERDICK and EDWARD V. OLENCZK as instructors in architecture, effective with the fall semester.

PETER BLAKE has been appointed curator of the Department of Architecture, Museum of Modern Art, New York, N. Y., succeeding Mary Cooke Barnes.

(Continued on page 146)
NOW you can have fingertip action for all your rolling doors—
for Har-Vey Hardware is available in sizes to match any
residential rolling door! Each size features smooth, silent
bearing action and is precision-made of the finest materials.

Save Space, Time and Money—Rolling doors permit full use
of every square inch of every room and allow reduced cubic
footage, with substantial savings in construction and finishing
time and costs. Use of Har-Vey Hardware assures simple
installation and smooth operation.

Send today for folder showing varied uses & installation
details of rolling doors & complete information
on Har-Vey Hardware:

Hardware Division U

Metal Products Corporation
807 N. W. 20th St. Miami, Florida

NAME ____________________________
COMPANY __________________________
STREET ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ____________________________

YOUR DEALER'S NAME ____________________________

Drains and Drainage Specialties
To Suit Every Job Condition

ROOF DRAINS No. 1148
FLOOR AND SHOWER DRAINS No. 1200 SERIES
URINAL DRAINS No. 135
BASEMENT FLOOD CONTROL No. 109
BACKWATER FLOOR DRAINS No. 108-W
ADJUSTABLE CLEANOUTS No. 809
SEDIMENT DRAINS No. 186-D
GREASE INTERCEPTORS No. 1508

For Complete Boosey Line Send for
Latest Catalog

General Sales Offices:
420 North La Salle St.
Chicago 10, Illinois

American Skein and Foundry Company
Factory: Racine, Wisconsin Established 1860
No Hanging Strip Needed... with MILWAUKEE "NU JAMB" HINGES

The "No Hanging Strip" feature of the NU JAMB Spring Hinge offers advantages that architects have been quick to recognize. Improves the appearance of the door. Avoids extra material, time and labor for easier, lower cost installation. And, mounting directly to the jamb provides more solid support, which, combined with the greater strength and durability of the NU JAMB Hinge, means greater customer satisfaction.

Attractively modern in design, Milwaukee NU JAMB Spring Hinges are available in Button Tips or Ball Tips, and in all sizes and finishes. With "Frictionless" bearings, high grade tempered steel springs, and other quality construction features, they're engineered for a longer lifetime of smoother operation and trouble-free service.

For top quality and performance—recommend Milwaukee NU JAMB Spring Hinges and other Milwaukee Builders Hardware items. Stocked by leading jobbers everywhere. Write for catalog information.

See us at Booth 57—Builders Hardware Exposition, Palmer House, Chicago, October 4 to 7.

MILWAUKEE STAMPING CO.
850-B S. 72nd STREET
MILWAUKEE 14, WIS.

OUR 54th YEAR OF QUALITY PRODUCTION

(Continued from page 144)

FELLOWSHIPS
The WILLIAM WIRT WINCHESTER TRAVELING FELLOWSHIP for European study has been awarded to Robert R. K. Russell, Jr., of Yale University's Department of Architecture.

Clarence Harrison Hill, Jr., Milltown, N. J., of the Department of Architecture, Yale University, has been awarded the ALICE KIMBALL ENGLISH FELLOWSHIP for the current year.

COMPETITIONS
First place in the annual KENNETH M. MURCHISON AWARD COMPETITION, for the design of a small bank building in a town with a population of 60,000, has been presented to Richard Nevara, of the University of Illinois' Navy Pier School. Second place was awarded to Marvin Goody, of the University of Pennsylvania.

ELECTED
FRANCIS KEALLY has been elected president of the Municipal Art Society of New York.

ROBERT E. ALEXANDER has been re-elected president of the Los Angeles Planning Commission, and R. W. HARPER has been elected to succeed Edmund P. McKenna as vice-president.

AWARD
James Henry Ward, of New Haven, Conn., has been named winner of the WILLIAM EDWARD PARSONS MEMORIAL MEDAL, awarded to the graduating student in the Department of Architecture, Yale University, who has shown the greatest excellence in city planning.

SCHOLARSHIP
Joseph H. Young, a recent graduate of the School of Architecture, University of Oregon, has been named winner of the JON LEWIS TRAVELING SCHOLARSHIP in architecture. Award was made on the basis of Mr. Young's project, "The Tradition of Wood in America and its Expression in Contemporary Domestic Architecture."
The new SARGENT DUA/OCK

Popularity votes are being cast nationally for the new Sargent DuaLock, a superbly finished, key-in-the-knob lock. Sargent mass production and economies make possible a quality lock you can sell in the low price field.

It is applicable to either metal or wooden doors. Just two holes bored with a standard bit are all that are needed for complete and foolproof installation.

No support required with metal doors. (The DuaLock is fully reversible—one lock for left or right hand regular or reverse bevel without adjustment.) It's just the lock you've long been looking for. See this new DuaLock and other new Sargent products at Booths 50-51, National Hardware Show, Grand Central Palace, New York, October 12-16.

SARGENT & COMPANY
New Haven, Conn.
New York
Chicago

Available again... safe, dependable

SPEED CONTROLS FOR REVOLVING DOORS

Old or new, whatever the make or type, any revolving door can once again be fitted with an economical, positive-acting International Speed Control. When so equipped, your revolving door becomes an entrance unequalled by any other type of door for traffic-handling efficiency and safety of operation. International Speed Controls are use-tested in thousands of installations for over 15 years. They are installed and serviced by a nation-wide organization. Write for complete details.

Josam Mfg. Co., 303 Josam Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio
Please send me literature on new Leveleze Floor Drain
Name:

Firm.

Address..........................................................

City....................................................... State..................................................
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WANTED—mechanical engineer, with 4 to 10 years' experience, familiar heating, air conditioning, electrical design modern commercial and institutional buildings. Permanent position and salary commensurate with ability. State age, educational qualifications and experience in letter of application. Williams, Coile & Blanchard, 403 Melson Building, Newport News, Va.

WANTED—structural engineers and steel draftsmen and detailers. Please submit employment and experience record, samples of work, and monthly salary expected. Marr and Holman, Architects, 702 Stahlman Building, Nashville, Tenn.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN—wanted by old, well-established firm in North Carolina. Only experienced man desired. Firm specializes in institutional, public work. This position permanent for competent man. Salary commensurate with ability. Give age, experience and salary expected in first reply. H. Raymond Weeks, Snow Building, Durham, N. C.

WANTED—architectural draftsmen and detailers. Please submit employment and experience record, samples of work, and monthly salary expected. Marr and Holman, Architects, 702 Stahlman Building, Nashville, Tenn.

ARCHITECTURAL SENIOR DRAFTSMAN—wanted by old, well-established firm in North Carolina. Only experienced man desired. Firm specializes in institutional, public work. This position permanent for competent man. Salary commensurate with ability. Give age, experience and salary expected in first reply. H. Raymond Weeks, Snow Building, Durham, N. C.

WANTED—structural engineers and steel draftsmen and detailers. Please submit employment and experience record, samples of work, and monthly salary expected. Marr and Holman, Architects, 702 Stahlman Building, Nashville, Tenn.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN—wanted by old, well-established firm in North Carolina. Only experienced man desired. Firm specializes in institutional, public work. This position permanent for competent man. Salary commensurate with ability. Give age, experience and salary expected in first reply. H. Raymond Weeks, Snow Building, Durham, N. C.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN—wanted by old, well-established firm in North Carolina. Only experienced man desired. Firm specializes in institutional, public work. This position permanent for competent man. Salary commensurate with ability. Give age, experience and salary expected in first reply. H. Raymond Weeks, Snow Building, Durham, N. C.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATE—thorough intermediate experience. Project development, first sketches to working drawings. Designer. Colorist. Perspectives. All classes buildings; schools, hotels, theaters, municipal. Better residences at less cost. Desires connection with small office doing good work, more congenial than where now located. Sealed replies to Box 177, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—graduate, registered. Thoroughly experienced. Has for years handled important work in large office in midwest metropolis. Desires connection leading to early partnership in well- established firm in, perhaps, a smaller city. Location not too important but experience has been principally in Great Lakes region. Box 175, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ADVERTISING RATES

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men, c/o Progressive Architecture, 380 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Insertions will be accepted not later than the 1st of the month preceding publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER AND ARTIST—offers his service on piece-work basis of full time employment. Long experience in different types of buildings. Specialized on churches, theaters and special constructions. Accomplished delineator in water color, pastel and black and white. 21 E. Van Buren, Room 403, Chicago, III.

SPECIFICATION WRITER—registered architect, member A.I.A. Free lance specifications, including contract documents, on fee basis. Thirty years' experience in private practice and in Federal government on all types of projects, including public buildings, hospitals, military structures, housing projects, etc. Wide knowledge of materials and their application. Box 172, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

COMPETENT ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING—service offered according to the architecture's requirements for all types and styles of structures in any medium. Write to Rendu, PSNA Bldg., 400 North Third Street, Room 200, Harrisburg, Pa.

"Products worthy of an architect's recommendation"

Not just a phrase or slogan — but truly an assurance that SOFTONE non-combustible acoustical Tile and Plaster, FAMCO Metal Suspension and ATOZ Insulation Plaster measure up and often surpass the claims made for these superlative products.

In addition to its outstanding characteristics, SOFTONE is quickly installed with a minimum of labor to walls and ceilings wherever sound conditioning, low maintenance and distinctive atmosphere is desired. Yes, these important factors are especially appreciated by planners and builders who are troubled by rising costs . . . delays . . . and rapidly approaching completion dates.

See Sweet's for specific information or write

AMERICAN ACOUSTICS, INC.
74 Trinity Place, New York 6, N. Y.

EVENHEATING MAN
is invited to send for this Helpful Data Book

• Complete specifications, installation and performance data is given in this helpful new catalog covering Fedders Series 15 Horizontal Unit Heaters. Steam and hot water capacities together with conversion factors for various conditions aid in specifying correct equipment. Heater location, wiring and piping diagrams, throw distances, and heat transmission coefficients put essential data at your finger tips. Write for your personal copy.

FEDDERS-QUIGAN CORPORATION
BUFFALO 7, N. Y.
HOLLOW METAL

5 ACRES OF ONE-FLOOR FACTORY
designed for straight line, efficient production

As specialists in the fabrication of bronze, aluminum, steel and stainless steel, we offer our services wherever hollow metal doors, interior trim, elevator enclosures, cold rolled moldings and metal specialties are required.

JAMESTOWN METAL CORPORATION
104 Blackstone Avenue
Jamestown, N. Y.

Models for EVERY need!
KELVINATOR-REFRIGERATED
Electric Water Coolers
The electric water coolers you specify do more than merely answer thirst! They put new freshness in tired faces...new sparkle in dulled eyes...new spring in lagging footsteps. Watch them being used, and you'll see quick proof of the extra refreshment in properly cooled drinking water. Make sure this fresh start is handy to everyone, in every building. For best results specify Kelvinator-refrigerated Electric Water Coolers. Write for literature.
The EBCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Town and Lucas Streets • Columbus 8, Ohio

Elliot's
Lin-O-Blu PAPER

Lin-O-Blu is a Direct Printing Paper, ammonia developed that you can really count upon for uniformly satisfactory reproductions. Use it always when you want: sharp, clear lines, unvarying tone and permanency. Lin-O-Blu is cheaper too.
Thin, Medium and Heavy.
Write Dept N.2 for samples.

B. K. ELLIOTT CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF REPRODUCTION PAPERS
PITTSBURGH — DETROIT — CLEVELAND

...THERMAL INSULATION of BUILDINGS
by PAUL DUNHAM CLOSE
Formerly Technical Secretary, American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, New York, and Insulation Board Institute, Chicago.

This book provides information and data on the various economic and comfort advantages of thermal insulating materials, a description of the various types of insulation used in dwellings and many other buildings, and an explanation of how they are applied. While the book is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise on the thermal insulation of buildings, it is a technically competent but at the same time readily understandable discussion of the subject, well suited to use by architects, engineers, builders, insulation salesmen, students and home owners. You will want this new book on your shelf for ready reference. It is spiral bound so that it will lie flat thus making it easier to use its charts, graphs, and other descriptive matter.

Price $2.00

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
The frank use of terra cotta for ornamental enrichment, along with other materials used for plain mechanical surfaces, was an outstanding characteristic of Roman, Greek and Renaissance architecture. A revival of this reasonable use of a fine historic material may be seen in many buildings, coast to coast. Terra cotta provides desirable ornament at low cost because units can be reproduced indefinitely and exactly from one fine original model.

Architectural Services:
Descriptive literature; construction details; color samples; cost estimates from architects' sketches or drawings.

Northwestern Terra Cotta Corporation
1750 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

THE Draftsman Demands AN ERASER THAT’S
Quick on the pick-up
Clean on the job
Careful to prevent paper abrasion

that’s why For YEARS HIS CHOICE

only the genuine bears the trademark ARTIGUM

THE ROSENTHAL CO., New York City, U. S. A.
Also Goodyear Brand Rubber and Soap Erasers

ON APPROVAL COUPON
JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me on 10 days’ approval a copy of Parker’s SIMPLIFIED DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER. If I decide to keep the book, I will remit $3.25 plus postage; otherwise, I will return the book postpaid.

Name
Address
City Zone State
Employed by

(For use out of U.S.)

THE ROSENTHAL CO., New York City, U. S. A.
PERMANENT

There is no method of hanging windows so trouble-free as the cord, weight and pulley method — it has been time tested and proven in service. No adjustments, no metal to metal contacts — therefore no noise, no early replacements, nothing to get out of order. Proper installation using Spot Sash Cord means a lifetime of service, reasonable installation cost and avoidance of expensive replacement.

Specify Spot Sash Cord — identified by the colored spots, our trademark (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

SPOT SASH CORD

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS • BOSTON
One of Hendrick’s

Distinctive Grille Designs

This attractive grille is the 2-inch Square Link, one of the hundred different designs in which Hendrick perforated metal grilles are available.

Made in heavy-gauge aluminum, brass, bronze, copper, Monel, steel and stainless steel, Hendrick Grilles have ample open areas, are entirely free from burrs and other imperfections, and are uniformly flat thanks to an exclusive Hendrick manufacturing process. Write for Hendrick Grille Catalogue.

HENDRICK Manufacturing Company
68 DUNDAFF STREET, CARBONDALE, PA.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

AMERICAN Roof Truss Data for Architects

AMERICAN BOWSTRING Delivery — Varies from one week
Spans to one month
30’ to 150’ Material — Select Structural Fir
& No. 1 Yellow Pine
Center Height 1/4th of Span
End Height Varies from 6” to 14”
Truss Width Varies from 8” to 11”
Designed for all loading conditions: Conveyors,
Monorail, Ceilings, etc.

For Information Write

AMERICAN Roof Truss Co.
William and Raymond Waddington
6856 STONY ISLAND AVE., CHICAGO 49, ILL. • Plaza 2-1772
— Established 1922 —

DUNHAM PRODUCTS

HAVE WHAT IT TAKES... ON THE JOB

FOR EASIER INSTALLATION MORE SATISFYING OPERATION

Every Dunham product has been tried, tested and proven easier to install and more satisfactory in operation on every size and type of job. Specify Dunham, the product that increases customer satisfaction.

DUNHAM SIMPLICITY BASEBOARD HEATING

Simpler to install, operate and maintain because of improved Dunham design. One continuous pipe and finned radiation behind smart, modern baseboard provide healthier, cleaner, more attractive heating.

DUNHAM CONVECTORS

Handsome styles that blend with the interior decorations of your rooms. The heating element is sized to provide adequate heating for a given amount of space.

DUNHAM UNIT HEATERS

The perfect heating element for industrial plants, laundries, garages, basements, etc. Gives heat where and when you want it. Built and designed to exacting Dunham engineering standards. C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, 400 W. Madison Street, Chicago 6, Illinois.

PECK & HARVEY

Mfrs. of Blue Printing & Photographic Equip.
5735 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Ill.
Expert Agents: Wenham, Inc., 44 Whitehall St., New York 4

PECKER & HARVEY

Printer, Developer
AND STAND
IN ONE COMPLETE
CONVENIENT UNIT

DUNHAM HEATING MEANS BETTER HEATING
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THE PRACTICAL USE of Architectural Terra Cotta is not confined to monumental construction or a special privilege of multi-million dollar retail chains.

Almost any building appropriation, for modernizing or new building, can economically utilize this completely permanent facing material.

Extruded ashlar may be had in accurate sizes best suited for the application ... and decorative elements sculptured and molded to the approved design.

ENDURO-ASHLAR ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

HENRY'S CLEANERS
Schenectady, N. Y.
Architects KARAS & VANDER BOGERT
Contractor CHRISTENSEN & NIELSEN

Base course and entrance feature dark green multichrome. Field is light mottled green. Main coping and coping frame over projecting bay is cream.

TERRA COTTA is permanent. Firing at extremely high temperatures gives it a hard lustrous or matte glazed surface impermeable to soil ... and the range of color is limitless.

Enduro-Ashlar appeals to the esthetic and the practical in both designer and builder.

Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation will advise on preliminary sketches, construction detail, furnish color samples and estimates —without cost.

Address your inquiries and sketches to the New York office.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORP.
10 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
PERTH AMBOY, N. J.

SOUTH AMBOY, N. J.
Product Report . . . October, 1948
IRON AND STEEL

The sad, sad story of iron and steel—and the many products made of iron and steel that go into construction—promises to get worse instead of better. Latest inside government information indicates that the so-called "defense" program is going to step up steel production, but at the same time cut heavily into iron and steel for consumer use. Even automobiles are due to feel the pinch. Better buy that new car now—if you can.

But let's get back to the problems we, as architects, are facing today as we attempt to keep building costs within the realms of reality. Cost, of course, is the most important single factor that keeps construction from proceeding at the rate we'd like to see it move. And yet, new construction today is at an all-time high, with every likelihood of a continued and even greater activity in the future.

Discounting cost, there are hundreds of other factors holding up new construction, varying from lack of labor to slow delivery of materials and equipment. One of the "slow" materials, of course, is steel. With the cost of structural steel up to the point where the index is 143.9 (base, 1939 of 100), it's some wonder that steel is moving at all. Nevertheless, it is moving—moving to such an extent that many a building is delayed weeks, and sometimes months, for the steel to arrive.

Biggest attempt to solve the bottlenecks arising from the shortages of materials is the new Public Law 395 passed by the 80th Congress at the end of 1947. This law provides for voluntary agreements for allocation of materials. A system of voluntary allocations by iron and steel producers to industrial consumers is now in operation for certain items of warm air heating equipment, for factory-made steel houses, and for a group of pig iron consumers including manufacturers of (a) cast iron pressure pipe and/or fittings, (b) cast iron soil pipe and/or fittings, (c) cast iron plumbing drainage products, (d) cast iron boilers, (e) cast iron radiation and (f) cast iron castings for warm air furnaces. Factory-made steel houses, steel baseboard radiation, steel doors and bucks, enameled cast iron plumbing fixtures and formed steel plumbing fixtures are also beginning to come under the voluntary agreement plan. However, since all agreements have been in effect for only a short time, no concrete results are yet obtainable. It is safe to say, however, that such a program will stabilize the supply situation so that planning for the future will be possible when contemplating new construction. Heretofore, its been a matter of "hope and pray" that steel would be available when needed.

The Department of Commerce reported recently that the steel industry seems to be headed for a new production record that will outstrip the records set earlier in the year. Increased demand for non-construction uses of steel will probably impose heavy drains on the steel producing industry in the last half of 1948, and the impact resulting from the voluntary allocation program will cause some redistribution of available steel supplies among the different types of steel users.

Approximately 12 percent of the total output of finished steel products goes (Continued on next page)
into construction annually. And this year, with production for construction estimated at about 8.4 million tons, the building industry may end up by using 15% of the total production. Even so, there is every reason to believe that the tight supply situation for all types of sheet steel and steel pipe, particularly those products which are galvanized, will become more critical as the months roll by.

The fact that iron and steel products may become critical, however, does not for next year, and because of the terrific demand for all types of construction, the entire building industry can look forward to many more months of prosperity. There seems to be little indication of a drop in prices, so buildings will become more critical as the months roll by.
When a man passes three score years and ten, he is eligible for the Borrowed Time Club.

Our company is more than ninety years old; but it's not living on borrowed time. On the contrary, it is more vigorous than ever... has a longer expectancy... because new blood has been infused into it continuously.

The tradition of honest workmanship has been passed on from generation to generation. And the Brownell name, on boiler-room equipment grows in significance with the passing years.

When you need boilers, stokers, heat exchangers, stacks, and breechings, you can buy them with confidence if they carry the name of Brownell.

The BROWNELL Company
432 N. FINDLAY ST., DAYTON 1, OHIO

CHENEY FLASHING

CHENEY FLASHING is again being made by the original inventor who pioneered the art of thru-wall flashing eighteen years ago.

No thru-wall flashing can operate successfully unless it has the two very important features that are found in CHENEY FLASHING—proven weep-hole drainage and the three-way bond, vertical as well as longitudinal and lateral.

Remember, the inferior two-way flashings, crimped copper and membranes, have neither the vertical bond nor do they drain moisture from the wall fast enough. Furthermore, their first cost advantage has disappeared because today Cheney Flashing is no longer a specialty—it's a standard commodity.

CHENEY FLASHING CO. Trenton, N.J.

Available Now!

CHENEY FLASHING
3-Way Bond
16 OZ. COPPER

CHENEY FLASHING REGLET
16 OZ. COPPER

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER P

CHENEY FLASHING CO. Trenton, N.J.

Architectural Engineering
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations.
Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel.
Successfully conducted for the past fourteen years. Our complete
Structural Engineering course well known for thirty-eight years.

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

Spring Back Binders
For
Progressive Architecture
(Formerly Pencil Points)

TWO INCH CAPACITY $2.50

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd ST. New York 18, N. Y.
I'M VERY MUCH ANNOYED AT A NUMBER OF YOUNG ARCHITECTS, and I think it's time to give them hell. The older boys I'm very much annoyed at a number of young practitioners who assume that their younger colleagues have been getting away with all sorts of things. I feel that too much time has been spent on esthetics and the philosophy of design; changing concepts have to be understood, appraised, studied, tried. But technical and professional competence must not slip in the meantime, and I fear that it has slipped alarmingly in many cases.

I know a young architect who designed a hospital, superficially well planned in that all the patients' rooms were on the south and had good light, but with a poor relationship of departments. He hadn't bothered to go through the research necessary—he was too sure that he must be right and the oldsters wrong. I know a young architect who designed a school, bilaterally lighted and all of that, but with such improper provisions for general needs that the building very soon became a white elephant in the community.

I'VE SEEN TOO MANY CONTEMPORARY BUILDINGS THAT ARE POORLY DETAILED. Why is this? Knowledge of how to put materials together properly is not difficult to obtain. I go along with the thesis that there's no need to build for posterity in all cases, and yet I don't like to shut the door from a living room to a terrace and have the adjoining "fixed" window rattle in its frame. Nor to see a stair-tread sagging six inches in a single year, and the edge split from the tread. Nor to see a stair-rail splintering six months after the house has been built. I've seen too many materials used in a manner contrary to their properties. I've seen too many public spaces overdesigned and some underdesigned acoustically. Of course these things have occurred before, but I'm talking now of the bright young men who are presumably more familiar with modern materials than their elders were.

WHAT'S MORE, I'VE SEEN TOO MANY "YOUNG" OFFICES POORLY RUN. Striated plywood walls in the reception room don't necessarily mean that an efficient organization functions behind them. Why do two brilliant young "designers" think that a partnership will work out well for them? Why don't they realize that a man weak on structure or mechanics or business methods needs a partner who complements, not supplements him? Why do some young progressive architects write bad, long-winded specifications? Why are some of them careless in their contractual relations with both client and builder?

I don't by any means intend to imply that all men under forty are guilty of these careless practices, or that all above a certain age are free of them. That obviously isn't true; the general level of progress in architecture has been too great to be denied. Nor do I feel that too much time has been spent on esthetics and the philosophy of design; changing concepts have to be understood, appraised, studied, tried. But technical and professional competence must not slip in the meantime, and I fear that it has slipped alarmingly in many cases.

Dynamic space conceptions are part of our time, mathematically, philosophically and esthetically, but they have to be constructed from adequate details and competent specifications. Sociological program studies are needed to mark the new uses of structures, but the man who makes them has to be in business and be reasonably sure that another man's coming when one is finished. There are many facets to the design of structures, and the really good designer can't afford to overlook any of them.

THE INSTITUTE OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION IN BROOKLYN, Vito Battista director, had a competition in one of the design classes recently for which six prizes were given—six subscriptions to PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN SOME DATA ABOUT ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE that was gathered for us recently as part of a nation-wide survey. These are miscellaneous facts, secured from interviewing a representative group of active firms, presented here without comment.

Type of practice:
General 84%
Specialized 16%
Of those who specialize, the specialization is:
Institutional 71%
Commercial 57%
Industrial 52%
Residential 19%
Proportion of firms designing various types of buildings in past three years:
Stores & shops 89%
Industrial 79%
Churches 60%
Hospitals 55%
Apartments 53%
Recreational Buildings 44%
Multiple housing 43%
Public Buildings 43%
Theatres 19%
Hotels 18%
City plans 12%

Proportion of firms retained as consultants:
No consultation work 54%
Industrial or retail 20%
Educational 16%
Hospitals 12%
Financial 9%
Governmentals 8%
Other 13%

Number of active partners:
1 24% of firms
2 34% of firms
3 20% of firms
4 14% of firms
5 14% of firms
More than 5 4% of firms

Exclusive of principals, number of employees:
5 or less 54% of firms
6-10 21% of firms
11-25 13% of firms
25 or over 12% of firms

COMMERCIAL 75%
Residential 75%
Educational 72%
Office Buildings 66%
Churches 60%
Hospitals 56%
Apartments 53%
Recreational Buildings 44%
Multiple housing 43%
Public Buildings 43%
Theatres 19%
Hotels 18%
City plans 12%

SPEAKING OF ARCHITECTURAL EMPLOYEES, I HAD A CALL THE OTHER DAY from a man who's looking for a job after twenty years of good work in a well-known office. Those things happen all too often in professional life. I remember that several years ago I wrote a piece about "The Architect" in which I mentioned the unfortunate fact that employees in architects' offices often were fired for one job, and found it necessary in many cases to shift from one place to another until they had established themselves. A young friend of mine thanked me heartily and said he'd shown the article to his mother-in-law, who had never been able to understand why Sally's husband couldn't seem to hold a job.

There is, of course, the story about the man who had been with Warren & Wetmore for some twenty years. Work got slack after the Grand Central Station job in New York and the partners reluctantly decided they would have to let John go. Whitney Warren called him in and broke the bad news, apologizing and explaining how badly he felt about the whole thing.

"That's all right, Mr. Warren," John said, "When I was hired I was told that it was a temporary job."
Quality construction brings you more satisfied customers. When you specify double-duty INSULITE—inside and outside you specify top quality construction. It’s stronger, because Insulite (Bildrite) Sheathing provides twice the bracing strength of wood sheathing horizontally applied. It’s better, because the combination of Bildrite on the outside plus Sealed Lok-Joint Lath on the inside provides insulation, and guards against moisture condensation.

Refer to Sweet’s File, Architectural Section 10a/9.
Terrazzo has undisputed leadership among floors that receive hard public usage. A terrazzo floor may be plain or as decorative as desired. On occasion a terrazzo floor may be a fine art painting or colorful design done in imperishable masonry materials.

From a practical standpoint, terrazzo floors withstand wear and abuse. They are easily cleaned. They do not fade or deteriorate.

Trinity white—the whitest white cement—makes terrazzo at its very best. Trinity's extreme whiteness combined with either white or colored marble gives life and depth to design. It gives a purer color in the matrix regardless of whether the color is required to blend or contrast with the marble.

Trinity white is a true portland cement. Use it in terrazzo and wherever whiteness or pure colors are an asset—in cast stone; concrete architectural units; stucco; cement paint; for light-reflective floors. Trinity Division, General Portland Cement Co., 111 West Monroe St., Chicago; Republic Bank Building, Dallas; 816 W. 5th St., Los Angeles.

Trinity White Portland Cement
PLAIN OR WATERPROOFED